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lntroduckion

Hoping to broaden the scope of our 1971 Seminar. which had
considered the theme "Oceanic History of the I9th Century," and tu
rellect the manifold issues now relattng to the global water environ-
ment, the New England-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec Center and other
units of the University of Maine � with special financial support from
its Office of Research and Public Services � decided to convene a
second conference focusing on "the North Atlantic Strategic Pivot."
We invited a wide diversity of speakers to address their remarks not
so much to specialists in their own areas as to those in other sub-
specialities relating to the sea, hoping to create a meaningful general
dialogue among those who have some interest in the sea � past history
and present, We think that we succeeded, if not in solving certain vital
problems, then at least in formulating some of the more important
questions and alternative approaches to solutions.

These Proceedings are the record of our meeting. both of which
were produced through the assistance of many people. We are espe-
cially grateful to the contributors, both for their initial paper» and for
editing the oral transcription. In particular, we thank the United
States Naval Institute for sharing its 100th anniversary with us by it»
presence and in the form of gifts for all conferees: the October 1973
Centennial issue of the Institute's Proceedings, a facsimile edition of
the 1802 U.S. Navul ReguIations and the 1973 8 uej u<kets' Manual.
Book displays and publications exhibits were generously provided by
the Naval Institute, the U,S, Navy and Marine Corps historical
offices, the International Marine Publishing Company of Camden.
Maine and the Ira C. Darling Center Marine Laboratory of the Uni-
versity of Maine,

Thanks for the funding of this publication are due the Cooperative
Extension Service Sea Grant Project administered from the Darling
Center. And special thanks go to diane a. henry who transcribed these
proceedings at the Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History,
University of Maine at Orono, wherein the tape recordings are depos-
ited, and to Ruth Harper of the University of Maine History Depart-
ment who typed the edited transcriptions.

Clark G. Reynolds
William I, McAndrew
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McANDREW: On behalf of the New England-Atlantic Provinces-
Quebec Center here at the University of Maine in Orono, I'd like to
extend my welcoine to all of you for coming in. It s so good to see so
many old friends from our last gathering and to see some new faces,
and I hope over the next two days that we' ll have enough time for both
formal and informal contact to exchange ideas, pleasantries and other
matters. And I thank you also for bringing the extremely pleasant
day. After yesterday we were rather worried � and the legacy of
yesterday is still at the back of the room in the buckets.  Langtr er! If
anybody has model ships to IIoat they' re welcome to do it, or perhaps
we can call on some damage control experience later on, 1'd like to
introduce, for some introductory remarks, the president ot the Uni-
versity of Maine at Orono, President Howard Neville.
NEVILLE: Thank you very much, Bill. I must confess that when I
came into the room my attention was called first to two or three of you
and then to the books and the displays at the back of the room. Then
finally my attention � several people were vei y sure that I had missed
it � was called to those two buckets that were back there. And I said
that I will have to do something about that. I guess that there are some
things a president can do for a university and there are some things he
can't do; I guess the only thing that I' ve really learned so far that I can
do is that I can move my desk from one side of the room to the other.
I' ve met with a number of faculty, student and aluinni groups, but
that's the only thing that I' ve been assured that I can do without going
through a faculty committee.  Laughter!

My pleasant assignment this morning is to welcome you who have
gathered for this conference on the Maritime and Regional Studies
entitled, '"I'he North Atlantic Strategic Pivot." I'rn a newcomer to
Maine; I think that today will mark the end of my first month here.
While many of you have had long-time associations with th» state so
there's some irony in my welcoming you to this conf'erence. Many of
you know already that the first week of October is Maine's most
splendid time of the year, The splash of orange and reds and yellows
are most beautiful during this week. Apples are in the cider presses.
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our coast line is shrouded with morning mists each day, and the
fisherman feels that occasional chill that indicates the severe cold of
the winter ahead. Some of you have lived this season many times and
know its beauty and its portent, its promise and its dread, The cycle
of life is manifest here at this time, in this place as on few other
occasions.

The North Atlantic is indeed a strategic pivot for the North Ameri-
can continent. A list of topics for your workshop on the ocean
resource is itself an itnplicit catalogue of critical economic and social
arguments for giving greater attention to the North Atlantic as a
fundamental natural resource for this continent. Your sessions on
Anglo-American naval traditions should provide provocative discus-
sions on the distribution of naval power in the North Atlantic, espe-
cially from an historical point of view, Even the most casual reader of
world history learns quickly that economic and social interests rarely
survive in a vacuum of military strength. Finally, l can think of few
cultural activities likely to be more beneficial to our state and region
than maritime preservation. And I hope your workshop in this area is
particularly stimulating and a productive one.

My use of the phrase "Maine and the Region" reminds me that this
conference, this meetingis sponsored in part by the University's New
England-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec Center. I'rn especially pleased
to see the United States and Canadian experts on the various panels.
l've not cotne to the University of Maine to make hasty judgments
about where we should lay heavy stress in our acadetnic enterprise.
However, fairly close and long personal relations with professors
A.J.M. Smith and Russell Nye at Michigan State University, both
articulate and effective scholars of Canadian-American concerns,
have given me one academic prejudice: l think we here at this univer-
sity should seek high distinction in the field of Canadian-American
studies, especially with respect to the region suggested by the title of
our New England-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec Center, As you experts
gathered for this conference know far better than l, this area of study,
potentially of great value to both nations. has been too long neglected.
l hope we, at the University of Maine at Orono, can play a leadership
role in remedying this neglect. I wish you success with your confer-
ence, I congratulate you on your choice of site for it and the distin-
guished roster of attendees. On behalf of the University of Maine at
Orono, I bid you welcome. Thank you very much.  App attse!
REYNOLDS: Good morning also. l'm Clark Reynolds as most of you
know and I'm happy to see that after some of us were able to break the
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ice last night, that most of them are here this morning; I hope the rest
will straggle in before too long. l wish more of you could have joined
us � apparently my note was unnoticed in the local motel � but I can
guarantee, as Bill will point out later, we have other festivities. The
conference is young. This does not turn out to be, as we thought in
May l97l. the Second Annual University of Maine Seminar in
Matttime and Regional Studies. But the University of Western On-
tario, with its conference in l972, took the number two spot. So
maybe we can call this the Third Annual affair, and maybe hopefully
someday we can actually get an annual rotating conference. And
maybe new university presidents can help fund such projects.
 Laughter!





History and the Sea

Clark G. Reynolds

Not long ago, certainly less than a decade, a commonly accepted
notion was that the sea had been largely surpassed as the chief
medium of bulk transport by the air, that the ocean had ceased to be a
principal area of international rivalries, that navies had become gen-
erally obsolete, and that historians of the sea belonged to a small
clique of buffs who spoke a language unfamiliar to laymen and outside
current fads in history, None of these assumptions is true � neither
then nor now. What is more, a full appreciation of the interrelation-
ships between man and the sea has become a pressing concern closely
related to the very survival of the human race � and other species on
this planet.

But it has always been this way, True, the exisren< e of the race has
not depended on its affinity to the sea, Notice, however, the timing of
its affinity to the sea. Homo sapiens  or Cro-Magnon Man! fiourished
first some 40,000 years ago and the first river civilizations along the
Nile, Tigris and Euphrates and Indus rivers only by 4000 B.C, But the
pace did not quicken until men took to the sea, to share ideas as well
as wealth. At first, it was unimpressive; from 7500 B.C. we know of
obsidian trade throughout the southern Aegean Sea. But by the
beginning of the second millenium B.C. things began to happen. First
the Minoans began to connect the ancientworld from their
palace/port centers on Crete, followed by the Mycenaeans of south-
ern Greece. then the eventual emergence of Periclean Athens in the
5th century B.C.

Athens developed a culture of unparalleled vitality which con-
quered the subsequent Alexandrian and Roman empires, which how-
ever could only imitate it crudely. Only when genuine seafaring
peoples rediscovered the ancient Greek ways could dynamic prog-
ress be made in civilization. Thus did the Italian Renaissance of the

15th century A.D. accompany the merchant and war ships of Venice,
Florence and Genoa on new fields of human endeavor, In the employ
of Spain, the Genoese Columbus discovered new physical worlds that
promised new intellectual challenges, Those new ideas were fostered
by the seafaring Dutch and English who set the example for other
peoples to follow.
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Man hassurvived without ever turning to the sea. But only when he
has set forth upon the waters has he been driven to new heights of
achievement, The sea, then, has been a catalyst for progress and
change, without which "civilization" in its fullest sense would not
survive, The sea, past and present, has provided food for bodies and
minds: it demands our fullest attention.

I further submit that the sea has, throughout history, been a major
unifying element among the peoples of the race, and that therefore
human endeavor upon the sea has been a good thing. Let us look at
the illustrations of this:

First � In the commonest area of language, the sea has provided a
vehicle of communication. From the Phoenician efforts at trade one

thousand years before Christ evolved the phonetic alphabet which is
the basis of most languages today. By the same token, the ships,
colonies and trade of the long-thriving British Empire � and its pow-
erful offspring, the United States � have spread the English language
until it is the most common language among nations today.

Second � Literary traditions based on spoken records have led to a
fascinating poetry of the sea, from the Homeiic epics and Norse sagas
to the novels of C. S, Forester on Hornblower, Herman Melville on
Billy Budd. and Nordorf and Hall on the Bountv's trials: men against
the sea and each other that forms a key ingredient of the Western
lit erary tradition.

Third � Seafaring has always required skills � at the technology of
shipbuilding and the ability to navigate by the stars, for the first sailors
as for the present ones. Communications satellites and computers
only refine this requirement, and navigation at sea t'orms the basis of
aerospace endeavors. Maritime travels have thus demanded ad-
vanced technology, science and mathematics throughout history

Fourth � By the same token, human curiosity has found its greatesi
outlet upon the sea, one example being Thor Heyerdahl'sRa voyages
early in the present decade which speak volumes also for the earliest
seafaring men, Exploration of new frontiers by sea proceeds apace
today in the deepest realms of the oceans and the vastness above it.
The recovery of our spacecraft at sea comes naturally to a people
which contributes materially to human effort at sea and in the sky.

Fifth � The need for human fuel � first food, then raw materials

� has usually been the first move of a primitive people upon the
waters. Some, like the Poiynesians, have never quite progressed
beyond this fundamental need, but others have expanded their fishing
into overseas trade of it until their whole economies have depended to
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a great extent upon it � Japan and Russia are good modern exatnples.
Undersea mining, aqua-culture and the harnessing of the tidal ener-
gies are only some of the latest attetnpts to exploit the sea for its
material riches.

Sixth � The accumulation of wealth has been led by maritime na-
tions which have been able thereby to afford the patronization of
artists and philosophers, not to mention the appropriation of surplus
monies to the relief of the poor and other humanitarian needs. With-
out such monies, nations can only regard such efforts as these as
luxuries. Wealth raises the overall standard of living and not just for
the few merchants or kings. This was true in Athens; it is true in the
United States.

Seventh � Consequently, seaborne effort has been a cosmopolitan
endeavor, spreading ideas, promoting the interchange between cul-
turesandbetiefs. Universalhistorians like H.G. Wells and William H.

McNeill have seen this in the past civilizations, and human engineers
for the future see its inliuence today. For example, Buckminster
Fuller � a sometime resident of Maine � saw the seafarers of the

Renaissance as the first real "world-around" men. comprehending
the planet as a synergistic whole; he therefore can understand this
planet as "the spaceship earth." His use of the word "ship" in this
regard is not merely rhetorical, Peoples confined on board the finite
space of a ship have always been accustomed to appreciating fully the
limits of their immediate ecosphere.

Eighth � Closely related to this fact is the respect of seafaring
peoples for the sea, for nature and the raw elements � so that the
Greeks could worship a god like Poseidon  translated by the Romans
into Neptune!, a powerful entity to be held in awe, served and
obeyed. Today, the delicate natura! balances of the ecosystem that is
the ocean can be ignored or defied only at the peril of the survival of
the race, Either we honor that balance, or like the landlubbing Ro-
mans we hold the elements in contempt or only for the pleasure of our
splashing in the surf, The sea detnands so much more than that.

Ninth and finally � Seafaring peoples have always been legahstic in
the extreme, ordering their traffic by codes of maritime statutes and
admiralty courts upon which international law has emerged. In the
midst of political upheaval and wars in the Eastern Mediterranean in
the 2nd century B.C�only the Sea-Laws of tiny Rhodes preserved a
modicum of order upon the waters that even Demetrius the City-
Smasher could not destroy with his seaborne catapults. So, next year,
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l974, enormous political obstacles notwithstanding, the Law of the
Sea conference will convene in Venezuela, to consider mankind's
future sharing of the riches of the sea, Wars may plunder the land, but
the sea remains oblivious to even the worst weapons. While Athens
burned under the torch of Xerxes, Thermistocles could take Athenian
law and institutions to sea � and even Sparta could not argue against
such authority, The glory of Periclean Athens was the result,

Granted, nationalism on land and sea has fostered greed, jealously
and war, yet � in all � less blood has been spilled at sea, and certainly
not enough to outweigh the enormous advantages of human effort
upon the seas.

So the time has come to understand history and the sea in the fullest
context, bringing experts and laymen in their several sea-oriented
specialties together � as we are today here � and to ask traditional
questions anew, as Admiral Hooper wi H do, and to face new fields and
endeavors now emerging as Miss Joye will do.

Furthermore, we have the advantage here of starting in a genuine
maritime region � New England and the Maritime~for abase-study
approach and live model for considering the larger issues, The North
Atlantic has been and still is the key strategic pivot of oceanic affairs
of the major powers and many lesser ones. Thus we can understand
the region in some detail in the areas of ocean resources, historical

developments and continuity, and maritime preservation � the three
subjects of our afternoon sessions. And always we mus1 seek to
understand and thus to control the rivalries of leading cotnpetitors
upon the sea, today the United States and Soviet Russia � the subject
of our morning session tomorrow.

And, lastly, we need to explore the idea of wheth'er our studies
should not be put on a more permanent basis � pooled in some organi-
zation that encompasses the United States and Canada. The many
diverse interests aH relating to the sea are exceedingly difficult to
bring together in meetings such as this, and by geographical necessity
must be regional and small if anything is to be accomplished and the
people in attendance able to meet other people. Should trot therefore
we have a vehicle for sharing our information, of coordinating our
several activities  or at least information about them!, and of improv-
ing communication between ocean historians and specialists? This
will be the subject of our wrap-up session and discussion tomorrow
afternoon,
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And if such high-sounding thoughts and proposals fail to impress in
the mental fogs of a Saturday morning, let me say that at the very least
that I extend to you a fervent wish that you have a romping good time
here which you will remember fondly long after you have all gone
your separate ways, And so I, too, welcome you.  Apptause!.
REYNOLDS: I have the pleasure of introducing first of all Vice
Admiral Edwin 8, Hooper, United States Navy. sort of retired.
Admiral Hooper started out in the "Gun Club" which was then the
route through the Bureau of Ordnance to a future in battleships; he
graduated from the Naval Academy, of course, as most admirals did
in the old days, in 1931. He went to Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and took a Masters of Science in electrical engineering in
1940. Probably most of us naval history butTs and professionals will
be interested to know that he was an the battleship Washington which
he helped outfit and served in the Guadalcanal campaign. The battle-
ship Washington had something to do with turning the tide,
November 1942, in those crucial days. He went on in Ordnance and 1
guess must have seen the handwriting on the wall after the war: he got
out of battleships into anti-aircraft and eventually on into nuclear
power and nuclear energy and pioneered in some of the early work in
tactical nuclear weapons in the late 40's and since, He has served
quite a bit in Washington in research and development in these fields
as he has progressed on up the line. Hc also has had long and
distinguished service in amphibious warfare and logistical operations
throughout the 1960s. Probably the highlight of his career � if I may
say s~would be his capacity as Commander Service Farce, U. S.
Paciflc fleet which led to extensive operations in the recent war, fram
which emerged a book which he has published called Mobility, Sup-
port, and Endurance, a history of the early American Naval logistics
in the Vietnam War. We have a copy on the back desk here. 1
commend you, sir; it's the kind of thing that official naval officers
should write more of, and I hope you will set a precedent for more
retired naval officers. It's a shame that naval o%cers are not encour-

aged to wri te more outside of the Naval institute until they retire, but
that stems from the late 40's also when things were written that
shouldn't have been perhaps, And so Admiral Hooper is now Direc-
tor of Naval History and Curatorof the Navy Department. I think the
fourth in the long line of distinguished retired admirals in that capac-
ity. He is going to speak to us on the relevance of the North Atlantic
Strategic Pivot, past and present. I give you Admiral Hooper,
applause!
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HOOFER: Thank you, Clark. I was sorry that I was not able to be at
the first of' these meetings: somehow l got the notice rather late and
was already committed. The deputy at that time came here, but I was
extremely well itnpressed with the great good humor of the session at
that time, and this I think highlights one of the great benefits of an
occasion such as this. I know I greatly prize the opportunity to see
people that I haven't seen for sotne time, get acquainted with indi-
viduals in the fteld, which l might not see were it not for such
occasions. Last May when Clark Reynolds invited me to attend this
seminar, he asked me to be one of two tntroductory speakers address-
ing the general theme of the North Atlantic. Strategic Pivot, He
suggested that I discuss history in the Navy's program. He then
expressed hope that I would include some of my own observations
about the North Atlantic,pastand future. I~terClark kind!y told me I
could really do anything I liked. And it seems to me that Professor
Reynolds has done a pretty good job of taking care of at least some of
the early, more distant past, if that's the way one's looking at it.



North Atlantic � History as Prologue

Vice Admiral Edwin B. Haoper, USN  Retired!

I

Taking full advantage of the latitude permitted, 1 have decided to
express some overall views related to the seminar theme � views as
seen by a somewhat ancient naval mariner. one who has been in-
volved in research and development related to the sea and who now
bears the title of Director of Naval History.

The presentations over the two-day period cover a wide spectrum.
The value of these presentations and the accompanying discussions
will be enhanced by the extent to which we can relate them to the
unifying subject of the seminar, I hope iny talk wiH be of some help in
this regard,

Although sorely tempted, I shall refrain froin taiking about the
Naval Historical Center, the Naval History Division, our resource»,
and our programs. I will, of course, be happy to answer any questions
on these matters at any time during my stay here in Orono,

ll

With regard to the overall theme, I doubt if you could find any
serious and objective student who would deny that the North Atlantic
has. from early times and through WorM War I l. been pivotal in the
history of Europe and of North America. Together with its extensions
into the North Sea, the Arctic Ocean, the Baltic, the Mediterranean,
the Caribbean, and the South Atlantic, this strategic ocean and man' s
use of it have had profound effects on the rest of the worM as well.

History, other than that narrowly focused on events within the land
masses, reveals why this has been so. Basic causes sternrned from
climatological effects; from ocean-borne transportation of people, of
essential raw materials, and of goods; from harvesting the resources
of the sea; and from the projection of military power across the sea.
The lessons of history through World War ll are clear on these
matters.

Unfortunately we begin to get into diflicuity when we examine the
period since World War II, As I see it, this more recent period has not
as yet been adequately covered by historicai works, at least not
insofar as maritime related events are concerned.
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Immediately after the war, United States sea power was supreme
and, for a time, unchallenged, A steady decline of the American
merchant marine set in, but, allied with other NATO power», our
naval supremacy continued. As thi» nation and the rest of the Free
World reaped the benefits of this sea power, the ability to control the
seas. and thus freedom to use the seas. was taken for granted.

As time went on, the growth of the Soviet underseas force and,
more recently, its surface Iieet has increasingly developed threats to
our control and use of the strategic North Atlantic and other oceans.
The balance of sea power has been changing.

Today there are many who question the relevant importance of sea
power. To a large extent, they base their reservations on the advance
of technology, particularly the development of nuclear weapon~ and
advancing capabilities of aircraft, These reservations are deepened,
at times. by wrshful thinking as to the intentions of potential enemies.

As we attempt to approach the future with wisdom. linear extmpo-
lation of the lessons of history is not enough � for this is a changing
world. Through an understanding ofhistory up into the recent eraand
of the advance of technology, we must try to discern the changes that
have been taking place in the recent era, the trends established, the
seeds already planted which will sprout in the future, and the implica-
tions.

But at the same time, we must also recognize that there are limits to
the changes which will take place. Far toa often. in the days since
I945, aur response to changes affecting military power has been
unstable. At times we have become so enamored with the more

glamorous changes that we have neglected some of the basic consid-
erations which inhuence national and coalition power. If we are to
respond more wisely, we must, while recognizing change, also recog-
nize that some fundamental factors are enduring. Some of the histoti-
cal principles of the past will still apply to the future.

III

Let us now touch brielly on some of the more obvious factors that
are unchanging and then on some of those that are changing.

Same of the unchanging factors and their consequences are dic-
tated by the laws of physics. History will, for example, continue to be
inlluenced by the heat capacity of the North Atlantic and the fiow of
its Gulf Stream, As long as the latter � propelled by thermal effects
and coriolis forces � persists and the earth's axis of spin does not
change, Europe will continue to have the climate necessary forit to be
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such an important center of civilization and power, I do not think we
need worry about a major climate change in the near future, although
there has been some speculation as to more remote possibilities,

Among other physical properties of basic importance are the den-
sity of water and its fluid properties. This density is such that sea
water will support about sixty-four pounds per cubic foot. Variations
in density from one location to another exist, but only in small
percentages, Density and the flotation it provides couple nicely with
Quid properties suitable for propulsion with relatively small drag at
reasonable speeds.

The end result is that displacement vessels, the ships that float on or
in the sea, have, from early times, provided by far the most efficient
means of movement of most cargoes. As for transportation across the
seas, the vast bulk of the tonnages can only be delivered by this
means. It is inconceivable to me that this fact will ever change,

A group such as this does not have to be reminded of the key and
indispensable role of oceanic transport on the North Atlantic in the
history of Europe and America, of the inliuence of sea power upon
such transport and thus upon history, or of how the fate of Western
nations in the two world wars hinged on the security of lanes across
the ocean,

History does show us that a change has been taking place over the
past three centuries. The change in peace and in war has been con-
tinually one of increased demands on oceanic transport for the mate-
rial, food and goods upon which the welfare and the survival of the
nations of Western Europe, in particular, depend. And with increas-
ing populations and expanding requirements for food, raw materials,
and the products of industry from abroad, tonnages are today increas-
ing at an accelerated rate. Not long ago 1 was amazed to see statistics
which indicated ocean-borne tonnages of dry cargo had increased
almost four-fold between 1950 and 1970, When petroleum was in-
cluded. the total was five times what it had been at the start of the
twenty-year period. And, of course, by far the greatest volume of
traffic in the world is that in the North Atlantic and its extensions.

Vast improvements have been made in aircraft. Their utilization for
delivering high value and urgent cargoes has expanded. This is true as
well for the transportation of individuals and small groups, but not for
large military combat deployments complete with weapons and
equipment.

Our Vietnam experiences give some indication of where we stand
today. From 1965 to 1970 all of the bulk fuel to support Southeast
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Asian operations, over 99 percent of the ammunition, and over 9s
percent of the tonnage of other cargoes went by sea. And this was
despite the fact that tnilitary urgency often overrode consideration of
economy in deciding to ship by air.

Soine predict that aircraft will develop to the point that 10 percent
of the tonnage of military cargoes will go by air. [f »o, this is still a
stnall percentage. 1, for one, do not believe that air shipments will
ever approach that figure. I doubt the percentages of cointnercial air
cargoes will ever get as high as our recent military experience. Aside
from the overall practicability, consideration» of economy, the high
fuel consumption of aircraft, and the growing energy crisis with
regard to fossil fuels will tend to restrain massive use of the air mode
of transportation.

Thus, as it has in the past, the strategic importance of the North
Atlantic will continue to stem, in large measure, from the high degree
of dependence on oceanic transport. Protection of the sea lanes and
denial of their use to enemies in time of war are still crucial factors in
the strategic equation,

IV

Another potential source of conflict in the North Atlantic is com-
petition for the use of the resources of the sea.

Fish have always been one of the most important means of sustain-
ing human life. Competition for the exploitation of the concentration
of fish off Newfoundland played important roles in the history of the
colonial era. The Grand Banks are a scene of major activity in modern
times. As long as populations grow the demands for fish will increase,
and as a result, fishing in the North Atlantic must be a key factor in
considerations of ocean strategy in the future. The growing detnand
for sea food has already led to extensions of territorial sea claims over
the fishing resources of the sea.

The well-known American-British-Canadian dispute over Ameri-
can inshore fishing rights off Canada, extending over more than a
century prior to its settlement in 1912, illustrates the potential
significance of this matter. A notable example of what can happen has
been the recent so-called "cod war" off iceland. The conflict seemed

on the verge of growing into a limited maritime war earlier this year
which, by accident or not, intensified at the time of the Nixon-
Pompidou meeting in Reykjavik. Some observers noted also that the
incidents peaked at the time of a Soviet naval exercise extending into
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the Greenland-Iceland-Faroes gaps. According to the papers more
than 400 surface ships and 175 submarines were involved in these
exercises.

Other uses of the sea and the sea bed are growing in importance
Offshore extraction of petroleum is increasing by leaps and bounds.
Many other resources of the ocean and its bottoms lie in wait for
exploitation, Herein lie incentives for further competition. and possi-
bly future conAicts, It wouM be dangerou» automatically to assume
they all will be resolved by international accords.

V

Meanwhile, technological advances have diversified the strategic
roles of the ocean. These have permitted naval utilization of yet
another of the physical properties of the sea, its rapid attenuation of
light and other electro-magnetic radiations.

Taking advantage of the relative opaqueness of sea water, a new
dimension in naval warfare was addedby combining internal combus-
tion engines with electrical generator-motors for the propulsion ol
submarines. U-boat actions against shipping in World War I and
those with vastly improved capabilities in World War II came within a
few weeks of strangling Britain. This lesson was not lost on the Soviet
Union. which proceeded to develop the largest submarine force in
history.

A new era commenced in 1954 with the launching of the world' »
first true submersible, the nuclear-powered VSS Nautiltts, The
USSR tagged in developing a similar capahility but has since gained a
sizable nuclear submarine force to provide a truly formidable chal-
lenge to control and use of the seas,

And then, with the first launch of Polaris from a submerged sub-
marine in l 960, deterrence of nuclear war soon became a high priority
mission of the U.S. Navy, A glance at the globe. spun to encompass
the so-called land hemisphere, will shoo its center tu be on the
eastern fringe of the North Atlantic. clearly thi» ocean is pivotal
insofar as the strategy of nuclear deterrence or nuclear war is con.
cerned.

With the advent of the atomic bomb and changes in the world
balance of power, there were thoughtful people who predicted nu.
clear weapons would supplant the need for rnosi conventional force»,
and even questioned the continuing requirement for a major navy. Wc
have since learned that nuclear capabilities have not prevented lim-
ited wars. Despite this lesson. there are many who seem lo assume
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that the only kind of war in the NATO area will be a nuclear one, over
in a matter of hours or days, Perhaps this will be so, but wiII it
necessarily be the case if the immediate consequences have
thresholds below that of national survival" .We should not automati-

cally assume a limited war at sea will never occur.

VI

I have but given brief mention of some of the historical factors and
areas of change which will in part determine the course of future
history insofaras the North Atlantic and the destiny of North Atlantic
nations are concerned.

The insights of history carried into the recent past are needed as a
basis for sound decision as to actions to take in the future in regard to
this ocean and other maritime areas. Within the U.S. Naval History
Division we have the capabilities and capacity to compile but a small
fraction of the histories that are needed. The main product must come
from the civilian scholarly community, Our Division does have rich
source materials related to maritime history. We welcome their use
by serious researchers.

The need for perceptive historical works is great. particularly for
maritime-related events in the twentieth century. Hopefully the his-
toticaI community will respond to the challenge.  Applaase!

REYNOLDS; Thank you, Admiral Hooper. It just. I think, proves
again and again that even the old traditional historians and those who
study traditional history really have quite a bit to contribute in asking
the old questions anew, because they never really get old. However,
we are entering upon a new era; it might be a new oceanic age,
combined with space perhaps. Who's to say'? I think one might argue
through that, generationally speaking, it s a fairly new generation that
is addressing itself from the ground up to these new problems. It
happens to be my generation and the generation of our next speaker,
Judy Joye, who came to us by a circuitous route. We had intended to
get someone from the Establishment, Robert Abel, but he had «
conflict at more or less the last minute andimrnediately recommended
Miss Joye with high recommendations. and she was very gracious to
come on short notice, for which we are most privileged, But morc
than that � I now know � we have in this individual, a unique combi-
nation of interests, professional abilities and talents, preparation for
which she achieved none in college, which I think is indicative also of
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the newness of many oceanographic and oceanic subjects. She took
her B.A. from Brooklyn College in Business Administration. which I
think she is using to good advantage; there's money in the ocean, in
more ways than one. But she apparently never tires of telling people,
and I think it's a darn good sea story, she got on to the ~hole field at a
cocktail party, back in the l950's. By the way, I also think that' s
indicative of New York City; if you don't find out that way you might
not find out at all, because it is not as maritime as Professor Albion

remembers it, over a hundred years ago: it's become quite another
jungle. But she happily got the word at a cocktail party and I'rom there
has branched out into oceanography, skin diving, underwater re-
search in the use of drugs at sea. She has gotten into the la~ of the sea.
which is a very special interest of hers; she edits her own newsletter
called the Oceanographic News Service; and what else'? She does
things under water with fish and I think she is also...  La«ghter 1 oh, I
di dn't mean that!

Well, I was about to say the next thing which she does is also very
expensive. I hope that none of you are chaffing under our $15.00
registration fee, because she gives me a copy of the program, a very
pretty multi-colored program, which she ran in oceanography in 1969,
at the Overseas Press Club. And. let's see. the registration fee � I
don't know if any of us will ever attend onc of these � was $395. X!.
 Laughter! And her newsletter � I asked her just before we started,
wouldn't this be nice for each of us to subscribe to. Hut she is

definitely going after big business; I don't think any of us. including
the University of Maine at Orono Library, could lay out $600.00 a
year for this news service, So she isn'I playing with peanuts, thank
goodness, and I hope she doesn't think our operation isn't too low-
keyed for her. I think we might even expand her market more than she
realizes. after she leaves us. But she also has had contact with the

U.S. Navy. In 1962, she was the first woman certified by the U S,
Navy in buoyant subinarine escape, at the great submarine tower in
New London. and I'm sure she has come into contact with Naval

personnel and State Department personnel and others of varying
talents in her law of the sea activities,

And finally, I can't resist, after having invited her � you know.
Americaii capitalism is a great thing; you' re deliiged on T.V, and
news magazines and such things with ads which everybody ignores,
even the recent studies show children watching "Sesame
Street" � they really don't listen to those ads. Hut only when you run
into contact with a bona fide advertised person. speaking tor one ot'
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the finest Scotches, Dewars, here: our speaker, as last month's Dew-
ars Scotch girl, I guess we'd call her, and then I realized we had a bona
fide celebrity with us.  Laughter! But I was most impressed that she
asked me immediately on the phone. "Well, which magazine did you
see it in?" And as the straight-laced college professor, I replied that I
saw it in the Saturday Rerien «nd A'en Vnrl Times Sundn>
Magazine, and she said, "Good, hecause all her friends at the l.'nit«d
Nations saw it in Playboy.  LaughIer! She said that this had been h«r
lifelong ambition to be in P ayboy.  Luug!iter! But she got in the
wrong part of the magazine. But without further ado. l  Laughrer! hope
she can recoup what's left. Well, it's so rare that up in Orono. Maine
we get a bona fide celebrity from Fun City, Butseriously, it s with
great pleasure that l give you Judy Joy«; the title of her talk is aptly
named, "Flotsam and Jetsam of the Ocean History."  Apyrluiue!



Flotsam and Jetsam of Ocean History

Judith Joye

Thank you. After that introduction I don't know if I can keep up the
pace.

Before beginning, I should briefly explain the type of work I do. I
currently operate two companies. One is a consulting service working
in a variety of areas including marine pharmacology, shark repellents,
electronics and other oceanographic areas. A spin-off of this consult-
ing service is the Oceanographic News Service. In 1967, when the
United Nations began its discussion of law of the sea issues, I realized
how important this subject was going tobe. I secured accreditation to
the United Nations as a journalist and began reporting in those early
seabed debates.

In March of 1968, when the first seabed meetings were held, 1
couldn't give these reports away, No one was interested. l continued
my coverage, and gradually, as the importance of this subject was
recognized. a market developed and the news service was formed.

When I was asked to give this paper � I'm not a historian, although
I have a great fondness for antiquities and history � I decided that I
would base my paper on some obscure historical facts � facts that
perhaps you as historians had not been exposed to before. This is how
we came up with the title "Flotsam and Jetsam of Ocean History",
which was Professor Reynolds' contribution. But after speaking to a
number of people at the reception last night, I realized that there is a
sincere interest in the law of the sea question. I feel that there are
many serious complications developing in this are;i and believe it is
important for you, as ocean oriented people, to get out of your ivory
towers and start functioning as lobbyists to make your needs, wants
and desires known to these lawmaking people. lf not, your
specialized interests may be eliminated or eroded in future treaties.

But before I get into this law of the sea question, I would like to
discuss one historical aspect which 1 have been accumulating data on
for quite a few years. Although I decided at last night's reception not
io give the history paper today. I would like to include one short
sequence.

l don't know if you are aware of how and when the first divers were
used in military warfare. It's an interesting story beginning with
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Aristotle, who was the first person to ponder the diving bell and
describe it in literature. It is believed that Aristotle had seen Greek
sponge divers going underwater with wooden buckets or kettles over
their heads which provided the swimmer with one or two extra
breaths of air while underwater, Based upon this observation Aris-
totle developed the diving bell theo' y, describing the device with the
Greek word "lebeti" meaning kettle or cauldron.

Alexander the Great was Aristotle's pupil, and through Aristotle's
teachings Alexander was exposed to the concept of a diving bell.
According to data I' ve accumulated, Alexander the Great was one of
the first individuals to use underwater warriors. which occurred
during the siege of Tyre in 333 B.C. Some museurns have paintings
depicting Alexander going underwater in this sorl of plexi-glass barrel
 I don't know how they developed plexi-glass in that early era! and
observing the marine life as it swam past.

But I'm going to leave the balance of this history paper as a teaser
for some future presentation and turn to the law of the sea question, I
would like to suggest that we eliminate a formal question and answer
period, and instead I would like to encourage you to ask any questions
that come to mind during the course of my presentation. I think that a
legal discussion lends itself weII to a dialogue, and if I discuss some
fact that may not be understood, please feel free to raise your hand
and interrupt at any point. We may wander off the planned path of
discussion, but I find a free flowing discussion of this type is always
more interesting,

In my encouraging you to ask questions, I recall a comment made
by the famed psychiatrist A. A. Brill. Dr. Bri ll was Freud's translator
and disciple in the early l900s, and in this particular instance he was
lecturing to a group of medical students. He encouraged them to ask
questions and said, "Even if you think your question is stupid. I still
want you to ask it, because although your question may be a stupid
one, my answer will make it intelligent."  Laught~ r > I don't know
whether I can be as proficient as Dr. Brill. but I feel certain I can
guarantee no stupid questions,

I would like to begin by explaining the concept of "the common
heritage of mankind" from a historian's point of view, Although I
never interrupted U.N. debates with a 'point of order' at the time
delegates were debating the common heritage of mankind, I always
felt this principle should be called "the common heritage of human-
ity" because the word mankind" au omaticaily eliminates me from
participating in my share of this common heritage.  Ld«ghreri
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When this concept was first discussed, it was opposed by a number
of delegations. We in the United States are a capitalistic society. We
support free enterprise, and of course "the common heritage of
mankind" is a socialist principle. Although the common heritage
concept was not well received, I personally believe this is the only
way that the seabeds and their resources can be profitably managed,
The day» of colonialism have ended, and today's world could not
endure a colonial race for seabed resources. If we allocated the

responsibility of managing seabed resources to individual countries
rather than to an international regime, we could not avoid a
government's profit and self-serving motivations which would not
guarantee an equitable sharing of unclaimed seabed areas which
currently belong to no flag or country,

So if you agree that there has to be some form of organized control
and management of this unclaimed area, theii that control implies the
creation of a regime to inanage seabed areas beyond the limits of
national jurisdiction. If you imply the creation of a regime. then you
also imply a sharing of the cost of operating this regime. And if you
imply a sharing of the cost, then you also imply a sharing of the profits
derived from the regime. You imply a licensing system � and I should
point out that the United States has received weH over a billion dollars
in royalties from the offshore Louisiana area alone. I should also
point out that there are similar large deposits of oil on the deep ocean
floor. Oceanographers have found evidence of oil deposits at 12,000
feet, and they have found geological evidence that these deep»ea
deposits exist in many ocean areas. So we are not only discussing the
billions of dollars that manganese nodules will provide; we' re talking
about the biHions of dollars that deep ocean oil will provide as well.

Now I would like to revert to historical facts which may explain
why "the common heritage of mankind" wa» eventually accepted by
all nations participating in seabed discussions.

Across the ages we have always adopted a natural pattern in
settling the earth. The Vikings, who lived in;i land where farming was
difficult, were the first people who turned to the sea for their living.
They were fearless wanderers who by thc eleventh century had
established small settlements in Iceland and Greenland, But these
small colonies were never developed because in those early days
mankind, or humanity as I prefer to caH it, h id no need for new 1and.

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Marco Polo's tales of
Eastern riches were enhanced by returning  .'rusader» who created a
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desire among Europeans for the silks and spices that trade with the
Fast could provide, As trade routes developed, cotnpetition among
nations increased until a need for new and better trade routes to the

East founded a new phase of history, the Age of Exploration.
During the Renaissance in the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries,

explorers from Europe sailed the world's oceans seeking new routes
to the East, and instead, they discovered new lands which v ere
claimed for the countries under whose Aag they sailed. Columbus.
thinking he had found a new trade route to India, had actually discov-
ered the Caribbean West Indies, which resulted in the opening of
North and south America to Spanish exploration. By the time the
Middle Ages had drawn to a close, explorers representing Spain.
Portugal, England and other European countries had claimed vast
sections of North America, South America, Canada, Asia and Africa
for the countries they represented. At this mid-point in modern his-
tory most of the world's continents and islands had been discovered
and claimed for the major countries of Europe. With no place new to
go, the Age of Exploration temporarily ended,

The nineteenth century witnessed a short lived phenomenon in
which newly claimed territories were sold to interested buyers � an
astounding phenomenon when related to this current day and age. In
1803, the United States bought the Louisiana territory from France
for I5 million dollars. In 1867 she bought Alaska from Russia for 7
million dollars, and in 1898, as a result of the Spanish-American War.
she bought the Philippine Islands from Spain for 20 million dollars.

With the arrival of the twentieth century, the Age of Fxploralion
was again revived as modern technologv provided the tools with
which man could explore hos ile environments � the only territory
that was left to conquer. In l909, Robert Peary became the first man
to reach and explore the North Pole. Continuing a long-established
tradition of earlier explorers, Peaiy planted an American Aag at the
North Pole. claiming the polar and adjacent territory for the United
States. The White House was horrified when advised of this deed. and

the United States promptly refused jurisdiction over this nev'Iy-
conquered ter<story.

With this act the world entered a new phase of history in which the
mere use or occupation of a land would no longer provide the basis for
ov nership. Following the tradition of earlier explorers the astronauts
placed an American IIag on the surface of the moon while at the same
time the United States government publically renounced jurisdic-
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tional claims over this celestial body. If the Age of Exploration had
begun to fade with Peary's conquest of the North Pole, there was little
doubt that the world, in entering a new phase of history, v as intent
upon eliminating the custom of establishing sovereign rights over neM
lands by means of occupation or the symbolic planting ol' a Rag,

Prior to the United Nations discussion of the seabed and the com-
mon heritage concept, which prohibits appropriatiori of seabed areas,
the United States was the first country to recognize the value of
claiming jurisdiction over this submerged ind unclaimed land. On
September 28, 1945, coinciding with the hrst offshore drilling for oil in
the Gulf of Mexico, President Truman issued what is called the
"Truman Proclamation", which proclaimed that the natural re-
sources of the sub-soil and seabed of the continental shelves beneath
the high seas but contiguous to the coasts of the United States were to
be regarded as appertaining to the United States and subject to its
jurisdiction and control, This was the first time in history that such
vast underwater territory had been claimed,:ind the Truman Procla-
mation is called the forerunner of current I atin claims of 200 mile
jurisdiction. In substantiating their jurisdictional claims, many Latin
countries with a tinge of sarcasm say, "Well .. we're just following
the precedent set by Harry Truman and his proclamation ot 1945!"

The Truman Proclamation expressly stated that the character of
the high seas of the waters above the continental shelf, including the
right to free and unimpeded navigation through these waters, are in no
way affected, �'m going to discuss later on in !his presentation that in
1971 I witnessed the diplomatic death of freedom of passage. But first
1 want to establish a few more relevant events.! On the same day in
1945, by executive order, the natural resources of the continental
shelf were placed under the control and jurisdiction of  he Secretary
of the Interior for administrative purposes pending the enactment of
legislation thereto.

On May 22. 1953, Congress enacted the Submerged Lands Act
which grants to the states ownership of the lands beneath navigable
waters seaward to a line three geographical miles from the coastline of
each state. The enactment of the Submerged Lands Act was followed
in August of 1953 by the passage of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act, By that Act Congress declared that the United States owns all
submerged land in the continental shelf seaward of'the land~ granted
to the states, but Congress made this declaration without defining the
seaward limit of the United States' outer coniinental shelf. This Act
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extends the Constitution, laws, and civil and political jurisdiction of
the United States to the seabed of the outer continental shelf, but does

not state exactly where this jurisdiction ends. That's an interestiiig
point � that we have no distinct outer boundary or delimitation.

In February of 1958, the United Nations convened the first Law of
the Sea Conference.  The meeting scheduled for 3une 1974 will be the
Third Law of the Sea Conference.! When that conference concluded

in April of that year, the delegates had drafted four treaties. These
four treaties are current existing law and are the only rules and
regulations that currently control activities relating to the high seas
and other ocean areas.

The Convention on the High Seas defined freedom of the high seas
and set regulations concerning fishing, including fishing by means of
equipment embedded in the floor of the high seas; pollution; naviga-
tion; laying submarine cables and pipelines: tunneling; and freedom
to fly over the high seas,

The Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone
defined the territorial sea, which includes the air space, the seabed
and the subsoil thereof, and the sovereign rights that a country may
exercise over this area, But this convention failed to determine the
breadth of the territorial sea � delegates could not agree on what this
distance should be � which explains why this distance varies from
country to country. Rather than leave the '58 conference without a
treaty, delegates decided that they would let the delimitation of the
territorial sea remain as an open question.

The Convention on the Continental Shelf defined the continental

shelf and the restrictions and rights that a country may exercise over
this area,

At the same conference delegates also negotiated a treaty on fishing
and conservation.

These are the four treaties that were drafted at the 1958 conference.

One of the problems that resulted from that conference is that na-
tional laws regarding the breadth of a country's territorial sea are not
uniform and include a wide variety of claims, Now the statistics! am
about to quote were gathered in 1969 or 1970, and there have been
some revisions since that date, so my figures are not accurate but they
are reasonably close,

Among 69 countries polled, 7 countries at that time claimed a 2<X!
mile limit: 23 claimed a 12 mile limit; 22 claimed a 3 mile limit; 10
claimed a 6 mile limit; and 7 claimed a variety of limits ranging from 4
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to I8 miles. As an added complication, the limits for customs, se-
curity, criminal investigation, fishing, and neutrality varied from
country to country, so if you are going to keep up to date with these
various limits, you have to carry a filing cabinet in vour back pocket
as you sail from area to area.

As another complication, a country's rights io the continental
shelf, including the seabed, ocean floor and sub-soil thereof as
guaranteed by the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf extend
beyond a country's territorial sea, and portions of this shelf actually
lie under what is defined as the high seas. And as a most serious
complication, the Convention on the Continental Shelf loosely
defines the continental shelf as being the seabed and sub-soil of
submarine areas adjacent lo the coast to a depth of 200 meters, which
is 656 feet, or beyond that depth to where ext>loitation nt'natura/
resources is feasib e.

With advancing technology this 200 meter limit has already been
abolished. and some experts now say that scientifically-oriented
countries can extend their continental shelves to whai ever depth they
are capable of working. And as you know, the United States operates
the 6/omar Challenger � which is a ship that is capable of drilling into
the deep sea fioor through a water column of 20,00t! feet, Sn from a
technological point of view, the United States could legally claim our
half of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

The loose language of this treaty infers that as technological capa-
bility develops, a coastal country may extend its jurisdiction across
the deep sea floor until it encounters the similarily extended jurisdic-
tion of the coastal country opposite.

Opponents of this interpretation argue that the exact language of
Article 2 of the Convention states, and I quote, "The commission has
not made specific mention of the freedom to explore or exploit the
sub-soil of the high seas. It considers that apart from the case of
exploitation or exploration of a continental shelf. exploitation of the
high seas  beyond a depth of 200 metersl has not yet assumed
sufficient potential importance tojustify a special regulation." Thus it
is argued that the commission did not consider that the question of the
regime of the sub-soil of the high seas would be automatically settled
by the gradual extension of the continental shelf as a result of develop-
ing technology. If the commission had such a radical extension of'
national jurisdiction in mind, it is argued that the conimission
undoubtedly would have made this point clear,
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There are a number of other unanswered questions that exist in
current law � and I have to say that we have a legal vacuum when it
comes tojurisdiction over many ocean areas � such as the question of
the meaning of exploitability, If one country, without motive of profit,
conducted scientific activities involving. Iet us say, drilling in afi ilrea
of the seabed more than 200meters deep, does that country automati-
cally extend its rights on the continental shelf". If a country's activity
consists merely of picking up from the seabed some easily ivailable
natural resource such as manganese nodules, does that activity give
this country rights over the resources of the sub-soil which m;iy not be
exploitable by present technology'  !r to state the problem in concise
language, does simple exploration constitute exploitatiorr'?

So you can see the complex questions that have been r;rised in
current seabed negotiations. In 19SR. delegates felt that exploitrition
of ocean resources wasso fai away � and they fore« ist this
wrongly � that even though the  onference could not agree on the
exact delimitation of boundaries. delegates felt that this delimitaririn
was unimportant, They reasoned that in their lifetimes they would»ot
have to worry about seabed mining md stated that some future
generation could redraft this treaty when deep mining technology
becomes «vailable.

Well, technology moved faster than delegates expected,;md v ith
the beginning of subsurface completions in oil drilling. with m«n-
ganese nodule mining technology becoruing oper«tional i» two to
three years time, we now know th;it the l9s8 tre;ities are oiitdatcd.
Unless these treaties are quickly revised, we may find countries
appropriating or declaring sovereign rights over mineral-rich are is ol'
the deep sea floor,

I' or example, Deepse r Ventures'. which is a subsidiary of"I enneco,
Inc., and the Hughes Tool Company have thc technology to begi»
mining the deep sea Iloor for manganese nodules v. ithin a short pc! lod
of time, 'I'hese companies have spent a h<rndred million dollars «om-
bined to develop this technology. Vow what security of te»ure;ire
these ventures offered" .If these companies were to begin mining
nodule» � and let us say a co«stiil countr! extends its limits ol nation,il
jurisdiction to a thous«nd miles. which is not impossible because
under present law a sovereign country can legallv extend its limits to
any distance it wants to � is the United Stares going to risk heginniiig a
war by defending this hundred million dollar operation which now
tails within the territorial waters ot';i»other counrr! " .We all know that
the United States will not.
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So it became evident in the late 1960's that marine technology was
advancing at a rapid pace and that the 1958 treaties were outdated and
did not cover current capabilities. In 1967 the United Nations CJeneral
Assembly considered holding another seabed conference and formed
an Ad Hoc Committee to study the question. This committee held its
first meeting in March of 1968, and it was quite obvious that most
delegates did not want to attend that session. Many felt it was an
unimportant committee and a delegate with the rank of ambassador
would have preferred spending his time debating what he considered
to be more important issues. There were 35 countries on th» Ad Hoi
Committee, and you could see them entering the room kicking imagi-
nary tin cans protesting the unimportant assignmcnt they had re-
ceived.

It took the delegates a year  the Ad Hot Committee met 1'or one
year during 1968!, and at the end of that year the delegates realized the
significance of the question they were handling. At this point in time
the seabed question became a top priority item. ind delegations were
quite anxious to get assigned to the perman»nt committee v.hich was
formed in 1969.

The Seabed Committee now consists of 91 nations, which as a large
committee is a cumbersome body that tends to waste a tremendous
amount of time. For example. if the committee discusses freedom of
passage among 35 members, it could accommodate 35 speakers in
about one week's time. But if it has to accommodate 9I nations all

discussing this one question, it must schedule about three to four
weeks to discuss this one item. There are easily a hundred different
items on the Seabed Committee's agenda, so the expansion of the
committee from 3s to 91 nations is one reason why the conference is
so far behind schedule.

When delegates began discussing the seabed question in 1968, they
originally were to revise only one treaty, the 19S8 Convention on the
Continental Shelf, I'or the sole purpose of setting new and uniform
boundaries. The group of developing countries. which by 1968 hail
increased in number and secured a voting majority � we ciilled it a
paper majority � argued that many developing countries were still
colonialized in I9s8, and many countries which are now members of
the United Nations did not exist in 1958. As they did not participate in
the development of law of the sea, and as law of the sea was v ri�t te by
the colonial masters who did not have theii interests at he ti4, the

developing countries argued that all existing lav ol the sea should be
discarded and the world should begin over;igain fiom scr;itch,
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There followed a long and tedious battle which the group of de-
veloping countries won. As a result. for the first time in the hi»torv of
humanity an entire concept of law is being discarded and will be
rewritten as a concise, coordinated whole. For the first time in history
we are not establishing law through custom or use but hopefiilly
through weII-planned logic and compromise.

After this long journey through law of the sea history, I would like
to return to niy opening comments about the common heritage of
mankind and explain why this principle of non-ov nership of seabed
resources was the only option open to seabed delegates,

I think we agree, both by historic,d evaluation and simple logic, that
the world could not tolerate another cra of colonialism and appropria-
tion, in this case, of the deep sea floor. If we agree iipon this premise,
then we must agree upon the advisability of establishing a body or
regime to manage this area on behalf of the world community, on
behalf of their common heritage. Although delegates agreed upon this
concept. they could not agree upon the words used to express it.
Many delegates argued that there was no legal precedent for the
common heritage. If we cannot define this terminology by existing
legal definition, then we do not know what we are agreeing to, they
said. Other delegates argued that no terminology has legal substance
until after it is made into law and that we wiII define this to he

whatever we want it to be. Other delegates argued that you cannot
translate "common heritage" into all languages. In Spanish, they
said. "heritage" is translated as "patrimony", which certainly is not
the definition that the delegates had in mind.

The Seabed Committee spent several years trying to find the cor-
rect group of words to express the legalstatus of the deep»ea
floor � the area lying beyond the limits of national jurisdiction � and
finally agreed that they could not agree, that they could find no better
wording than "the common heritage of mankind." In that sense they
reached a true compromise, because as no one in the United Nations
i» satished with the words "common heritage", a comprotnise in the
truest sense of the word was reached. And that is the story of how the
common heritage concept evolved and was finally accepted.

Now we are confronted with an unusual situation. The United

States, realizing the need for security of tenure for mining operations
and the need to protect freedom of passage. strongly supports the
common heritage concept and the international regitne which will
manage this area � which is a socialistic principle involving the shar-
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ing of profits. The Soviet Union, which is a newly emerged sea
power � I like to say, the bear has learned to swim � is a strong
supporter of free passage, but has not enthusiastically supported the
common heritage or the international regime. They would prefer a
"token" regime with a minimum of restrictions � whichis a capitalis-
tic concept favoring free enterprise.

Now we turn to the many small delegations in the United Nations
who have small staffs and who may be unsophisticated when it comes
to science and technology issues, If these countries lean to the left,
they rely upon the socialist countries to provide the technical advice
they need, and if they lean to the right, they seek this advice from the
United States or other Western European countries, Now, afl of a
sudden, they find these two groups reversed.

I was speaking with one delegate from a small African country who
said, "Very frankly, we' re confused. We have no oceanographic
personnel, no oceanographic universities, and we have no oceano-
graphic industry. The United States, a capitalistic country, wants the
common heritage of mankind, a socialistic principle. The Soviet
Union, a socialist country, wants free enterprise on the deep sea
floor, a capitalistic principle, and," he confided, "we don't know who
to go to for the advice we need." At which point I coined the phrase.
"The seabed makes for strange bedfellows."  Laughter!

As soon as the common heritage principle was voted upon and
passed, we reached a turning point in the work of the United Nations.
This principle implies that some agency or group will manage seabed
resources which, by definition, are not owned by anyone but will be
equally shared by everyone. In United Nations terminology delegates
refer to a "regime" as the body which wiII manage these resources,

In contrast to the position expressed by the Department of State,
U.S, industry and to a certain extent the Soviet Union would like the
governing body to be a token regime, just a simple registration body
to record exploration and exploitation activities. Other countries
want the regime to have full powers. For example, Tanzania intro-
duced a resolution which would give the regime the right to explore
and exploit seabed resources, which means the regime would be in
competition with the entrepreneurs they license. Under these condi-
tions of competition, could the regime issue licenses on a fair and
impartial basis?

The regime will probably enforce pollution restrictions, and indus-
try is quite unhappy about this because the regime will probably
develop strict pollution provisions. Mining industries would prefer to
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see a weak regime with weak pollution»nforceinent. !'his w«<ild
allow industry to go into a poor, developing country and s;iy, "%'hy
don't you extend your limits to, let'! say, 8 X! miles to eliminate the
regime and we will develop your oftshor» resouices. If you don' t
enforce strict pollution requirements wc will be abl» to recovci these
resources at a minimum of cost and 'i greater profit to you. Y<>u iilc ii
poor country which can afford to s;<crifice your beaches loi much
needed revenue."

The result of this strategy is that although counti v A's w.it»i s ni<iy
v< illfully become polluted, country H's waters will become equally
polluted without offering any of th» economic benefits received hy
country A. In addition, country B's fi!hing industry may bc adversely
affected. It is complex problems siich as these which have caused
great controversy over the extent;md nature of  he regime to he
established.

It has been implied that there will h» fin;incial conttibutions iiiad» to
support this regime, and it hiis been suggested thiit these contrihii-
tions be on a scale equal to contribuiions made to th»1'nited 5;<ti<><>s,
which means that the United States v ould p;iy the 1;irgest share of the
regime's operating budget. It is also suggested th;it profits fr<im ihe
regime, which would include licen!c and royalty pa<, ment», !hould hc
distributed in reverse proportion to L . N, contributions, which mc;Ins
that the United States would receive ihe lea!t amount «f proht. I his is
one of a number of inequities that wiH be consid»i»d hy th» U.S.
C'ongress before any treaty drafted hy delegate» i! ratih»d hy the
l,fnited States.

Before concluding I would like t<> <I<sew!s one event which <lis-
t u>'bed me greatly: when I witness»el what I call 'the diplom.itic de;ith
of freedom of passage', which occuri ed in Geneva diiring the Aug tist
1972 seabed meetings.

I.reedom ot'passage and f'reedom <>f scientific re!earch aie cl<>scly
related principles, and many devek>ping c<>unlries h;ivc show ii gi'»;it
hostility toward these concepts. I h»sc countries argue �;ind I ihinl.
there is some substance lo their argiiment � that «lthough the lik»li-
hood of a fulI-IIcdged atomic w ir i! not;i realistic possibility, il wc
developing countries do something th;it the developed world d<>cs n<>t
like. you developed countries don't declare will � yo<i simply i<nchor
two or three battleships off our teriiiorial waters w herc th»y can b»
easily seen from land, As the ships converge along our horiz<in, w»
see your big stick and we feel the pressure you arc «pplying. Mi<n<,
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developing countries feel that the way to stop this psvchologicul
pressure is to extend their territorial waters.

Regarding the freedom of scientific research. many developing
countries do not want foreign ships which may be on a legitimate
scientific mission. surveying their territorial waters both for military
and competitive economic  offshore mining! reasons. There is no ship
sailing the seas today � and this includes fishing vessels and even the
most innocent of pleasure craft � which can comply with true inno-
cent passage. Almost all ships today use Fathornctcrs or other depth
measuring devices which are capable of cretiting;i permanent record
of the depth ot the waters through which they sail, Also, many
passenger. merchant and fishing vessels are "ships of opportunity"
which carry an assortment of oceanographic insrrument;ition sup-
plied hy universities.

Many developing countries say, "Even if you are cruising beyond
our territorial sea you will know the depth of waters which parallel
our territorial sca. and you will know the location of mineral deposits
which m;iy be ari extension of deposits within our territorial jurisdic-
tion. Yori will kno~ the extent and location of these deposits before
we develop the rechnology to locate them ourselves.

"Regarding the water's depth. if we have a n«rrow territorial sea
your instruments will find areas oÃ our coasrline where you can
bottom a submarine which we will not be able ro defect. With simple
depth measuring equipment, which all ships carry. you can find areas
near our coastline where. if the need should develop, you can retui n
to plant submerged mines. Why should we," the developing coun-
tries ask. "allow you to freely gather this iriformation'?" Developing
countries have stated that because of the ins rumenration they carry,
many ships. including tnerchant and fishing vessels, no longer consti-
tute true innocent pass«ge. This same argument has been applied ro
passage through in ternat i on al st rait s.

I also see a trend developing whereby ships may have to pay a fee
for the "right" to pass through international srraits. Countries such as
indonesia and the Philippines are quite insistent upon this point.
referring ro a fee as "income to finance rhe dredging ol' channels
through our archipelago straits," Considering the b«d experience the
world has had with "creeping jurisdiction". we can;issume  hat if v e
agree to finance the cost of dredging via a per ship fee, within a few
years time these fees will be increased, until we find these and other
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straits, such as the Straits of Gibraltar, charging exorbitant fees for
the "right ' to pass,

Many developing countries have stated that freedom of passage no
longer exists because of the equipment that modern ships carry, and
these countries claim they have the right to ask a ship to praise its
innocence before passage is permitied. They explain, "We' re not
going to stop your ship if its passage is truly innocent." but I must ask,
exactly what is innocent passage? Does a simple I athometer imply
military significance? If a country does not like the 'color nf your
eyes', can they board your ship at will and ask you to prove your
innocence: your cargo and shipping schedule could be delayed for
five, six or more days, This potential lack of mobility dispensed at the
whim of individual countries could cause serious problems for mili-
tary as well as commercial operations,

If that problem alone is not serious enough, many countries have
expressed the desire to control marine pollution, including pollution
which emanates from ships traveling the high seas. They say, "If ~ ou
pollute the high seas, that pollution will eventually enter our coastal
areas; therefore, even if you are in a high seas area, you must prove
your innocence of pollution-free passage bef'ore we allow you to pass
near our coastline."

Although this request does have merit when applied by well-
intentioned countries, if for political reasons certain countiies don' t
v ant your ships to continue their journey, they could delay or pro-
hibit your passage by saying, "Your ship does not have this ne~ piece
of equipment which we made mandatory as of yesterday because we
heard you were corning."

If the right of freedom of passage" is being eroded by a new
treaties currently being drafted, should we believe the promise made
by this growing group of countries that they will permit unrestricted
traffic providing the passage is "innocent"? History indicates that M e
should have our doubts, and as years pass we may lose the right to s ii!
ships through many ocean areas, including international straits and
portions of the high seas which have traditionally been free.

The reasons that coastal countries could give for denying passage
are:

I. a "maintenance" fee must be paid by all ships sailing through
international straits or transversing archipelago waters;

2. a ship carrying any form of electronic equipment is not tnily
innocent and is subject to review by the coastal country;
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3. a ship that has the "potential" of polluting the high seas off
coastal areas can be denied passage by the coastal country.

The United States has fought to preserve freedom of passage, but
the U,S. delegation lost a major fight in l972 when the Sea-Bed
Committee was drafting its agenda, which delegates referred to as
"The List of Subjects and Issues." This list was intended for use by
the Sea-Bed Committee and cannot become the agenda for the Law of
the Sea Conference unless so voted by Conferenr e delegates.

While debating the contents of this "List of Subjects and issues".
many developing countries and strait countries such as Spain wanted
the item relating to passage through straits to read, "innocent
passage" � period � and end of item. The United States, supported
by a number of' European countries, suggested thar the straits item
read, "innocent passage" followed by an additional agenda item,
"Freedom of transit  through international straits!.' Although under
the developing countries' proposal the United States could still have
discussed freedom of passage, delegates often play a game of nerves.
When two cars approach each other head-on, which car is going to
swerve first? In the case of the freedom of passage question, the
country that swerved first was the one that had the weakest negotiat-
ing position and the least amount of support from its capitol.

When delegates reached that final showdown between the U,S.
draft which included the wards "freedom of transit" and the develop-
ing countries' draft which omitted these words. the United States
informed the delegates that it had to contact Washington for instruc-
tions. Although such types of instructions are usually received in 24
hours, it took five days for Washington to determine what the U.S.
position should be. Each morning the delegates would meet, the
Chairman would ask the United States if it had any comments to
make, and the United States delegate would advise the Committee
that he was still waiting for instructions to arrive. The meeting would
be adjourned, and after a few minutes of forrnal session we all left for
the day.

On the fifth day instructions arrived, and based upon the unusually
long delay that this decision required, we must assume there was one
wing-ding of a battle going on in Washington between confiicting
interests. When these instructions were finally received by the U.S.
delegate, it was my impression that this delegate who fought hard for
freedom of passage was too embarrassed to take the microphone and
advise delegates that the United States had downgraded its position.
Instead, France took the microphone on behalf of the United States
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and the European powers that had sponsored the U.S. draft,>nd
itated that they were prepared tn accept the other proposal � which
did not contain the item relating to freedom of passage, 1>> other
words, France told the Sea-Bed Committee that the United States

was»ot supporting its concept of freedom nf passage, and an impor-
tant battle was lost. The United States � a major sea power � had
backed ol'f.

I feel quite strongly that instead of dov ngrad>ng its position, the
United States should have left Geneva without agreeing to > Iisr of
subjects and issues. When the delegates returned to New York they
could have scheduled an emergency session prior to the General
Assembly, at which point there would have been hardcore negotia-
tions on this issue. If this had occurred, I have a feeling that the
United States. in display>ng a position of strength. could have gotten
its way on this point. The U.S. had a valid argument for iniisting that
freedom of passage be included on the agenda by pointing out > ha> the
developing countries should not pre-judge the issue by eliminating
freedom of transit from the list of subjects and iss»es. If the freed'>m
of passage concept does not merit being included in a new treaty, they
argued. then after the issue is debated it will be dropped; but, the
United States argued, delegates sho»ld not pre-judge the queitinn of
free passage by denying any delegate the right to discuss it.

The fact that Washington was not willing to fight for the inc}us>or> of
this item resulted in what I call the "diplomatic death" of freedom of
passage.

While the debate on this agenda item was underway, Can;>da
brought up an interesting point. I should explain that the Canadians
are not enthusiastic about freedom of pass»ge because ai a
pollution-cautious country they are concerned about the possibility
i!f a tanker accident spilling oil in their northern eaters. In debating
this issue. Canada said that freedom of pasiage never really existed.
It never existed in straits. they said. becauie a ship cannot stop in a
strait, it cannot turn around in a strait, and a sub>narine must pais
through a strait while surfaced. Therefore. they;>rgued, f>eedom of
passage has never really existed! The Canadians iaid it was always
innocent passage or the "rights ol traniit", which imply cert;>in
ct>ntrols and restrictions.

Surprisingly enough, at this same session in Geneva, thc United
States accepted the Canadian concept that l'reedom of passage never
>cally existed because, as the Canadians pointed <>ut, there are >m-
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plied controls and restrictions which regulates a ship's passage
through international straits.

If I were to call this paper a success, I would hope that my com-
ments about the freedom of passage question will encourage you to
get out of your ivory towers and into the arena where the laws you will
have to live with for many generations to come are currently being
written. It may be too late for you to get into the fight because many
issues have already been debated and many delegations have already
decided upon the positions they will follow, but I do recommend that
you contact your legislators and Department of State personnel to
encourage the U.S. delegation to defend freedom of passage more
competently than it has in past debates. This is especially true of the
military attendees at this current meeting  in Maine!. I would like to
see the quality of the D.O.D. representatives attached to the U.S.
delegation up-graded and expanded with some aggressive. competent
people replacing the "wall-Ilowers" who currently comprise the
D.O. D, contingent.

This is the last chance you have; the battle is 80,i lost, and unless
you come out and fight hard for the principle of true freedom of
passage, this centuries-old principle will become a relic of the past-
� and you will have no one to blame but yourselves.  Applause!

RFYNOLDS: I 'hink Miss Joye more than lived up to my introduc-
tion, and I learned so much I refuse to be pessimistic, but you frighten
me, As you intended to. Logistically, here's what we' re doing; we' re
going to walk across the mall, salute the big brown bear next to the
gymnasium as if it were Tecumseh or something and go straight on to
Wells Dining Commons � you' ll see it � just straight across and have
luncheon, then be back here. If you have the old progrant that was
sent out last springbefore we even had Miss Joye or anyone else on it.
throw it away, Now the afternoon sessions we are not going to run
simultaneously but back to back so that we can a11 participate in as
many of them as we like, so that we will come back here. For those
who are interested in the movie, be here at I:tX!: we will look at it and
Miss Joye will explain it and then when it's over. those interested in
ocean resources, go down around the hall to the right, and the ocean
resource session will go on. And then what we' re going to do is a bit
unique for the workshop; we will allow people who want to talk and
ask questions to stay there as long as they like, simply stay in each
room of the workshop, and the next workshop will convene about an
hour and fifteen minutes later in the next adjacent room, so that there
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will be the one on Naval History, l doubt if there's too much overlap
there and vice versa. Then we' ll come back here then for the third
session on Maritime Preservation. So l think you can get as much or
as little as you like of oceanic subjects, and when you are in a
thoroughly swimming condition we will adjourn for cock tails; proba-
bly you will want to go back to your motel  we' ll shuttle people back
and forth!, but we' ll reconvene near the Commons and the Alutnni
Center at 6:00 for a good old fashioned Navy cocktail party and go
right on to lobster or steak dinner after that. And if you' re confused
just approach Mr. McAndrew or myself and we' ll serve you. Thank
you.
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Film on Undersea Life

Judith Joye

This film was taken in Miami Seaquarium, but before I show it there
is one sequence I would hke to explain because the action moves
quite quickly. While at the Seaquarium I developed a delightful
friendship with the porpoises. They are amazing animals which I call
the "German shepards of the sea' because in some instances they

As a final piece of business, I brought a short ten-minute film which
has nothing to do with law of the sea, with the United Nations, or with
tnarine history. I make a lot of television appearances, and I'm
frequently asked il' I have a three-or four-minute background film to
illustrate what it is like to dive underwater. In response to those
requests I had this film made, and although it says and does nothing of
great importance. it gives you an idea of what it is like to dive

-underwater and socialize with some of the more exotic marine ani-

malss.



demonstrate a desire to protect you from danger. In one of th»»e
sequences I pet a moray eel, which is a dangerous fish. When I work
with the moray eels I work above and behind the eel so if it were to
;ii tack it would have to get into attack posit ion and I would have a few
seconds warnirig. You will notice that in these sequences there is
always a porpoise's head in view, and when the eel turns to ob»ei ve
me, you will see the porpoise swim in and puli rny hand away. Th»
porpoises never made an error in judgment, When the eel ignored me
the porpoise let me continue petting it. But when the eel started to
turn around and look up at me, the porpoise pulled my hand away just
about at the same time I was going to take it aw;ry myself.

This is the tropical fish tank at Miami Seaquarium. You may notice
that I'm wearing canvas gardening gloves. These little tropical fish.
such as the French or queen angel fish. have very sharp teeth, «nd
when they take food out of your hand they often scrape some of the
skin off your fingers...so you' re wise to wear some kind of glov»s,
Inside the plexiglas bucket I'm carrying tire»mall pieces of fish which
1 will hand-feed to the fish. You can hand-I'eed fish in open v ater «»
well. If you offer food to fish on an open reef, they will come in;ind
take the food right out of your hand.

When the word is out that feeding time is here you will see me
literally surrounded by fish. That is a French angel. There � -th» word
i» out.  Larrghter!. In the lower portion of the film you will see a
stingray. This was the most affectionate animal I have ever met. He
would swim over and make me stop whatever I am doing to p»t him.
He would hit me repeatedly on the side of the neck rind I would have
to pet him for a few minutes, after which he would swim away, i'lii»
»tingray has a venomous barb in its tail. If it were to strike m» wir h t his
barb, it could send me to the hospital, or if it were a mid-trunk woiind
it would probably be fatal. But of all the fish I have worked wiih
underwater, this ray is the most affeciionate fish I have ever se»n.
This stingray liked my long hair and it used tn swim over my head and
let my hair tickle it» belly.  Lauglrrer! Just a mar.velous animal.

Now we have moved over to the mam tank in which the Sea-
quarium keep» it» sharks. sawfish and moray eels. The divers «r.e
more afraid of the large sea turtles than thev ar e of the sharks. Turtles
are pretty dumb, They grow to more thrm six feet in length. and if'one
of these big turtles suddenly decides it i» hungry and grabs vour arm,
in one bite they can snap the bone in two. If,r diver v orking in the tank
find» he is swimming head on into a shark, he will make the shark get
out of his way. But if a turtle approaches. the divei will alv'ay» drop
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down and give thc turtle the right of way, Turtles are pretty slow
swimmers, but when they decide to move they go quite fast and they
provide an exciting ride if you grab their shell and let them tow you
around.

These are porpoises, and there is no way you can work in the tank
w ithout becoming friendly with them. They automatically understand
hand signals. and here. just the simple clapping of your hands and
they instinctively come to play. Their»kin is soft and»mooth, like the
rubber skin of t child'» latex doll. They love to play games and teach
you to play tag and other types of games which you play by their rules.
It's frightening, that after a week or so vou»uddenlv realize that all of
the games you are playing are games that the porpoises taught you
and that you' re playing these games by their rules and regulations.
 Lalrghter! And every morning they put you through your paces too!

That is a safety diver behind mc, You never go into this tank alone
because of' the sharks and eel».
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This is a small shark which was a marvelous animal that loved to be

petted. If you want to pet him, you grab him and immediately start
rubbing his nose, He wouM then lie motionless on the sand for as long
as you have the patience to rub his nose. But the porpoises get very
jealous, and this porpoise chased him all the way across the tank,
 laughter! These are sawfish which run up to l 3 or 14 feet in length.
When you think of a 9 x 12 rug, a fourteen foot fish is pretty big! We
did not get film of this, but as they swam past I ocassionally grabbed
their dorsal fin, and they take you on a pretty fast ride across the tank.

These are moray eels. They are paranoic by nature, and once they
attack they fight to the death. Now watch this eel. The porpoise was
right in taking my hand away. This eel was paying too much attention
to me, and l should have left him alone, There he goes � and I finally
agreed that the porpoise was right in taking my hand away. This is a
free-swimming eel. You seldom see these eels swim out of the rock
crevices in which they live. The entire roof of the eel's mouth is lined
with sharp teeth, and they can be quite dangerous.

When you' re working with a inoray eel you want to avoid any
quick, violent movements. You move very slowly. Even if you think
an eel is going to attack, never swim away quickly, but instead fioat
slowly away. Fishermen in Florida I'ear the moray eel, If they should
hook an eel, the eel will climb up the line, down the pole and into the
boat, and before you know what has happened, the eel is in posses-
sion of the boat and the fisherman is flapping in the water, Florida
fishermen who hook an eel have learned to cut their line as quickly as
possible, before the eel climbs up the pole and into the boat.

Some people think that I wear a metal lining inside the gloves I use,
so I took oÃ my gloves just to let you know that 1 work with bare
hands. When fully grown, these eels will average six or seven teel in
length.

There's that shark again, and he does like having his nose rubbed!
A shark's skin is like course sandpaper, and before sandpaper was
invented, cabinet makers used shark hide, which they called sha-
green, to finish wooden furniture.

This eel isn't too friendly and � there he goes. Actually, the moray
eel is not green. His skin is a blue color, and he is covered with a bright
yellow slime. It is the combination of these two colors which make
him appear to be green. If you washed off the slime he would be a fish
of a different color.

That's the end of the film.  Applause!



Work shop: Th e Ocean Re sou rc e

Arthur M. Johnson, Moderator

JOHNSON: This is the first workshop of the afternoon as you know.
I'rn Arthur Johnson from the University of Maine. The topic that we
are going to discuss is "the ocean resource."! had some remarks I
was going to make about that, but I thought that Clark and Admiral
Hooper covered the subject so well that we' re aII quite familiar with
why the ocean is a resource, and I'd like therefore to get on with
presenting our panel who are going to look at it from their respective
standpoints. I' ve asked each of them not tn exceed 10 miniites, which
I know is difficult, but our basic objective is to get some interaction
with you, the audience. So if we can have IO minutes from each of
these gentletnen, then we invite you to make your remarks and
suggestions about the ocean as a resource. We' ll try to break as close
to 2:30 as possible, Those who wouM like to go on to the next
workshop are urged to do so; those who would like to stay and discuss
this particular topic further are also welcome to do so. Our first
speaker is Cy Hamlin who is probably known to a number of you.
He's a naval architect; he is affiliated with ocean systems; he is very
familiar to anyone interested in sailing or yachting on the coast of
Maine, one of the founding members of the Friendship Sloop Society.
Nobody's better qualified than he I think to talk about "transporta-
tion systems."





Transportation System»

Cyrus Hamlin

Thank you, Arthur. This is going to be fairly brief, because of the I !
minute limitation and because I don't know how long my voice will
hold out, But in thinking about this subject of marine transportation.
three words seem to typify the state of marine transportation today.
One of these words is "change." In the, twenty-eight years since
World War II, there have been drastic changes in the technology of
marine transportation, It's advanced at a tremendous rate, some-
times a t'rightening rate, and I think this i» most dramatically illus-
trated by the advent of the super tanker. I' ve got a few graphs
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sketched here which will give you some indication of thc explosive
nature of these changes. This  Figure I! is a graph in which the
ordinate scale represents displacement, or weight of the tankers in
thousands of tons; that's four hundred thousand. eight hundred
thousand and so forth. These are the years. Now historically this is
the trend: in 1900, a 10,000 ton tanker would have been called a super
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tanker. The curve stays fairly constant. By the end of World War Il.
the T-2 tanker displaced around 21,000 tons. Since then the curve is
gotng up steeply like this. Last year Shell ordered two 533,000 ton
tankers which will displace around 630,000 ton». and there are projec-
tions up to 1,000,000 ton tankers which would displace about
1,200.000 tons. You can see how thi» has just exploded, 1 think
through the efforts of the Greek ship owners and the Japanese ship
builders.

Sess ~L 5 t Z.e

The reason for this is quite obvious, lf we plot cost per ton mile
against size  Figure ll!, we get a curve something like that, So ob-
viously the bigger the size, the lower the cost of shipping the oil. 1 able
1 shows what that means in terms of numbers. The 1948 supertanker
was 523 feet overall, it displaced 22, XN tons, and had about 14,NN
horsepower. The 1974 super tanker is 1370 feet long, almost three
times as long, it displaces 620,000 tons, which is 30 times as large and
has 65,000 horsepower. 1'll return to this question of exploding num.
hers a little later on.

TABLE 1

t974 Supertanker
t 320 ft
23ft ft
95 ft

1948 "Supertanker"
s23 ft.
ft8 ft.
30 ft.

Length Over AII  LOA!
Beam
Draft
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Deadweight Tonnage  DWT!
Displacement
Horsepower  HP!
Tons per HP
Cruising Speed
Number of Cargo Tanks
Tonnage per Tank

s30.000 Long Tons
620, r X! Long '1 one
Aj 000

16 Knots
16-rg
3 r, xx&

16,600 Long Tons
22,000 Long Tons
1 4,000
t.6
15 Knots
25-30
600-700

Among the other changes which have come about in the marine
transportation industry since World War I I are these. not necessarily
in the order of their importance. One is the containerization of cargo;
that is put ting small items of cargo in large boxes v hich all fit together
in the vessels, This category includes roll-on. roll-off vessels onto
which trailers are driven like large ferry vessels, and the LASH vessel
in which barges are loaded, brought to the stern of the vessel, lifted up
onto the vessel, and loaded in the hold;;it the port of destination
they' re unloaded from the mother ship. and towed to the point ot
onloading.

Speed has also increased considerably. '1'hc speed of an average
freighter by the end of World War ll would have been on the order of'
10-15 knots; now some of the container ships are making passages at
30 knot» or even better.

Another change which is quite recent is the development of
liquified natural gas carriers. This is a highly sophisttcated type of
vessel in which natural gas, cooled to a liquid atsomething below
minus 255 degrees Farenheit, is carried in large tanks, say 1'rom Afric t
to the East Coast of the United States. As 0 sidelight on this � this v as
a technique which was first pioneered in the United States, but codon' t
think any of these vessels have been built in this country as yet.

Another area of notable change is in power plants. ln addition to the
conventional steam turbines, and the diesels � diesels, by the way. go
up to 4 !,Ot!O horsepower � two new power sources coming into use
since World War 11 are the nuclear fuel steam turbines which have

high horsepower. very high initial cost, but 0 rel;ttively low t'uel cost,
and will operate for a long time without retueling: these are used in
nuclear subtnarines. Perhaps the other most notable rrew power
source is the gas turbine. which is a very light weight. medium
horsepo'wer, type of power plant, but not too efficient with respect to
fuel consumption.
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Another area of considerable change since World War II is what I
c'ill novel ship types. I' ve sketched some here  Figiire Ill!; this is of
course the conventional single hull vessel. with a speed capability up
tn 30 knots more or less; as they get up above that speed they become
pretty uncomfortable. Second is the »«tarn«r.an, an old type v hich i«
being resurrected � made possible 1«rgely thi ough the advent ot light
v eight power plants and tight weight building materials, This type is
also good for up to 25 or 30 knot». 7'he third type is the hydrofoil. In
this type the hull i« "flown" above the surface of the water on metal
wings which are submerged entirelv iir parti rHy in the water; «peeds
up to 60 knots are possible with the hydrofoil.  !ne of th» most
interesting types is the hovercraft, the «urface effect «hip  SFSI or I h»
captured air bubble  CAB!; they all oper;ite on the piincipte ot Ir;ip-
ping air under the hull in one way or;inother. thii«building iip «ir
pressure to lift the hull clear of the water. The shaded portion is the
hull itself. There is a fan which suck s air in and blow« it out to build up
pressure under the hull; some of it e«»apes out around the bottom of
the skirt. These craft are capable of speeds. they say. up to l00 knot«.
They can also be quite sizable: some are nov either built or biiilding
which I believe will carry 60 cars and MX! people for cross-channel
purposes. I'd like to comment briefl! on thi«que« ion of maximurrr
speed; I personally don'I believe th<u there is much hope of getting
above 50 knots in any type of water vehicle which will carry <in
effective payload.
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Another novel ship type is the submrnine.  !f course v e're;ill
familiar w ith the submarine» of hi»tory and»f World War I and I I, but
now submarine» are moving into the research field» ery»trongty. and
we have frequent news stories about such exploits of »ubmarines a»
finding the atomic bomb off Spain. There's another potential u»e»f
the submarine, and that is as tankers. It's e»timated that for tonnages
above about 200.000 dead weight tons the submarine will be an
efficient carrier of fuel oil. It would not only offer increased efficiency
but would be able to travel under the pol;ir ice cap,

The second word which i» importanr in our m;irine thinking i»
"environment.' Of course we' re all familiar with nil pollution. and
this is I'rn sure the main concern. Incidentally, you may be interested
to know that in a recent year � I think it wa» 1970 � there were
approximately S,000, XXI tons of oil spilled from one source»r;tnother
into the se;i». It's hard to heir'eve, hut over 'r qllai'ter of thar. 30';.r.
carne from the crankca»e draining» from highway vehicle». 'I'anker»
contributed most of the res , Coming back to our tanker», we have the
fact that the tankers have increased thirtyfold in»ize. sii that ariy
accident to a tanker could be thirty tinie»;r»»eriou» a» it
t w en ty-fi s e years ago.

In adrlition, the number of individual r;ink» in tankeis ha» de-
creased. A tanker is divided u»ually into wing tank» and center tank»
by two !ongitudinaI and several tran»ver'»c bulkhead». each tarik
being independent of the others. Tankers iised to have fr»rn 30 to. S
tanks: n»w super tankers are carrying their carg» in only 12 to
tanks. What this nteans is that each one»t' tho»e tanks cairie» 2 !»r
30, XN tons of niI. These arc vessels without d»ublc hollonis. so that
therre is relatively little protection against rript«ring the tank» if' the
vessel ground». You can see that the amount iiv;iil ible for!c;iking h;i»
increa»ed considerably, Few tanker» have;iny real pollriti»n control
device» built a» yet. although some ideas have been proposed: maybe
Bill Haggett wiwl have something to»ay»n that.

Adding t» the environmental complicati»rl»»f the large iankel» I»
the fact that the number of tons per horsepow'er ha» incre;i»ed. After
World War II »ne of the 'I'-2 tanker» v ould have aboiit one rind a haIf
tons of displacement to each horscpowei. but the»e large tankei»
have aboiit ten tons of di»placement to each hor»epower. B> contra»r,
my 28 foot sloop ha» less than one tenth of;i  »n per h»r»epower, You
can»ee  hat it i» this horsepower which m;ineuvcr»;ind»t»p» Ihe
ve»»el: the more tons you have per hor»epower ihe longer ir will take
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to carry out a maneuver or to stop. This is the source of concern of
naval architects over bringing huge tankers into confined waters like
Penobscot Bay. One intriguing possibility that has been suggested i»
that to avoid the pollution problem Ihe petroleum be gassified in the
country in which it is found, then frozen. put into liquified petroleum
gas tankers and shipped. In the event of a leak, the liquid gas could
presumably warm up, turn back into its original gaseus state and
dissipate in the atmosphere. It is not clear what the hazards are when
the gas and air are in explosive proportion~ during the dissipation
process.

The third word of iinportance in marine transportation is "sys-
tems." As you may have gathered from my earlier remarks, marine
transportation is growing in complexity at an ever increasing rate. In
order to plan and make proper decisions which will take into account
the many factors involved, the systems approach i» being widely
adopted.

In the systems approach, large systems are considered as single
units, made up of separate but interrelated subsystems. For instance,
vessel design and construction used tobe a step-by-step process, with
step "R" not much in mind at the time of working on step "8." ln
other words, a vessel was a collection of fairly separate ideas and
pieces. put together as best one could. Under the systems approacli.
however, the ship is considered a» a single piece of equipment.
intended to perform a specific function a» efficiently as possible, Each
element � hull, propulsion machinery, cargo handling equipment,
etc.� is treated as a subsystem which bears a specific relation»hip to
all other subsystems of the vessel. In turn, the vessel system is, in a
larger frame of reference, consideied a subsystem of a complete
transportation system.

The application of the systems approach to practical matters i»
called "systeins engineering." It may bc defined as, "the use of
orderly, rational processes to investigate, analyze and design systems
of any degree of complexity." With»y»tern» enginee ring you can take
any system, no matter how complex, how large, or how many ele-
ments there are in it, and by using these orderly rational processes
make basically sound decisions. You can determine much better hov
to plan, how to move in one way or another. And this of course has
been made possible by the development of the high speed computer.

Here are two examples of the u»e of the systems approach in
marine affairs. One on a very local, mundane micro-»cate is that of the
fishery co-operatives which, after many years of trial. are finally
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being formed in Maine. Their purpose is solely � 1 don't think they
consciously think of this � but their purpose is solely so they can
consider the whole sea-to-consumer process of hsh harvesting, pro-
cessing and delivery as a single system instead of as segments which
operate pretty much independently of the others.

On the macro-scale one important use of the systems approach is
the container system which I mentioned earlier. It is now possible for
a shipper in Dubuque, I owa, to make one packing, one shipping from
Dubuque to Tanganyika by virtue ofhaving a container brought to his
door; he loads it there, it goes all the way under one bill of lading to
Tanganyika where it's unloaded only after reaching the final destina-
tion. There is none of this picking up boxes time after time, and
loading and unloading.

I wish l could get into the Maine Coasi Transportation System
which is a system dear to my heart; however, l've probably run out of
time, and so if anyone would like to go into that a little later, I' ll be
happy to answer any questions.
 AppIaase j
JOHNSON: Thank you. Well, as you sec we' ve approached the
ocean as a resource in terms of its use as a highway, and Cy has
brought in the topic assigned to our next speaker, namely, what
happens to this highway, what happens to this resource when man
abuses it. I think Paul Ring, who comes from the Darling Center of the
University of Maine in Walpole, is very well qualified to speak to this.
I just learned this noon for example, among other things, he's a
director of the Fisheries Development Corporation which is one step
in this direction that Cy was just mentioning about co-operative
approaches to marine problems, Paul.





Ocean Resources and Ecology

Paul D. Rirrg

IVfy talk today v'ill emphasize management of resources. which are
needed desperately. The most unmanageable resource that I know of
is the English language: take for example the title of my talk today,
"Ocean Resources and Ecology.' The word oce«n conveys three
meanings; it can be that whole body of salt water which covers nearly
three quarters of the surface of this earth, the globe that we call earth.
I'd just as soon dispute this now: perhaps the globe we inhabit should
have been called the ocean rather than the earth. The second meaning
for ocean is one of the targe bodies of water into which the aforemen-
tioned greater ocean is regarded as divided. Third, an immense ex-
p«nse, any unlimited space or quantity; and I' ll a»k you this now, i»
any space or quantity unlimited today? Every hour people fly overthe
oceans, countless ships traverse it, boats are fishing in it, we study it,
we mine it, we use it in countless ways, including u»ing it «» a dump
and a cesspool. Now the word resource means a new or a reserve
source of supply or support. I don't know ahout you, but I'm not so
sure there's anything new any more. The only reserves that we have
in abundance today are our manpower reserves, and the»c reserves
are stripping the earth or the ocean, whichever vou wish to call the
globe, of its natural resources. How long can we allow thi» to con-
tinue? The last word of my title and probably the last word in most
people's minds is ecology. Ecology is a branch of science concerned
with the inter-relationships of organisms and their environnient. Or. «
little more technically perhaps. the totality or pattern of relations
between organisms and their environment. l a»k this que»tion, are v e
blind to what we are doing to ourselves when we dump poisons into
our soil, «ir and water" .The only managed language that I am familiar
with is Latin. It's used by scientists to descrihe plant» and animals in
terms which do not change with time. The L«tin language i» otherwise
described as a "dead language."

Now back to the hig picture: I was going to talk a little hid about the
earth' s ocean, and who owns it, Thank goodne»»,ludy Joyc has talked
about this in a very good way. I' ll just mention briefIy again here that
the 25th Oener«l A»»embly of the United N«tion» did adopt what they
called at that time 'a declaration of principles governing the ocean
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Hoor and the sub-soil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdic-
tion,' No wonder people renamed it the 'common heritage of man-
kind.' So 1 wiH not bother to go into this at all at this point but mention
that an article published in January 1972 in 92'ixta magazine optimisti-
cally stated that "world order is in a process of transition from
political federative association to polvvalent federative association or
from a territorily-based community to a functionally-based comrnti-
nity; from a mechanistic constitutional model to an organic constitu-
tional model," You can pick what you like out of that.  Laughter!
Now Judy did cover very nicely the Atlantic Ocean and how v e
claimed all of its bottom resources. One thing she didn't mention wa»
the those creatures that are not said to be "creatures of the shelf '.

those that what I would call live in the pelagic water» or above the
bottom are not considered part of the United States. Mr. Truman did
his hest, but I guess we still wanted a lot of those shrimp that are found
in other waters in the world and tuna, anchovies, »o our lobster was

not made a creature of the shelf and this has been;i point uf much
discussion, Regarding the formation of a body, a regime to manage
the ocean resources, we might look briefly at those aggregatii>n» of
world nations attempting to deal with international fishery problems.
There are approximately twenty-five permanent international com-
missions. councils and other groups that call themselves by various
names which have been working together. All of these are essentially
advisory. appointed by someone; their recommendations for man-
agement and development are not necessarily accepted by the
member states, and often times they are not accepted.

I d like to get down to a little more of the Maine coast. I don t have
to go over the various types of resources. but land is the major
concern right now along the Maine coast. It's the cumplexity of the
Maine laws and regulations that govern the coasl. outlined in;i
five-volume series put out hy the University of Maine Law School.
It'» very interesting to see the inner complexities of »tate government
and agencies trying to get together and use a matrix approach to
governing our coastline, Now the Shore I.and Zoning Bill most of yoii
are familiar with, I hope, i» something that you cerlainly could stand
up and talk about a lot; and as Judy says, "Get up off our fannie» and
do something." and 1 agree, lt's often not the best thing for people in
political or other compromising po»ition» tu do, but certainly Di.
Delogu from thc University's Law School is one io get up and»;iy
what he's got on his mind and is well respected for n. But the Shore
Land Zoning Bill is an important piece oflegi»lation which will affcc 
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our coastline. The interesting thing is that this year, as most of you
know, the deadline for mandatory zoning has been extended one
year, and also the significant thing that has been dropped out of the
shore line areas definition is the word navigable.

Just brieIIy, the first statement, "to aid in the fulfillment of the
state's role as trustee ofits waters rather than navigable waters and to
promote public health, safety and general welfare," we should get
together and zone our shores. This is something that needs a lot of
debate, and if any of you are on town planning boards you' ve cer-
tainly debated it, That's the land, Fisheries: Phil Goggins will be
talking about fi sheries. so I' ll skip that traditional use of the coast,
Recreation: the growing pressure of recreation on our coast is some-
thing I'm very concerned with. And I would hate to see a lot of the
small recreational firms in the state become a fact of the past, Indus-
try: Bill Haggett, thank goodness, is here trom the Bath Iron Works
 B.I.W.!, that great "non-polluting" ship building firm; I carne from
Bath � I'm biased,  Laughrer! But this is part of the heavy industry
picture in Maine and certainly a very important part of Maine's
maritime heritage. Electric power generation is something that' s
really going to come to the public's eye more and more, especially
with atomic power generation, and I think the University s studies in
this area are going to be something to watch in the near future. Light
industry: of course the boating trades, the small boat builders, are a
very important industry and all of the supporting services to the
boating business are traditional modes oflivingon the coast, Minerals
are something new, Minerals, both hard  srind and grave!! and soft
 oil! will no doubt be mined off our coast in the near future and will
affect the ecology of that area. Dumps have been used or have been
maintained off the coast for many years, and the public just has not
been aware of the dumps that are located off the coast of Maine.
Research: I'was going to talk a little bit about research, but I think if
you have particular questions you can look at my mariculture display
in the back of the main lecture room or v,e can get into this in the
following discussion period, Thank you.

The other side of the coin is that about fifteen American shipbuilrl-
ers are building merchant ships, the size of the ships is growing
rapidly, the number of ships is increasing at a rapid pace, the cost of
the ships is increasing, and we expect that within three years Arneri-
can shipyards wiII be building more ships in terms of dollar value for
the Merchant Marine than for the IVavy. As the commercial market
expands an interesting thing is occurring. For. example, our company
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recently completed six containership» for American Export I,ines.
On the first flight, contracted for in 1966, the subsidy was fifty-forir
percent. Today there are subsidized American Merchant Marine
vessels being constructed with subsidies ranging from the low teen»
to about thirty-nine percent, and I expect that some future building
programs will proceed with no»ubsidy. This tells me that the Ameri-
can shipbuilding industry is closing the gap on foreign shipbuilder»
and that the need for subsidy is dimini»hing. I'his ha» come aboiit for
several reasons: First, there have been two devaluations of the dollai'
which have had significant impact; second and more encouraging is
the fact that the productivity in American»hipyards has improved a»
a result of new work methods and new fa«iliiie» which have «overed

the entire range frommodernization of existing yards to the construc-
tion of completely new shipbuilding facilities: third is the 1'act thar
inflation abroadis runningat a more rapid rate than intIation here. A» I
was telling someone at lunch. three !ear» ago in Sweden yards were
paying shipbuilder» about forty cents an hour less than we were
paying our»hipbuilders in the United State» � and you know what' s
happened since then. So we are going to compete in the world market
eventually, and it's going to have a»ubstantial impact on the balance
of payments and the American shipbuilding indu»ir.y. It i» a ver.>
favorable sign, and 1 hope that in due course we can eliminate the
need for all construction subsidies.

Just to summarize quickly then, shipbuilding backlogs are large and
the market for ships is very strong, Shipyards are being called almost
daily by major companies and by smaller interests to put together
syndicates and to finance ships. The market, of course, is being
driven by the energy crisis and the obviou~ need to import large
quantities of fuel in the form of gas and oil. Ship sizes are in«rea»irig
rapidly, as I stated earlier. LNG ships of 125,000 cubic meters arc
selling for about one hundred million dollars per copy. and that '» a lor
of money for a single merchant ship! They are very complex. sophi»-
ticated ships, however, with quality control standards which arc
very, very stringent. Some new ships have gas turbine power plant»
which are coming very much into vogue, both on merchant ship» and
in the new tlight of destroyers being built I'or the Navy . So ship design
technology is advancing.

ln terms of the people working in the American shipyards, the
move to tanker construction and the chang« in techniques has Low-
ered the requirement in some craft» for skilled people. Bath Iron
Works is still somewhat unusual in that we have been building de-
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stroyers for the Navy which require a high skill level, and therefore
we have as a strong foundation highly skilked workers but also some
newer people with lesser skills. We do face a problem on these large
merchant ships, which demand a very substantial percentage of
welders 'md shipfitters which are in short supply. Because of the
general scarci ty of skilled craftsmen, many American ships ards have
attempted to move from a labor'intensive operation to an automated
facility which permits fewer people with high skill levels. 1 think that
will suffice at this time, and I will be glad to answer queslions later.
Thank you.  Applausel

JOHNSON: We' ve covered transportation as a use of the sea.
We' ve covered the various ways in which the sea serves as a resource
for Maine. I think therefore, it's particularly appropriate that we
should have a representative, as Paul said, of one of our great non-
polluting industries, really the remnant of a great industry of the 19th
century which disappeared with the end of wooden ships. Bath iron
Works 1 think has been a tremendous employer in the state of' Maine.
and Bill Haggett I know from personal acquaintance has been a
tremendous promoter of the state of Maine. and therefore I rn particu-
larly happy to have him here today. Bill Haggett, vice president of the
Bath iron Works,  Applause!





Shipbuilding

William E. Haggett

Thank you, lt's a great pleasure to be here: frankly I feel very much
out of water. I'rn not a historian, and carr b irely afford the luxury of
thinking about what's happening today, let;rlone the past, for in my
kind ofbusiness we' re constantly looking ah»ad to the future. B.I.W.
is building a variety of ships, some combatant ships for the Navy and
others for commerce, Our ships at best are potential polluters, but
thank you, Paul, for your comments on being a non-polluting indus-
try,

I really don't know why l was invited to participate in this event but
will attempt to speak candidly with you. 1 feel compelled to take
exception to some of Cy's comments about the fact that the larger
ships per se are greater potential polluters than smaller ships, for l
think one of the offsets certainly is the fact that there will be fewer of
them, and since there wr'll be fewer ships. hopefuHy the potential for
accidents at sea will diminish. The magnitude of the problem is
greater once an accident happens to a large ve>sel. but for those who
have sailed recently, for example near Tokyri Harbor or around Great
Britain, they' ll know that excessive concentration of ships is one ot'
the greatest contributors to accidents at se;r and therefor» pollutirm
and all the residual problems.

Now back to the main theme of my address. The shipbuilding
industry today is in a period of very strong resurgence. primarily
because of the new and much stronger commercial markets. In l 972
the value of shipbuilding contracts in the United States v as in the
order of $,850,000.000. Of that, some I'orty-»ight percent +as Navy,
thirty-four percent was commercial, and eighteen pere»nr others,
such as the construction of barges, nonsubsidizcd ships and th»
offshore mining ship that Sun was building for Howard Hughes.

By l97r these ratios will be reversed. with hy far the largest
percentage of shipbuilding in the United States for th» Merchant
Marine. To give you a feel for what's happening. in l970 there wei e
thirty-two shrps delivered to the Navy. in l971 thirty-three, in t972
twenty-one. Consistent with that trend is th» fact that in t968 there
were l34 ships under construction for our Niavy, and in 1973
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fifty-seven, Though fewer in number, the ships are much more com-
plex and more expensive.

lt follows that fewer shipyards aic building ships for the United
States Navy. At the present time I can only think of six � Litton in
Pa»cagoula. Mississippi; Newport New», which is by far the large»t
builder, in Virginia; General Dynamics, with a shipyard in Connect-
icut, building submarines, Avondale in New Orleans, building de-
stroyers; Bath Iron Works, building destroyer»: and National Steel in
san Diego which is building a single oil tanker. While there are fevier
ships, the tendency is to give shipbuilders that are building vessels for
the Navy a longer run of similar ves»els which hopefully will produce
economies and lower prices. There appears to bc less interest in
building for the Navy than there wa» a few years ago because ship-
builders have found Navy contractual terms difficult and have had
problems making profits on Navy work,

Surprisingly, many American shipbuilder» are facing iough
econotnic times, with earnings having suffered during this period,
which appears to be inconsistent with the large dollar backlogs and
the heavy orderbooks that the shipbuilder» hold. Possibly a ma~or
reason for the problems that the shipbuilder» have had in dealing with
the Navy relates back to the McNamara Era and the exces»ivc
paperwork that was foisted upon»hipbuilders with emphasis on
things such as»ystems analysis � noi systems engineering, but sl »-
tems analysis. These excessive software requirements carry over
from the mid-1960'», they' re still with ii» and they drive the cost of
building ships for the United State» Navy io very high levels.

The other side of the coin is that about fifteen American shipbuild-
ers are building merchant ships, the size of the ships is growing
rapidly, the nutnber of ships is increasing at a rapid pace, the cost of
the ships is increasing, and we expect that within three years Ameri-
can shipyards will be building more ships in terms of dollar value for
the Merchant Marine than for the Navy. A» the commercial market
expands an interesting thing is occurring, For example, our company
recently completed six containership» for American Export I,ine»,
On the first fiight, contracted for in 1966, the subsidy was fifty-four
percent. Today there are subsidized American Merchant Marine
vessels being constructed with s»b»idies ranging from the Iow teens
to about thirty-nine percent, and I expect that some future building
programs will proceed with no subsidy. This tells me that the Ameri-
can shipbuilding industry is closing the gap on foreign shipbuilders
and that the need for subsidy is dirnini»hing. Thi» has come about for
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several reasons: First, there have been two de valuations of the dollar
which have had significant impact; second and tnore encouraging i»
the fact that the productivity in American shipyards has improved as
a result of new work methods antI new facilities which have covered

the entire range from modernization of existing yards to the construc-
tion of cotnpletely new shipbuilding facilities; third is the fact that
inflation abroad is running at a more rapid rate than infiation here. As I
was telling someone at lunch, three years ago in Sweden yards were
paying shipbuilders about forty cents an hour less than we were
paying our shipbuilders in the United States � and you know what' »
happened since then. So we are going to compete in the world market
eventually. and it's going to have a substantial impact on the balance
of payments and the American shipbuilding industry. It is a very
favorable sign, and I hope that in due course we can eliminate the
need for all construction subsidies.

Just to summarize quickly then, shipbuilding backlogs are large and
the market for ships is very strong, Shipyards are being called almost
daily by major cotnpanies and by smaller interests to put together
syndicates and to finance ships. The market, of course, i» being
driven by the energy crisis and the obviou» need to import large
quantities of fuel in the form of gas and oil. Ship sizes are increasing
rapidly, as I stated earlier. LNG ships of 1~8, XX! cubic meters are
selling for about one hundred million dollars per copy, and that's a lot
of money for a single merchant ship! They are very complex, sophis-
ticated ships, however, with quahty controlstandards which are
very, very stringent, Some new ships have ga» turbine power plants
which are coming very much into vogue, both on merchant ships anil
in the new tlight of destroyers being built for the Navy. So ship design
technology is advancing,

ln terms of the people working in the American shipy;irds. thc
move to tan-ker construction and the change in techniques has low-
ered the icquirement in some crafts for skilled people, Bath Iron
Works is still somewhat unusual in that we have been building de-
»troyers for the Navy which require a high skill level, and therefore
we have as a strong foundation highly skilled worker» but also»omc
newer people with lesser skills. We do face a problem on these large
merchant »hips. which demand a very»uh»tantial percentage ol'
welders and shipfitters which are in short supply. Becau»e of the
general scarcity of skilled craftsmen, many American shipy;irds have
attempted to move from 'i labor intensive operatiim to an aiitomated
facility which permits fewer people with high»kill levels. I think that
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will sufIice at this time, and I will be glad to answer questions later,
Thank you,  Applause!
JOHNSON; I think our speakers are doing terrifically; that was nine
minutes, Bill, right within the alloted ten.  I.nughter! It's unfortunate
we don't have more time, but one of our purposes is to give you the
opportunity to ask questions, so I would like to introduce our next
speaker who very kindly came to us from the Sea and Shore Fisheries
Lab at Boothbay Harbor where he is in charge of the planning unit
which is quite concerned with the ocean as a food resource, in terms
of the hsheries. It's a pleasure to present Phil Goggins.  App/~arsi!



Fisheries

Phillip Goggins

Thank you. Dr. Johnson, I might add, I'~n not quite used to it yet,
but as of October 3rd we are no longer the Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries but the Department of Marine Resources. 'I hi» hasn' t
changed the personality of the program one iota but perhaps will for
the future. In presenting my talk today I thought perhaps i  might he
interesting to cover the period from World War II now and sort of
attempt to develop a case history of our experience in fisheries
management. And I'd like to limit this rnanagernent to ai least one
species which we' ve had a great deal of experience with, the soft
clam, and another, the lobster.

Shortly after World War II, when as Cy mentioned Maine saw
change and dramatic change, perhaps the most dramatic changes to
the fishery both from the point of view of the economics and what
happened to be there were broad and rather abrupt ecological
changes. The ecological change by hindsight analysis we associate
with the warming trend which had the effect of warming the sea water
temperatures to a peak in the mid-'50's, the highest that was ever
recorded. This had a very profound effect on the distribution and
abundance of some of our important marine specie». Some of these
effects were adverse, some were beneficial.

I'm going to consider the clam first and go back to right after World
War 11. At that time as fisheries managers the method u»cd univer-
sally as a tool of management was hatching. We had lobster hatch- I
eries, and.there were fish hatcheries all over the coast. We were
beginning to question the wisdom of this as the only management tool
and began to develop management specialists who were to work with
the towns, and for about two or three years our fisheries' managers
were successful in developing some management concepts and work
out some management tools with the towns and got well started on
some application of management when the full impact of an adverse
ecological effect hit us. The first manifestat ion of this was a prolifera-
tion of a clam predator, the green crab, which broke it» normal
bounds of Cape Cod and extended iis range all along the Maine coast
to the southern coast of Nova Scotia. This wa» a very vigorous
predator and decimated the clams in most of our important producing
areas. So any ideas that we had on developing management device»
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stopped there, and with the help;it the time of the old Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries we concentrated our efforts on «tternp ing to
understand the population dyn«mics of the gieen c «b «nd work ou 
some method to protect our resource. Ou  appro;ich was the de-
velopment of a crab fence, The green crab» migrated from the deeper
w« ers to the inner tidal area, and ov er «period of three or foui ye«rs
we devised a fence with an overhang that prevented that inshore
migration of the green crab. However, this could only be «pplied in
very, very few areas, only in those «re«s that had « ielatively n«rrou
se«ward constriction. And actu«ll! it had not a great impact on'
protecting the resource. but we were «ble lo test out some of oiir
inanagement techniques «t the time,

Some of these techniques that we developed, the means of inven-
torving clams: we modified a forestrv grid system and were «hie to do
a pret ty good job of making «very close estimate of st«nding «rops
and estimates of what a sustainable yield would be and took this
in or.mation, working with the volun eer» ol'the towns, to»ee if v e
could apply these in what we n«ivelv  hough  we would be able  o do
in a  o al management concept, Very quickly, we found that this ju»t
would not work, primarily due to attitude ot the fishermen. We have
the attitudes that are remnants of coloni«I times.  Laugj refj I he
 ovens had the authority to manage their own i esources; from colonial
times clams were reserved as a sort ol'a food hank to hc used in  imes
when there were food shortages; renseinbei th«   hc utilization of
these by law had to be reserved for town residents, and there w;is  he
concept of a basic right of a town to go down to the shore and dig
himself a mess of clams any time he w«n cd, Although we were vei y
successful in getting volunteers to work Tin crop rotation and things uf
that sor , the way it turned out, because of public property attitude,
when clams were ready to be harve» cd � at «size that would i etuin
the greatest economic value � a great many people � it was a!most:in
Oklahoma l«nd rush who did no work rushed in «nd harve»teLl
thcin. So this is one of the problems that;i resource managei of .i
fishery faces, We would ciill this a "social-econiimic problem".
 Lung/  er! These problems are the ones that we re«lly have to solve
bef'ore we can do anything in management in the l»heries.

'lhere were other problems with xvhich vve were confronted: the
one of pollution i» «good example, During World W«r II there w'i»
almos  «complete moratorium on any consideration of ev«lu« iiig
shell fish areas as to their public health danger. In I 947 «nd '48 the old
Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries, the Maine Sanitary Water
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Board and Maine Department of Agriculture  at that time as the
quality control agency of the state! did a survey of all the shell fish
areas along the cciast, and immediately wc designated some sixty
area» as dangerous to dig and we restricted the digging in those are i»
because of pollution. This comprised about 30,000 acres of inner tidal
and sub tidal prime shell fish habitat. As time went on we continued to
evaluate the shell fish. We had a grant from the legislature which got
us in to the evolution of oil pollution; wc were given tv enty-five
thousand dollar» for the biennium to do some initial studies on oil
pollution and update the sanitary»urvey a» t'ar a» the clo»ed areas
were concerned. We approached the problem of oil pollution by doing
some bio-assay» with adults and found that the first. greatest,
strongest manifestation of oil pollution in the adults, particularly
clams and lobsters, is organoleptic; after clam» and lob»ters weie
contaminated with oil tQe taste remained for about three weeks. We
did bio-as»ay» with some of the plankton, the larva. and they were
extremely sensitive to oil.

We were rather relaxed with the sanitary aspects of this because
our great concern at the time was with the anteric bacteria
pathogen». thc typhoid dysentary groups, and there was not a tre-
mendou» pool of these irifectible organisms around the coast, »o our
definition of danger by today's standards wa» rather relaxed. We did
this until in the mid-50's when it dawned on us that we had another

group of anterics to be concerned about. The»e were the anteric
viruses, the ones that cause infectious, hepatiti», We had developed
the ratio of the bacterial indicator organisms. the colifor, bacteria to
the bacterial pathogens, but had no concept of what this relationship
was to viruses. So we had to be extremely conservative, and as a
result of this, and increasing pollution, another 40, XN acres of prime
shell fish growing habitat had tobe closed. We now have some 70,000
acres closed, and this represents about a third of what we have
available; we have available approximately 3s0.000acres of that type
of habitat,

Again in the mid-fifties, after a near epidemic of poison manife»ta-
tions along the New Brunswick coast of shell fish paralytic
poison � you' ve heard of the red tide that v e had last year. In 1957
there were deaths due to this on the New Brunswick coast; the federal
government of Canada established monitoring stations, one of which
was Head Harbor, Campobello Island. We»aw the results of that, and
it just scared us right out of our shoes; the poison levels were very,
very high, and this was very close to our own waters. So the following
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season � poison season for that area starts in July, ends about
October � we had to turn to monitor to see if we had a sheII fish

paralytic problem, and sure enough we did. We h«d to close the
Lobec Channel, and since then we' ve been monitoring that every
year. It has been confined to the Lubec Channel and the Grand Manan
Channel. The only time it grew out of the hounds of the I.ubec
Channel w«s in 1961 when it extended down the coast as far «s

Holmes Bay off Machias until last year. and here was another man-
ifestation from another area which came from the west to the east. It

occurred the upper part of September last year; it hasn't «ppe«red
again. and we hope this is anomoly situation and won't occur but once
about everv fifty years. Now as far as the clams are concerned. this
change in temperature had an intiti«l adverse effect on the «bun-
dance, and then after we hit the peak of the water temperature. v'e're
in «cooling trend again which our long range forecasters tell us will
occur until sometime around the turn of the century, Nature itself
took care of the clam predator, and the clams have returned in
abundance to essentially what they were in 1945.

Lobsters are a different case. We again h«d almost a moratorium on
the fishing of lobsters during World War ll, so apparently we had a
backlog of lobsters that were ready to be exploited. The higher
teniperatures created presumably an optimum situation as far «s the
growth of lobsters was concerned. So typical of thi» era, increasing
w«ter temperatures and increasing supply again had an effect i!n the
economics of the lobster fishery in tha  many more people had an
opportunity to sample the lobster, increasing the demand. So rnstead
of having just a New England market for the lobster we had a national
market and an international market. In the later '40's all through the
early '50's, there was a high demand for the lobster. There was a
tremendous increase in the numbers of fishermen and the numbers of

traps fished, and this occurred until we hit a crest. More effort to a
point showed an increase in production until about 1960 when v e
began to notice the results of the cooling trend affecting the supply.
The effort went up in terms of gross numbers of traps. but thc
production began to go down. Our peak production was aboiit
24,000,000 pounds and it fluctuates normally between 19 and
24,000,000 pounds. Today the iluctuation is between Is and
I8,000,000 pounds. The last two years we had an anomalous situation
here with temperature affecting production Instead of lobster pro-
duction close to the 15,000,000 pounds it's close to the
19,000,000 � we have a warming sub-cycle apparently with the long
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range cooling cycle, Now for the future, it look» a» if we have a very,
very good case for management. The dynamics of the lobster fisher y
indicates a very serious over-fishing; we are taking 9 %%ur of the crop.
During an adverse period there's always thi» po»sibility; if nothing is
done to limit entry into the fishery, fo reduce fishing pressure. we can
envision the production stepping down to another level, perhaps
returning to the time of the '30's, when it wa» down io the 3.00 !,000 to
6,000,000 pounds per year. So this spells out some of the problems ix e
have in management.

If any of you attended some of those fascinating hearing» on clatn
inanagement and on the lobster fishery last August, you cannot help
being impressed with the problem in public relation» and communica-
tions we have with our fisheries. The reaction to the proposal that we
presented to the diggers on clam management districts was one of the
most fascinating hearings. My goodness, certainly the colonial at-
titude here came out  Laughter!; most of the town»people who had
valuable clam flats didn't want "those people from Joncsboro to
come over to our flats to dig," Now with that I think I' ve overex-
tended my time, so I' ll be prepared to answei' questions.  App ause!
JOHNSON: Thank you, Phil. It seemed to ine that Phil touched on
something that perhaps we neglected in putting thi» cession together
and yet i» implicit in all that has been said, namely that what the ocean
is, is what people perceive it to be. And Phil I think is right on the
mark when he says that year-round native Maine people who make
their living from the sea perceive it as their private domain, with well
defined boundaries and so on. Bill Haggett may perceive it as a place
to sail. Other more polluting industries than B.I.W., a» Paul sug-
gested,'look at it as a place to dump, I think, as Cy has suggested. it
would be very interesting to revive some of the coastal transportation
that served us so well in the 19th century, and I think technologically
it's quite feasible today. But I think this human dimension is terribly
important, and that's what makes Maine so exciting today. This is an
exciting place to be and those of you who are "from away.' as they
say in Maine,  Luughrer! should realize that most of'us who are here
feel that this is the place to be. namely because these different
perceptions are now in such sharp conflict with one another, and the
need for action is so pressing that anyone who wants to contribute to
this is welcome to do so. The way Maine resolves this of course will
have a great deal to do with how the ocean i» viewed in the 21st
century as a resource along these coasts.  Applaase!





Workshop: Anglo-American Naval Traditions

Clark G. Reynolds, Moderator

REYNOLDS: I feel as if I'm on home ground, this is the room in
which I have my 85-person history of war course, so I feel more
secure in throwing out some of my theories, some of which may be
half-baked and others not, but in here I feel very comfortable, and I
hope we can get a return dialogue, Actually Phil Crowl from the Naval
War College was to have chaired this session, and certainly as most of
you know he did a pioneer work with Jeter lsely on the U.S. Marines
artd Amphibious War after World War 11, but unfortunately like the
fishermen, we discovered, the Naval War College it turned out was
having a session also this weekend,.and so he unfortunately had to
cancel out about two weeks ago. So it was really too late to find
somebody else in amphibious warfare, bul we'd already set up the
panel, which is fine, and I must confess that there is a built-in point of
view, if you will, and that is in the title  which I created!, "Anglo-
American Naval Traditions" and I also stacked the deck. When we

set this up I didn't even tell the people who would run these sessions
who would be on their sessions, but it's very difficult to get away with
things lil e that any more, but as long as our session is small I can.

The assumption or the bias is that there is such a thing as a common
Anglo-American naval tradition, that there is a very deep relation-
ship. Mahan's remarks certainly back in the 1890's suggested that
there were certain affinities between Britain and the United States,

and 1'm not ever going to accept the gospel according to Mahan: it
must be tested,and I would like to test it in herefrom the standpoint of
the American-British experiences, the Canadian experience and pos-
sibly a thread between them, of looking at amphibious doctrine,
which I am convinced in my work belongs  o the maritime nations.
There is a Russtan naval infantry, and we may hear about it tomor-
row, and the French had a very early marine corp~, and our Marine
Corps was very early in this country's history, and yet in actually
developing amphibious doctrine, I'm convinced that these countries
have always followed the lead of the maritime nations, 1 may be
wrong. So what I would like to do is introduce each of these speakers
separately and let them discourse on theirparticularsubjects and then
we will discuss afterward.
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First, John J. Kelly, Jr�� Jack Kelly � took his Vh.D. here actii-
ally, last June, and was I guess the first one to come out of our
program here in maritime-military history and did it on "Ameiican
Seaborne Independence as Viewed by John Adams," who I'm sure
will emerge in your talk as a very friendly individual to the problem of
freedom of passage and freedom of the seas two hundred years
removed. Unfortunately, Jack is part of this new generation of l97 !s
Ph.D,'s who will have to wait I think until his first three books ai e
published before he can even get into a college environment, what
with the glut on the market, so he is doing what he did before he went
to academe and that is teach high school and coach football which he
also did before he carne here Lattghtr rj, and I should also add that he
carries a lot of punch; he was the Sixth Fleet heavyweight champion
in the 1950s, enlisted of course, and so he knows the Navy froni the
worm's eye, or the fish's eye view as well as the bird's eve, Jack Kelly
will speak on the American colonial inheritance.



The American Colonial Inheritance: A Nautical View of John Adatns

John J. Kelly, Jr.

The United States possesses no better personal record of its colo-
nial seafaring inheritance and the origins of its naval traditions than in
the writings of John Adams.

From 17s5 to 1826, a period of seventy-one years. Adams dutifully
fiHed the pages of diaries, letters and an autobiography with accounts
of his thoughts and deeds concerning naval and maritime affairs. At
various times in the course of his long and active career. Adams
successfully or unsuccessfully struggled to secure a scab»me inde-
pendence for Massachusetts, New England and the United States
from the colonial oppression of British mercantilism, the maritime
manipulations of France, the depredations of the Barbary powers,
and the commercial wars of the seafaring European nations. The
public and private records of Adams' role in defending the maritime
rights and interests of his state, his region and his nation reveal him as
the dominant figure in the struggle for American seaborne indepen-
dence during his lifetime.

As a young lawyer in maritime Massachusetts, John Adams op-
posed the injustices of British colonial rule, but he never seriously
considered advocating a permanent independence from Britain. An
heir of the Reformation who despised arbitrary power in any form,
Adams believed equality and justice could be achieved among men if
they honored impartial laws and the lessons of history, The origin of
the American Revolution occurred. in Adams' view. when in 1761 the

British exploited their victory over the French by issuing writs of
assistance to royal officials in the colonies for the purpose of enforc-
ing the navigation acts. In the ensuing years. Adams appeared in
Admiralty court cases to defend clients whom he considered to be
victims of unlawful British practices including the court itself. On a
legal level, therefore, he directly challenged Britain's suppression of
the maritime commerce of Massachusetts. When Britain reacted to

the Boston Tea Party by occupying the town with troops and estab-
lishing an indefinite blockade of the port of Boston, the constitutional
rights upheld by Adams were overridden by martial law; Mas-
sachusetts' maritime commerce. the lifeblood of the colony. became
engaged in a struggle for mere survival. In 1774 Adams accepted an
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appointment ta represent Massachusetts in the first Continental Con-
gress where he hoped to gain a unihed support for his beleagured
colony that would pressure the British ministry into rescinding th»
Boston Port Act.

Adams crossed the threshold from protester to revolutionary whet<
British policies left him with no other choice. At the First Continental
Congress, he voted for non-importation and iron-expor1ation protests
against Britain's mistreatment of Massachusetts. The following
spring, however, when fighting broke nut at I.exingt<in, Concord and
Bunker Hill. Adams could see no choice for Massachusetts but io
fight a defensive war against the British Army and British Navy or b»
enslaved, As adelegate to the Continental Congress in the fall of 1775
he contributed significantly to the defense of Massachusetts liy serv-
ing on a committee to fit out armed vessels and then th» Nav;il
Committee which created the Continental Nav y. Adams ceased to be
a protester and became a revolutionar y when he learned of the Pro-
hibitory Act passed by Parliament in December 177s which decl,<red
all colonial vessels and cargoes liable to seizure, Adams interpreted
the Prohibitory Act to be a declaration of war against the colonies by
Britain. In March 1776, therefore, Adams returned to the Continent <I
Congress and moved in the direction <il' independence by voting for
the revolutionary privateering resolves which autho<ized America<~
private armed vessels to capture British merchantmen on the high
seas. A few weeks later, he applauded the decision of Congress to
open American ports to foreign shipping, another st«p toward inde-
pendence. Finally, Adams signed the Declaration of independence in
July which f'orrnally declared the colonies lo be free from Britain,
Thus began the struggle for American seaborne independence.

Adams' diplomacy in France and Holland during the American
Revolution focused on the naval war against Britain and the maritime
problems of Massachusetts and the Continental Congress. Con
cerned for the future of the Massachusetts fisheries. Adams accepted
an appointment from the Continental Congrcs» in 1778 to be a joint
commissioner to France with Benjamin Franklin and Arthur Lec. In
France, Adams assisted irr directing the affair~ of the Continental
Navy and urged the French foreign minister Count de Vergennes t<>
gain command of the sea off North America. After a brief return to
Massachusetts, Adams arrived back in France in l78ti with c<immis-
sions from the Continental Congress to negotiat e treaties of pcac» and
commerce with Britain. A break in the relations between Adams and
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Vergennes occurred over the commissions and the French foreign
minister's unwillingness to send a sizeable Hect to the North Ameri-
can coast. Frustrated in France, Adams went to Holland where he
received a commission from the Continental Congress to negotiate a
loan from the Dutch that would stabilize Ameiican currency. Though
Adams succeeded in securing a loan from f!utch bankers, he could
not get the United States admitted into the Russian-sponsored
League of Armed Neutrality. Failure to gain entrance into the League
disappointed Adams because he viewed it a» a means of countering
Britain's arbitrary rule of the seas and forcing the British to end the
war.

The French Navy brought the war to a close in North America
when, in accordance with Adams' strategy, it defeated the British
Navy in the battle of Chesapeake Bay, which then made possible
Washington's victory at Yorktown. A year later, after signing treaties
of amity and commerce with Holland. Adam» returned to France t<>
negotiate a preliminary treaty of peace with Britain. The British
negotiators promptly recognized American independence, but re-
fused to acknowledge Adams' claims to right» in the North American
fisheries. Fearing that Britain and France were collaborating to ex-
clude the United States from the hsherie», Adams issued an ul-

timatum on the last day of the negotiations which helped pressure the
British to concede the Americans a "Right" to fish in the northern
seas and a "Liberty" to use certai Canadian coasts lordryinghsh. In
the months following the signing of the preliminary peace treaty, lack
of appropriate commission powers and a shift to a conservative
ministry in the British government thwarted Adams' ambition to
negotiate a reciprocal commerce treaty with the British based on
equality. After signing the definitive treaty of peace with Britain on
September 3, 1783, Adams devoted his energies to finding and estab-
lishing markets for the maritime commerce of Massachusetts and the
other seafaring states of the United States.

As a Minister to the Court of St. James from 17tts to 1788, Adams

tried in vain to negotiate a cominercial treaty that would, in effect.
re-establish the patterns of maritime commerce which existed be-
tween the British and the Americans prior to the War of Indepen-
dence, particularly in the West Indies. He especially wanted the
British to recognize the now independent Ainericans as equals in a]I
commercial agreeinents. Adams' diplomatic efforts to negotiate a
coinmerce treaty were undermined, however, by Britain's continued
adherence to mercantilism, the unneutral attachment of the United
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States to France, the eagerness of American merchants to buy Bri tish
goods, the short-sighted views of the landed interests in the United
States, and the inability of Americans to pay debts owed to Britain.
To retaliate against Britain's mercantilistic policies and her refusal to
sign an equitable commerce treaty, Adams argued that Americans
should establish their own navigation acts and also seek new markets
for maritime commerce in France and the Mediterranean countries.

He disagreed with Jefferson's costly suggestion that an American
navy be built to fight the Barbarv pirates and insisted that tribute
payments should be a less expensive way to deal with the problem of
piracy. Nevertheless, with the exception of Morocco, Adams and
Jefferson were unable to bargain with the Barbary States because the
Continental Congress could not send them enough money. Powerless
in his role as a diplomat, Adams criticized the Articles of Confedera-
tion for not providing the central government with authority to collect
revenues that could be used to liquidate the wartime debts, pay the
Barbary tributes, and establish a sound currency for maritime com-
merce. Adams' struggle for American seaborne independence. there-
fore, offered sound and practical reasons for creating a new consitu-
tton.

While serving as Vice President and then President of the United
States, Adams dedicated himself to achieving a respected neutrality
for American maritime commerce in the chaotic era of the French

Revolution. During his vice presidency, he counseled Washington to
adopt a foreign policy of neutrality and particularly stressed that the
United States should avoid a war with Britain. The Jay Treaty dis-

gusted Adams because it gave Britain a right to seize French cargoes
being carried by American vessels, an unneutral privilege which
could also be claimed by France in her war against British maritime
commerce.

After he became President in 1797. Adams' initial attetnpt to settle
maritime differences with France ended in the infamous XYZ Affair,
which led him to commence an undeclared "Quasi-War" against the
French Directory, To protect Arnerican merchantmen from the dep-
redations of French cruisers in the West Indies and off South

America, Adams established the Department of the Navy. which
under the guidance of Benjamin Stoddert created a United States
Navy of fifty vessels to fight the limited and defensive war against
France. Adams' unwillingness to declare war on France angered
many of the supporters of Alexander Hamilton whose militarism and
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dreams of conquest were abhorrent to the President. Ignoring the
protests of Federalist leaders in his cabinet who admired Hamilton,
Adams sent a second peace mission to France which eventually
brought an end to the Quasi-War by signing the Convention of Mor-
tefontaine. The news of the agreement with France did not arrive in
the United States in time to prevent Adams from being defeated in the
1800 Presidential election. ln an age of polarized politics generated by
the French Revolution, Adams had sacrificed his political future to
the goal of achieving a real neutrality for the maritime commerce of
the United States.

During the last twenty-five years of his lit'e, Adams continued to
champion the cause of American seaborne independence as a private
citizen in Massachusetts. Refiecting the struggle for survival experi-
enced by maritime New England for decades. Adams remained firm
in his convictions that Massachusetts could not enjoy total political
freedom unless its seaborne trade had economic independence, nor
could the United States expect to preserve the Vnion without a
respectable navy. When the Republicans laid up the frigates of the
United States Navy and began to build a fleet of gunboats for coastal
defense, Adams understandably became 1'urious, He criticized
Jefferson's Embargo Act of 1807 as a "cowardly measure" to use
against Britain's war-provoking Orders in Council, British impress-
ments of American sailors were for Adams the most striking exam-
ples of Britain's contempt for the neutrality and maritime aspirations
of the United States. The Republicans and their landed supporters
made the War of 1812 inevitable, according to Adams, by refusing to

construct a frigate navy that could check the abuses committed
against American merchantmen. After Congress declared war on
Britain, Adams applauded the spectacular victories of the few United
States frigates. For the inept and expensive American ariny operating
in the Great Lakes region, he had nothing but scorn. Near the end of
the war, Adams c'ondemned the secessionist-minded Hartford Con-

vention of New England Federalists. In the months following the
Treaty of Ghent, he counseled John Quincy Adams, negotiating
subsequent agreements with the British, not io surrender any rights to
the fisheries which had been won in the Treaty of Paris U 783!. As an
alert old man in his eighties, John Adams kept a watchful eye on
British sea power while urging his countryinen to build a strong navy
that could secure a neutrality and seafaring independence for Arneri-
can mari time commerce.
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The deaths of John Adams and '1 homas Jefferson on the fiftieth
anniversary of the Declaration of independence signaled the passing
of one era and the beginning of another in United States history. For
half a century after the Declaration of independence. Adams of
maritime Massachusetts and Jefferson of;igricultural Virginia sym-
bolized the two states which had led the war forindependence against
Britain and then dominated American politics in the early years of the
Republic. Just as Adams gradually faded into obscurity aftei losing
the Presidential election of 1800, so too did New England, which
became more and more remote as the nation moved west in the
opening decades of the t9th century. A tragic figure in his old age,
John Adams passed on the legacy of his frustrating struggle for
American seaborne independence to John Quincy Adams who, like
his father, had to pursue the elusive goal within the context of
Britain's sovereignty of the seas. When John Adams and Thomas
Jefferson died in 1826, the waning political prestige of Massachusetts
and Virginia died with them. Two years later, President John Quincy
Adams was overwhelmingly defeated in a Presidential election by
General Andrew Jackson, a man who personified the spirit of the
frontier and the rising West. The period froin 1826 to 1828. therefore,
is a "watershed" in American history � when the United States com-
pleted its evolution from the Age of Adams and Jefferson into the Age
of Jackson.

 Applause!
KELLY; Just one comment before 1 leave: The book everyone is
receiving, the 1802  U.S. Naval! Regulations, were brought in by
John Adams in 1775 by the way, not by Thomas Jefferson.
REYNOLDS: Mr, Kelly gets a commission for plugging the sales of'
those. Turning to the British side now. and going on into the late l9th
century, Jim Stokesbury did his work at Duke � the same time 1 was
there, with Professor Ropp � in naval matters and dealt with the
interesting problem and almost non-existent phenomenon of British
amphibious doctrine that culminated in the debade at Gallipoli, He is
now at Acadia University in Wolfvi lie, Nov;i Scotia. So we'd now like
to turn to the problem of both British naval doctrine in the late 19th
century and to the history of amphibious warfare.



British Amphibious Doctrine Before Gallipoli

James L. Stokesbury

In the generation before the First World War the British, along with
nearly everyone else, failed to realize fully the problems or the
potential of modern industrialized warfare. Even while they slid in o
the morass of continental alliances, they clung to the shibbnleths of
navalism and the aII-volunteer army. Their higher cotnmanders
scoffed at the staff system as a foreign affectation. and any calls for
new ideas and new techniques were met with the standard rhetoric of
military politicians. After all, through the nineteenth century Britain
had a pretty good track record, and there seemed little need for
slavish aping of Prussians or Frenchmen.

Modernization did come., of course, and it would be a mistake to
overstate the case against the forces, Percy Scott succeeded in rev-
olute'onizing British naval gunnery, Sir John Fisher brought in the
Dreadno'aghr, and the Army did get a staff system, even if it tried not
to utilize it .

There was one item on which both reformers and reactionaries

could agree, one comforting thought on which all could faH back in
times of stress. Everyone pointed out that in the event of war, Britain
had a peculiar position: she was an island and therefore a naval
power, and from that it followed that her strategy was to be amphibi-
ous. That made all the difference. Let France or latterly Germany
build as she would: the advantages conferred on Britain by her navy
and her command of the sea, by her amphibious strategy, were so
great that she would prevail. Because of this Britons need have no
fear of a great continental land war, and they said this over and over
again.' lt was one of the great military iHusions of the prewar period.

Unfortunately, this illusion was based on experience, which made
it that mt>ch more difficult to eradicate. In the sixty-odd years before
1914, Great Britain had fought a whole series of minor campaigns that
had elements of amphibious operations about them. In these she had
been uniformly successful. Her army and navy had cooperated in
defeating the Abyssinians in 1867 and they had chastised the Ashan-
tees in 1873. A decade later they fought one of the most notable minor
campaigns of the century in the occupation <>f Egypt. They played a
smaller scale and less happy repeat performance in the operations
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around Suakin, designed to assist the  iordon Relief Expedition of
I884. Next year, in the Third Burmese War, a neat httle riverine
operation had overthrown the King of Ava. Finally, in 1900, the Navy
and then the Army and Navy together had petformed very creditably
in North China, taking the Taku Forts and helping put down the
Boxer Rebellion.

ln each of these campaigns various deficiencies had been revealed,
usually of a logistical or administrative nature, and some of them had
resulted in Royal Commissions to investigate them. Normally the
only positive result of these commissions was to provide future
historians with a fair amount of documentary material. It was dif'ficult
to quarrel with success, and the various commissions had to content
themselves with occasional remarks that costs seemed exorhitanl,
and similar gentile rumblings.

The problem was not that the successes were illusory � they were
real enough in their context � but that the quality of the opposition
was inisleading. In no case did the British encounter a first-class
enemy. Only against the Chinese did they have to make an opposed
landing, and the Chinese proved fatally deficient in training. nioral»
and firepower. Only at Alexandria and the Taku Forts did the Royal
Navy undertake any substantial shore bombardment, and the results
were so open to varying interpretations that little positive could bc
drawn from them. In Toynbee's terms, the challenge faced by Britain
in these minor campaigns was insufficient io force an upward re-
sponse from her military services. She was left with the comforting
idea that she knew all there was to know about amphibious warfare.
and that'it would always be a cheap and easy way to do things.

One result of this was that the modernization that did occur in the
services before the First World Wai bypassed the question of am-
phibious operations. As Britain sailed towards the war, with her
military writers and theorists still niaking airy remarks about her
amphibious strategy, there was no real developinent of an amphibi-
ous tactical or strategic doctrine. In fact, there was no real effort ai
interservice cooperation at all, so a.n amphibious doctrine was really
but a secondary failing deriving from this major shortcotning,

Both services continued to work together on an ad hnc basis when
faced with some unforeseen contingency or emergency. But beyond
that, in planning, logistics or administration. each preferred to act as
if the other did not exist, Their attitudes towards each other were ot
off-handed conteinpt, as Kitchener betrayed when he once wrote.
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"You see, Navy men are all more or less alike"; Sir John Fisher put it
even more bluntly when he blurted out that "any silly ass cottld be a
general."'-'

It would appear axiomatic that a viable amphibious doctrine could
be based only on solid army-navy cooperation: that in turn could only
be derived from the development of a working general staft'system.
This was precisely what both services lacked in the prevvar years. In
the Army it was not until after the South African War, and the
recommendations of the Esher Committee, that a general staff was
set up and the reorganization of the War Office undertaken. This of
course was the genesis of the Imperial General Staff. During the
period when Haldane was Secretary of State for War, frotn 1906 to
1912, the General Staff actually functioned as such. undertaking war
studies and making contingency plans, as well as advising the Cabinet
Committee on Imperial Defence. Perhaps ironically, it considered in
1906 the seizure of the Dardanelles, should a European war break out,
and concluded that this would be a hazardous operation, that it would
require both naval and military action, and finally that the risks were
so great it recommended against it."

The Royal Navy too finall got around to setting up a staff system,
but not until 1911. Sir John Fisher, First Sea I.ord from 1904 to 1910,
was simply not a staf man, and would have nothing to do v ith one.
The admiral who insisted on modernization ot'the Navy in a material
sense, and fought his point through to victory, was as blind as his
opponents when it came to administration. His successor was Sir
Arthur Wilson, a sort of Fisher writ small, who felt exactly lhe same
way his predecessor did. One of the reasons Churchill went to the
Admiralty in 1911, after the Agadir crisis, was to set up a staff,'but of
course Churchill turned out to be another Fisher, neither disposed to
create staffs, nor, when they were in existence, to pay any attention
to them.

In 1890 a Royal Commission examining the milttary and naval
administrations had concluded, "little or no attempt has ever been
made to establish settled and regular inter-communication or rela-
tions between them, or to secure that the establishtnents of one
service should be determined with any reference to the requirements
of the other," Speaking a quarter-century tater, Sir Sydney
Freemant!e, Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff, could still complain,

There was, in my jodgetnent, one sphere only in whtch co-operation with
othet nationat activities was latnentahly deficient. 1 refer to ottr relat tons
with the War Office, which held scarcely any cotnmuntcation with tts
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except on the highcat levels of the W,tr Cahinct The deni»nds upoii tlie
sea forces for our over~ca expedittons, existing and prospective, ap-
peared to receive no consideration what»oevcr. nnd thc high mili ar>
s ra egy app»rcntly took no account of them 'I'he plans untj projects ot'
the Imperial Ceneral St»A were carried to'the point <>f completion.
.without  he Admiralty being consultctl in»dsance.

Freemantle points out that the Dardaneile» wa» an exceptit>n lo this
general state of affairs, but any familiarity with the muddled ct>ncep-
tion, planning and execution of the Dardanelles campaign reve;tls
what a catch-as-catch-can affair it wa», right from the start.

If the staff development» of both»ervices were late-blooming. at
least they were in existence by l911. and one might have expected
something from them. As it happened, these delayed growth» were
cut short at the outset of war. Fisher came back to the Admitaltv, and
he, Churchill and Wilson. who was now retired but whom Churchill
liked. ran the Navy out of their collective vest pocket, Over on the
Army side. Kitchener was appointed Secrelary of State for War, lo
give Asquith's government a slightly more martial posture, and he t>f
course shunted aside the entire army org;inization, including the
Territorial Forces, and more important in this context, the staff
system. The War Office might not fe ir the Kaiser, but no one gainsaid
the ex-Sirdar of Egypt. Amphibiou» planning arrd cooperation was a
minor casualty of these strong personalities; the loss of the I!arda-
nelles campaign and the 214,�00 British casualties at Gallipoli rather
more major.

All of this is more by way of saying why there wa» no development
of a modern doctrine of amphibious warfare, rather than of »aying
there was no doctrine at all. There w;ts the background of experience;
there was also, in the period before the war. a small number of hook s
that tried to deal with some of the problem» of landing operations.
Unhappily the experience had been bypassed by technologic;tl
change, and the books tended not to be very influential,

In the campaigns mentioned earlier the Hritish had learned the
basic method of carrying out a landing operation. Within the term» of
what they had to contend with, they had been constantly trtumphanl,
and their examinations of minor failing» and shortcomings had Icd
them to make progressive improvements. A» early as Abyssinia they
had known the importance of having a port lo use � and in fact they
had had to create one in Annesley Bay. their landing area. In Egypt,
though they failed to learn much about shore bombardment, they ditl
begin to recognize the importance of combat loading. The shelling of
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the Alexandria forts was a more-or-leis independent naval action, but
in their landings along the Suez Canal they dict use some gunboats as
inshore fire-support ships, Similar work w'a» undertaken at the Taku
Forts. and they did this at Suakin, though the results were not entirely
»atistactory. In Aston's Letters on Amphibiocrs Wccrs he remarked,
"Personally, I have only seen...supporting tire attempted on one
occasion. just before the battle of El Tcb in 1884, and then a war
vessel at Trihkitat appeare'd to throw some heavy shells at the 1 !th
and 19th Hussar», and none, a» far as one could judge. at the
enemy."'

None of this experience led the British very far. They made nothing
that could really be called an opposed landing by European stan-
dards, and theret'ore they did not develop an armored landing boat,
Pulling boats, at best towed by steam pinnaces, continued to be
regarded as fullv adequate. As early as the bombardment of Alexan-
dria observers noted-the problems of ships firing at shore targets;
theorists were fully aware of the difference between flat trajectory
naval guns and the high trajectory guns needed for artillery support
fire. Such specialized vessels were not developed, however. It took
the demands of war itself to produce the monitors � and even then the
first of them had to be acquired from British yards producing them not
for the Royal Navy, but for the Brazilian government. So in doctrine,
and theret'ore in specialized material, the Briti»h force» entered the
war very ill-prepared for what they still regarded a» their traditional
strategy.'

There had been writers interested in the problems of amphibious
operation». Major-General C, E. Callwell, who»erved a» Director ot
Military Operations and Intelligence in the fir»t two year  of the war,
had written in 1905 a book called Miliran  !pc rccticcns crnd ~1fccririm<'
Prepunderccnee. Another writer, Major-General Sir George Aston,
R.M., wrote Sea, Land, «nd Air Strategv, and also Letters on Ant-
phibi c~tcs Wars. Both of these writers were far aheacl of their contem-
poraries in their own particular field of intei es . Call well'» book, for
example, is virtually a critique of the mistakes to be made at Gallipoli
ten years later, Without belaboring the potnt, both writer» reached
practically identicalconclusions, that modejn technologv bad ren-
dered landing operations increasingly hazardous, especially now that
the defen»e seemed predominant over the of'f'ense. and that it might
well be in!po»sible to make a tanding against a well-po»itioned and
determined enemy. Both went on t'rom there to call for the develop-
ment of most of the specialized equipment that would be evolved too
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late for the First World War, but in time for the Second: protected
motorized landing craft. fire-support ships, improved methods of
short-range communication, better spotting techniques for fire detec-
tion, and most of the techniques wc associate with the landings of
World War II and subsequent wars

All of these things would cost money, of course. and the sei vices,
ah.eady caught up in expensive changes and with a host of other
apparently more pressing things to consider, paid scant attention to
calls for improvement in an area of operations v here thev thought
they were already doing quite nicelv. Aston and Callwell remained
voices in the wilderness. though it is perhaps not inappropriate to
suggest that, in a nation whose recent military past includes Salerno,
Iwo Jimaand lnchon, theirnames should be as well known as those of
Fuller, Liddell Hart and Guderian.

It must he restated that neglect ot'an atnphibious doctrine was not
the only, nor even the major. failing of the British services before the
war. When the test came, after all. they did get ashore at Gallipoli.
and they did consolidate their beachhead, even though they subse-
quently proved incapable of breaking out and exploiting it. There
would be little point here in trying to consider the larger question as to
whether or not success at the Dardanelles v ould have won the war;
that argument can be carried on forever, The whole operation, as all
their other operations, revealed Raws and failings equally as serious.
and brings us back to the general point that none of the belligerents
was really ready, materially, psychologically, or in any other v,ay, f' or
the monster they had unleashed in f914.

So what we have here is the lesser point then, that in  he year's
before 1914 the British cervices. by failing fo develop a doctrine for
atnphihious war adequate to the demands of v'«r itself, deluded
themselves as to the opttons available to them when the waj can!e
along. By denying themselves that option they locked their country
ever more firmly in the quagmire ot'the Western l-'ront and its atten-
dant horrors. Further, one can conclude that thcij doctrinal failure
stemmed largely from the successes--ultimately illusory because too
easy � of the colonial campaigns hei'ore the war. l-'rom the point ot
view of the men at the Dardanelles, the Caitagena expedition of f740
should have taken place in 190 k  .4'/«u.ir !
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REYNOLDS: Thank you, Jim. And then there's the Americans
beginning to participate im amphibious operations, tnd we have with
us Kenneth Clifford who is a lieutenant colt>nel in the Marine Corps
Reserve and has done much of his time, shallwe say. within and
without of the Corps studying not only American amphibious doc-
trine from the standpoint of the Marines but also including the British
tradition. He has in galleys a government publication. a Marine Corps
history, that will be out in December: Pr<rl;r<ss and Purfr<rse: A
Devel<rpnr< ntulHi t ttrrv <rj'the United States Mari>re C<rrps P'rorrt I  �0
lo f970, and is also hard at work on an analysis of british and Ameri-
can amphibious or combined operations from 1920 to 194s. He will
speak to the problems and developments of amphibious doctrines in
the two countries between the World Wars. Colonel Clifford,





Anglo-American Interwar Amphibious Doctrine, 1920- l940

Kenneth J. Clifford

Unlike the British. where no one military service was associated
with amphibious operations, including the Royal Marines, in America
the United States Marine Corps has been the primary instrument of
conducting 'seizure and defense of advanced bases' since 1894.

In my discussion, while I only mention Marines. I am of course
referring to the whole 'Marine CorpQNavy' 'I earn they cannot be
separated.

However, in the area of the doctrinal development of amphibious
operations during the 1930s, the Navy part of the team was pre-
occupied with preparing its ships and personnel for the tr;iditional
role of the battle fleet; consequently the Marine Corps concentrated
on requirenients of amphibious assault � and rightly so,

This requirement was met through a process of development which
encompassed three parallel endeavors;

�! development of a body of doctrine:
�! the development of specialized techniques to apply the doc-

trine; and

�! the development of specialized equipinent to make  he tech-
niques practical and meaningful.

In all three areas the endeavor was required to staia from an initial
zero and to proceed in an atmosphere ot stringent budgetary
economy.

At the end of World War I, Japan was in control of the  .ierman
mandated islands of the Palau, Mariana, Caroline and Marshall
groups, and in possession of a truly modern fleet. The impact of
Japan's new position on U.S, policy was no  gener;illy reciignized,
and fitted very well into the anti-war/isolationist feeling descending
on America in the 1920s. Nevertheless, military planners had to
consider the probability of an eventual conAict with .lapan. The
'Orange W;ir Plans', made as early as 1904. had tu be continually
updated during the interwar period.

One of the military planners thinking abou  such an eventuality
� that is facing the Japanese sooner or later � was Major I'arl H.
Fllis, V.S. Marine Corps. who foresaw not only the prob'ihility of
such a war but also predicted its essential fc«tures ln l9'l, while
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assigned to the Division of Operations and 'I'raining at Headquarters
Marine Corps, he wrote a study entitled 'Advanced Base Operations
in Micronesia.' Included in this paper were not only strategic plans
hut also detailed guidelines on the tactics and techniques to be ern-
ployed against Japanese-held islands in the Pacific. This plan later
became the 712D-Operation Plan and was the Marine Corps «on-
tributory plan to the Navy's ORANGE Plan.

Also in 1921, Colonel Robert H. Dunlap, U.S. Mariiie Corps,
closely associated with Major Ellis, published an important analysis
ol' the Dardanelles-Gallipoli campaign which laid down fundamental
requirements for the infantry component of an amphibious fleet.
Significant in his analysis was his insistence that Iieet infantry com-
prise a balanced force of all arms, carefully trained for the assault
mission and supported by meticulous planning.

Marines by 1920 assigned to the assault force were called the
Advanced Base Force and a year later redesignated the Expedition-
ary Force.

In 1922 and again in 1924, Navy and Marine Corps units conducted
amphibious exercises at Culebra Island off Puerto Rica. In the 1924
exercise, Marines experimented with pontoon bridging equipment to
create an artificial harbor similar to what the British had used at

Gallipoli. By 1925, the Expeditionary Force at Quantico consisted of
infantry, artillery, engineers, signal troops, tanks and aviation units.
al! of which were equipped and trained for service with the fleet, The
British at this time had no counterpart for this type force � that is a
complete expeditionary force including air.

ln the same year, 1925, a similar though smaller force was or-
ganized for the West coast and stationed ~t San Diego.

Although the years from 1925 to 1930 were devoid of any significant
amphibious maneuvers by Marine Corps units, development did not
cease completely. In Nicaragua, to which the Marines were sent in
1927, attention was focused on sinall unit tactics with the attendant
requirements for initiative and aggressive leadership at the small unit
level. Also, the Marine Corps learned the value of close cooperation
between air and ground elements of the same force. Unlike many
British and American thinkers who believed the introduction of aerial
cornbat in World War I spelled the end of amphibious operations,
Marines believed an integrated air arm complemented and indeed
gave the Naval and Landing Farce Commander an added weapon.

lt seemed by 1930 the realization at the policy-making level that an
amphibious assault of defended beache~ was feasible and that, in-
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deed, future wars would demand the execution of such operations.
This certainly was true for America as all our v ar plans, particularly
the ORANGE plan, were based on projeciiiig our armies over vast
sea routes. For Britain, experience and geography dictated that the
home islands had to be protected against inv ision. As far as amphibi-
ous operations were concerned, they were useful for diversionary
purpose~ only � that is before Dunkirk.

As the relaxation of tension in China and Nicaragua gradually
released Marines in substantial numbers, the various elements of the
developmental process began to become complementary to each
other. The Marine Corps Schools began to devote major effort to the
study of amphibious doctrine and proceeded to prepare a "Text for
Landing Operations" in 1931. This draft inanual was based primarily
on pure theory developed at the Schools together with tests con-
ducted at Quantico utilizing experimental landing craft as well as the
experimental loading of atransport. The Text for Landing Operations
was never published because of other immediate commitments, but it
was the first effort to put on paper amphibious doctrine.

Concurrently with the Text for Landing Operations, thc students ar
Marine Corps Schools were addressing themselves to amphibious
studies, During the academic year 193'2-33, the details of the
Dardanelles-Gallipoli campaign were analytically studied and worl'
was commenced on the first Advanced Base Problem, called
'DUMANQU1LAS', a hypothetical landing in the Philippines, which
was studied jointly by the Schools and the Naval War College, This
problem followed closely the then current plan f' or a Pacific War.

As the Marine Corps Schools became concerned with the de-
velopment of doctrine, action was being instituted to organize a force
capable of implementing the doctrine as it evolved. This force. the
Marine Expeditionary Force, would now become the Fleet Marine
Force which would provide the Navy with a 'type-force' of reinforced
infantry with the specific mission of executing amphibious assaults
The F MF was organizedby the Commandant of the Marine Corps for
operations with the Fleet and as such was commanded by the Corn-
mandant when not embarked on board vessels of the Fleet or when
engaged in Fleet exercises. Thus it became in 1933 an assault force fo!
specifically conducting amphibious operations.  The British at this
point did not have a specific force, but in l94 at the height of the war
Vice Admiral Mountbatten. then Chief of Combined Operations,
recognized that special troops should be trained and made availablc



for such operations. The British therefore created Force 'J', an as-
sault force with ships and arms. Lord Mountbatten, in a memoran-
dum in November 1942, suggested that the Americ;in Chiefs of Staff
might want to form "an Ainerican counterpart to Force J.' That
comment does not speak well of the Public Information ofh cer of the
U.S. Marine Corps at that time!,

In spite of the fact that the FMF was established, it stiff needed a
basic doctrine to guide its training, and the ffeet elements, which were
to be involved in ainphibious operations. required guidance as to how
they would perform their tasks in concert v ith the landing force.

In November 1933, the Commandant of the Marine Corps directed
that the Marine Corps Schools devote their total resources to the
completion of the work begun in 193 I and embodied in the Text for
Landing Operations. During the latter part of l934 the "Tentative
Manual for Landing Operations" was published, The prophetic na-
ture of this publication is dramatically exemplified by an examination
of the six elements into which amphibious doctrine was subdivided:
 I! Command relationships, �! Nav;il gunfire support, �! Aerial
support, �! Ship-to-Shore movement.  C! Securing the beachhead,
and �! Logistics. These functions, together with cominunications,
form the basis to a greater or lesser degree of amphibious doctrine
today.

Supported by regular maneuvers, which tested its theory, the 'I en-
tative Manual for Landing Operations underwent detailed
modification until 1938, when the Navy adopred it as Fleet Training
Publication 167. The publication was refined steadily  hough the war,
but it remained the basic guide for the planning and the training that
produced all United States amphibious operations during World War
11. I he basic doctrine set down in I934 v ithslood its prolonged trial
by fire without fundamental change.

Beginning in 193S, the Naval War College, the Marine Corps
Schools and units of the ffeet took up  he arduous task of refining the
techniques which were to convert a doctrinal theory inlo the kind of'
practiced teamwork required for inilit;iry success, Annual ff eet train-
ing exercises from 1935 through 1941 provided continuing laborar os
tests of the basic doctrine. Conducted «t Culebra. the island of San
Clemente near San Diego and in 194l at New River, North Carolina.
these exercises refined amphibious staff work, stimulated the evolu-
tion of amphibious craft and radio equipment. underscored the need
for improved gunfire and air support doctrine, and gave pr;rcrical
experience to the forces involved.
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Along with developments in doctrine and technique there was:r
corresponding demand for specialized amphibious craft, ln l936 a
destroyer, the USS Man/ey, was converted for troop transport pur-
poses and became the forerunner of the World War Il;rttack de-
stroyer transport  APD!.

By 1937. a few acceptable prototypes of landing craft had beer>
developed. at which time the Marine Corps interested Andrew J.
Higgins, a New Orleans boat builder, in adapting his excellent surf
craft to military purposes. In 1940, the Marine Corps proposed to
Higgins that he design a ramp type bow for his boats to permit th»
discharge of vehicles, and when this development received Navi
approval the landing craft which were used, rround the world went
into mass production in the form of LCVPs and LCMs.

Amphibian vehicles had received theirinitial impetus in 1924 when
the Marine Corps tested the 'Christie amphibious Tank'. Unfortu-
nately tests showed that the then Christie tank did not possess an
adequate degree of seaworthiness, but the Marine Corps in the early
1930s concluded that tanks, if landed close to the early assault waves,
would prove valuable in the assault and even justify less artillery
strength, Ironically. the predecessor of the modern amphibian tractor
was designed as a non-military vehicle for rhe rescue of downed
aviators and hurricane victims in the Florida Fverglades. I he de-
veloper of the craft was Donald Roebling. Officials ol the Navy and
Marine Corps upon first seeing a picture of Roebling's craft, called the
'Alligator', in the October 1937 issue of /i/i Magazine. prevailed
upon Roebling to produce a military prototype lor them. Within three
years and after many modifications and tests thc first
LVT-l � Landing Vehicle Tracked � came off the;rssembly line in
July 1941. The wisdom of prewar interest in the rmphibian tractor
was strikingly demonstrated in the Pacific c;rmpaigns of Wrrrld War
II.

By the time the United States entered World War ll in December
1941. her;rrm of amphibious warfare had all the essentials for suc-
cessfully carrying it out � marines, doctrine and landing cr;rft. The
test was to come eight months later on an ill md few Americans had
ever heard of � Guadalcanal.

Thirty five years after Gallipoli, Rear Admiral Maund, RN,,r
pioneer in amphibious operations, or combined oper"ations in British
parlance before World War II, stated;

Cjallipoli had imagination; ir had r rumise of'great itr ttegic gains: ~ htle
the reasons for it~ failure could easily he discet tted und hud ro du v ith
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lack of technique, materia! and beliet in this form of warl'are; shorico~n-
ings that coutd ail bc overcome.

That statement was of course very true. However immediately
after World War I the legacy of Gallipoli left the British Army with
fearful regard for defensive power of »maII artns fire. As for atnphibi-
ou s warfare, they felt it was suicidal to approach a defended beach in
ships' boats, the only craft available. In spite of the succes»fuiappli-
cation of the principles of combined operations at Zeebrugge on the
Belgian Coast in 1918, the military in general looked at the carnage at
"V" beach at Gallipoli and blamed it on the superiority of defensive
fire power rather than deficiencies of material and planning.

The lessons of Gallipoli were studied at the three Staff Colleges in
the United Kingdoin as well as in America and Australia. Beginning in
1921, the British studied combined operations for about a inonth
within each staff course and then concluded with all tnilitary services
getting together in a constructive exercise at Camberley, the Army
Staff College. The problems of conducting amphibious operations a»
they pertain to the recapture of Singapore or Hortg Kong were similar
to the American Marine/Navy Advanced Base Problems mentioned
previously.

The most important factor was that the inilitary services got to-
gether and soon learned to appreciate each other's problems. Also. in
this way not only was the study of cotnbined operations kept alive hut
a manual was gradually compiled stemming from the lectures and
solutions to the problems, Later editions occurred in 1931 and 1938.
Thus the 'Manual of Combined Operations', as it was known. was an
inter-service ConFidential book which»uperseded the four para-
graphs in the 1914 reprint of the Field Service Regulations, which up
to 1928 had contained the only reference in anv official book to
combined operations.

About 1925, the question of the design of a Motor Landing Craft
took shape. After considerable discussions «s to which service would
have to pay for it, a prototype wa» constructed. This wa» a
flat-bottomed affair with square bow and»tern, It was propelled by
water-jet propulsion, and the unloaded weight of the craft wa» ap-
proximately 20 tons.

In the summer of 1927 the MLC' underwent trail» and wa» noi a

great success. With the wind astern it made about 6 knots, rind the
engines were so noisy that all chance of t;ictica1 surprise had to be
given up when these craft were used.
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By 1930, there were three of these craft in existence and when
Britain entered the war in 1939 the whole of her amphibious iieet
consisted of 9 MLC's � 6 in the United Kingdom and 3 at Malta.

In 1936 the Director of the Royal Navy Staff College wrote a letter
on the subject of combined operations to the Admiral President of the
Naval War College pointing out the Royal Navy's dominant role in
combined operations. He advised that the Royal Navy should take
the initiati ve in the design and provision of landing craft and establish-
ing an organization required for mounting overseas operations. There
were many more suggestions in the letter including the recognition of
a need for a 'Marine Striking Force' to ' seize bases for the Neet and to
act as a covering force for military landings."

Ironically, the letter found its way to the War Office which submit-
ted proposals to the Chiefs of Staff, as a result of which it wasagreed
to set up a Sub-Committee of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff Committee
to:  I! study inter-service exercises and present collated and agreed
reports on the lessons learned; �! to make recommendations for the
study of problems of inter-service operations; �! to make recorn-
rnendations for the development of equipment for inter-service oper-
ations and �! to keep under review the Manual of Combined Opera-
tions and draw up amendments when required.

The Commrttee immediately went to work and by May 1938 had
recommended to the Chiefs of Staff that an inter-service Training and
Development Centre be established, with representatives of all ser-
vices. This was approved by the Chiefs of Staff, and the Centre began
work by the summer of 1938 to study the development of materiak
technique and tactics for all inter-service operations,

Concurrently what was going on in America and Britain towards
the development of amphibious techniques, intelligence reports were
corning in on the Sino-Japanese war. The Japanese had made arn-
phibious landings at Tientsin and Shanghai and employed a
l0,000-ton landing craft carrier which launched landing craft two at a
time from the stern. This action by the Japanese wasa great incentive
to the British and of course to the Americans ro get on with the job,

ln the meantime, the Staff at the new Centre witnessed a practiced
landing operation in the English Channel v here soldiers landed in
open boats using muflled oars, The Staff quickly concluded that there
had been no progress in landing techniques since the Crimean war in
l854. As a result, the Staff got down to examining: �! design of craft
suitable for landing troops and tanks; �! beach organization; �!
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headquarters ships; �! landing tanks; �! dropping of troops by
parachute; and �! use of amphibious tanks.

Two months before Britain entered the war in September 1939, a
report by the inter-Service Training and Development Centre c<in-
«luded that with the material available, it was impossible to stage any
landing operation on a hostile shore with a force of a brigade or more
sooner than six months from the time that the order was given

The British themselves concluded that in essence the combined

operations capabilities were in the same state materially  men and
boats! in 1939 as in the relatively small 1918 raid on Zeebrugge.

I believe the British were in a better state than in 1918. By lhe time
Britain entered the war she had �! a Combined Operations Manual:
�! Staff Planning and Development Centre; and �! nine Motor Land-
ing Craft. From this Britain did have the framework to expand and
build the necessary amphibious craft. While Britain could not land an
army in the face of opposition, she could and did successfully conduct
raids against the enemy during the period after Dunkirk.

While many criticized the 'Raiding Period � 1940-1942', it was im-
portant to harass the enemy and to disperse his forces. The fact is that
the raids against occupied Norway did tie down large numbers of
German troops. Hitler was convinced that the raids were a prelude to
an invasion through Norway. As a result nn D-Day, 6 June 1944,
against the Normandy beaches, there were at the time over 300, X�
German troops in Norway.

The period between the wars of American and British development
in the art of amphibious warfare was frustrating, exciting and chal-
lenging, 1 agree with the British General J.F.C. Fuller that a success-
ful amphibious operation was "the most far reaching tactical innova-
tion of the war."

This paper is based on material contained in the fottowiog three studie~;
 ;i! 'An Analysis of British and American Amphibious  Combined! Ot>cmt>ons.
I 920- l 945"  liorthcoming, l 974!.
tb! "Progress and Purpose: A Developmental Hisiory of the t/.B. Marine Ci>rps,
l900-l970' <Forthcoming, December 197<~
<ci "the Evolution of Modern Amphibious Warfare", U.S. Marine Corps Bduca-
tional Center. published l959.

 App/ass e!
REYNOLDS: Thank you, Colonel. 1 should have noted that Col<inel
Clifford is taking his Ph.D. at the University of London and is now at
St. John's in New York. We have mention <>f the Canadians and their
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epic raid at Dieppe, and so I turn finally to Commander Alee Douglas,
who, 1 have just learned, has joined our distinguished list of retired
commanders at this conference. He has retired from thc Canadian

Forces in order to take over the Directorate of History, the distin-
guished once held by C. P. Stacey and Syd Wise before him. And so
that's a promotion � to a civilian billet. Without further adieu, Com-
mander Douglas will speak on "The Canadian Fxperience."





The Canadian Experience

W. A. B. Douglas

'A multi-ocean nation with a one-ocean posture

NEW HELMSMAN LOOKS AT NAVY'S ROLE

Pointing to his green uniform, he said, '1 ihmk the greatest spinolf is
that nobody can doubt ihai I am a defender of C'anada and 1 wi11 not
support any of those nineteenth-centur y British or American hang ups.'
Toronto Cilnbe nnd Avail, 9 July, 1973.

Peter Xarsten's recent book, The 1Vroai Arishrcrrrrv, relates the
growth of navalism in the United States to the adoption of attitudes,
customs and beliefs prevalent in the Royal N'ivy in the age of imperial
expansion. The "Anglo-American" naval tradition~ which were then
brought into being really consisted of two main components: the
common eighteenth century background of both navies and the teach-
ings of Alfred Thayer Mahan. Both navies have worshipped at the
same altar of sea power. according to the doctline formulated before
the first World War. In the twentieth century, however, each navy
has gone its own way � even when fighting for the same cause in three
wars. There has been no naval Eisenhov er, Moreover, the Royal
Navy adopted Mahan as a sage more than as an American brother.
Peter Karsten notwithstanding. No British naval thinker revered
John Paul Jones as Mahan revered Nelson. It may be argued, then,
that so-called Anglo-American naval traditions are a phenomenon of
the et'ghteenth and nineteenth centuries, although they have had
repercussion~ on the naval concepts and philosophies of the twen-
tieth century. One can go further and suggest that what an Americ;in
calls Anglo-American tradition may well be. in British eyes, nothing
more than British naval tradition,' The question now to b«asked is,
what form does that tradition take in Cana<lian eyes. Is the erstwhile
Royal Canadian Navy, now known as the Maritime Command of the
Canadian Armed Forces, just a chip off ihe old Anglit-American
block?

Strictly speaking, there has been no legacy of Anglo-American
traditions from which Canadian naval tr;iditions might have been
developed. The attitudes and perceptions of sornc Can;idians may
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well have been influenced by the Anglo-Arnerican experience, but
tracing such developments is outside the province of'this dis»uision.-'
The fact is, as Professor Gerald Graham once observed." Canadian
naval history did not really begin to be made until the middle of th»
twentieth century, Thus the Canadian naval exxperience is;i very
recent historical phenomenon.

The second point to note is that for the largest proportion of iii
existence the R.C.N. remained within the orbit of the Royal Navy.
The converse is true. it stayed outside the iirbit of the United Stat»i
Navy, That is not to say North Ani»rican considerations have not
always played a large part in the evolution of the Canadian Nav;il
Service � they have, Doctrine, materi il and operations however have
been based far morc on British Admiralty than U.S. Naval Depai i-
ment requirements.

One explanation of this simple truth is to hc found in the origins rrt
the Naval Service Act of 1910, th» legislation which brought the
R.C.N. into existence. Political considerations, domestic as well;is
international, influenced both the Canadian and British parliamcnls
far more than did strategic necessitv. ln th» contioversy ov»r th»
Naval Aid Bill in 191 l Stephen Leacock summed up the critics' vie«
b> referring to the future R.C.N. as a pop-gun navy in l..ake Nipi isin .
Ortce formed, the Canadian navy wai not vei y much more impr»sii vc
than the critics had prophesied, On the other hand. it would h;ive b»»n
surprising for a new service not to have suffered intense gro«ing
pains.

1'he man who was first charged with creating a naval service is of
priine interest in this discussion. He was Reiir Adnuial Charles Ed-
ward Kingsmill, born in Guelph,  !ntario,ind with a respectable
career in the R.N. behind him. He played a principal part in formul;it-
ing Canadian naval traditions, and with one exceptii>n his hrit rnoclcl
w;ii the Royal Navy, The exception wa» in the training of t.'.ngineer
Officers. which in 1910 was undergoing change. The R.N.'s riew idea
 a result of the Fisher reforms! of  r;iining;ill cad»ts togethei xv;ii
viewed with disfavour by Kingsmilh Whether he hiid iin inborn prci-
uctice against the engineering branch or v ai on the other hanri coii-
vinced th;it the system was not suited to Caniida cannot be prov»n on»
w;iy or the other. What he did say «; is "The plan was tried in the
United States Navy, and [was  not i complete success." Fvcntually
Canadian naval engineers followed the British '1'riiining pat t»rn,

The first World War transformed the N;ival Service of Canad:i.

Even though the R,C.N.'s largest contribution lay in recruiting fiir the
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Royal Navy and Royal Naval Air Service, it did provide the inshore
naval forces required to patrol Canada's own coasts. It also found
itself propelled willy-nilly into the latest form of naval warfare by the
creation of the Royal Canadian Naval Air Service in 1918, This was a
short-lived and rather anomalous organization  the R.N.A.S. having
just been superseded by the R.A.F,!, but it was potentially of the first
importar>ce in Anti-Submarine Warfare. There were plenty ofhighly
qualified Canadian airmen to man the R,C.N,A.S., but the R.A.F.
had prior rights to their services � mainly over the North Sea. Geog-
raphy therefore exerted its influence, and all the combat fliers for the
R.C.N.A.S. were lent by the United States Navy, Among their
number was Lt. Cdr. R. E. Byrd, the future polar explorer, whose
interest at that time was in a transatlantic flight. The fortunes of war
had thus brought about a Aeeting contact between the R,C.N. and the
U.S.N.� but it was a brief touch and could hardly have taken the
Canadian naval service out of the British orbit.

Between the wars, as was the case before and during the first World
War, virtually all R,C.N. training was done with the R,N. or given by
men who were products of R.N. schools. Because of retrenchment,
Canadian naval officers continued to carry nut nearly all their seatime
in British ships. It was inevitable that some anglicisation would take
place, Canadian national pride remained, however. Canadian tradi-
tions also became established in a subtle manner. It was to be seen in

the rivalry between R.C,N. and R.N. ship» when they met the West
Indies squadron in the spring manoeuvres lt was to be seen in the
fierce competition between the Canadian East Coast and West Coast
ships, which extended even to the bars of King»tt>n, jamaica in the
thirties.' ll was tobe seen in the creditable performance of a Canadian
destroyer captain in an unusual diplomatic incident in Central
America. At EI Salvador in 1932 Commander Victor Brodeur

1n what had come to be the tradition ol'Canadian diplomacy, .  ook the
opportunity to secure the protection of British !ives and also British
property by personal direct negotiation tvithout resort to, or threat of,
force.'"

There was httle opportunity for American naval influence to be
exerted upon the R.C.N. in this period. The result was that during the
second World War senior Canadian naval officers sprang out of a
tradition formedby the Royal Naval College of Canada and the Royal
Navy. Officers of the next generation were deprived of a Canadian
naval college when postwar retrenchment resulted in its closure in
1922. The experience of Canadian naval officers was then even more
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closely linked to the Royal Navy itself. On the other hand the lirst
generation of Canadian officers and the growing number of Canadian
ships in the thirties provided considerable Canadian content in the
naval education of R.C.N, otTIcers, Relations with the R.N. in the

second World War were informal to the point of being
subordinate � Canadian ships even in Canadian waters were Iilmost,
sometimes completely, under Admiralty control, Thc chain ol'coni-
mand tende to be "the old boy net." By contrast, relations with the
U.S,N, were "correct" and at a high level of command. Even in
Newfoundland, where Commodore Murray in St. John's was under
the operational command of Rear Admirals Bristol and Brainard in
Argentia, the contact between R,C.N. and U.S.N. was of the smallest
degree,"

Wartime expansion and particularly traumatic postwar retrench-
ment again transformed the R.C.N., thi» time nearly beyond recogni-
tion. After the war it was the aim of Canadian naval professional» lo
emulate the exacting standards of discipline and seamanship that
flourished in the prewar R.C.N. The vacillating policy caused hy the
rapid end ofhostilities in the Pacific undermined these efforts, leavt tig
the service with a temporary population of men awaiting discharge,
Morale suffered; there were "incidents" and inquiries. The outcome
of these events was the %ainga> Repirrt, published in October 1949,
This polished docuinent, a model of clear thinking, resulted eventu-
ally in the dilution of R,N, traditions. '1'he compartson between the
American and Canadian navies was inevitable, and it revealed some

interesting divergencies:

COM PAR IS !NS BETWEEN Alvl I-'.RI  AN AND  'ANADIAN
NAVIES

2I. There is a tendency to compare the Canadian Navy iidversely with
the American Navy, Equipment, routine, accommodation. and above a it
recreational facilities are believed by most  'anadian sailors to be inuc h
superior in the Navy of thc United States. This comp«n son is in ntany
instances justified, but it might be observed that il the strictness of
American discipline and the severity irf American punishments were
prevalent in the Canadian Navy, sonic of th» witnesses who «ppearcd
before us would now be spending their time in conlinement and wouid niit
have been afforded the opportunity of a free and easy discussion with the
Admiral who was our Chairman, and with those of us who attempted 1 o
assist him in his deliberations.

The Korean War and the NATO agreement resulted itt the further
transformation of the R.C,N. Expansion again took place, and in the
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new navy that developed, much closer ties were established with the
U.S.N. !n part, this was inevitable for geographic and strategic
reasons. For the first time one of Canada's primary peacetime mili-
tary roles was defence of the North American continent in conjunc-
tion with the forces of the United States. NATO standardization,

both in doctrine and equipment, brought c!ose ties between a!! NATO
navies; certain perceptions that North Americans share gave addi-
tional strength to Canadian/U.S. ties. Americanization of the R.C,N.,
especia!ly in the eyes of those who deplored the trend, seemed to be
imminent. On the other hand, in spite of increasing superficial
sirni!arities, some things remained different. Training and doctrine
continued to be based on the British mode! in certain vital areas, It is

the Admiralty manuals of seamanship and navigation from which
Canadian seamen are still instructed; it is British common law and the
Queen's Regulations on which Canadian discipline is based, Captains
of Canadian ships only enter their ofTicers' wardrooms when invited.
Only in exceptional circumstances will Canadian gangway staffs wear
side-arms. In ! 963 wmen unsettled conditions in Haiti threatened the

safety of Canadian nationals, HMCS Saskatc hen an prepared to land
three platoons in their dress whites. U.S.N. !anding ships. combat-
loaded, had already been in the area 24 days.' The Canadian ship had
acted more in accordance with British than American practices, and
the difference did not lie solely in the amount of naval force available.

In summary, the Canadian experience suggests that "Anglo-
American naval tradttions" have not made much impact on the de-
velopment of Canadian naval ideas in the twentieth century. What
has made considerable impression is the pronounced difference be-
tween some British and American concepts, The tradition of more
significance to the Canadian and U.S. navies is perhaps the North
American maritime tradition.'

It is of interest that in the generation after Kingsmi!! went to the
Royal Navy another Ontario boy found his way to Annapolis and the
U.S. Navy, This was none other than William S. Sims, who began life
in Port Hope. In l920, Sir Charles Kingsrnill stepped down, and
turned over the reins to Walter Hose, who had found his way to
Canada by way of the R.N. and the Newfoundland Fishermen's
Reserve. Supposing that by some extraordinary combination of cir-
cumstances Rear Admiral Sims, U.S,N., had returned to the land of
his birth to command the fiedg!ing Canadian navy. then'there wou!d
have been an Anglo-American naval tradition in Canada to reckon
with, The un!ikelihood of the event p!aces the concept of an Anglo-
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American tradition firtnly in the dreams of etnpire that have never
materialized. On the other hand, it is possihle to postulate the exis-
tence of Anglo-Canadian naval traditions. From this point we might
proceed to the question, is there, or has there ever heen, a Canadian
"naval aristocracy"? The answer could arouse as much reaction in
Canada as Karsten's questions have raised in the United States,
 APPIaiige!.

Notes

Building Yards
Canadian United Kingdom U.S.A.Ship Type

Aircraft
Carrier

Cruiser
Destroyer type
Escort type

2  Escort!
0
g  Lend Lease!
0

3  Lighi Fleet!
5
27
23

0 0
31
155

' See, for instance, the article on Sea-Power in the    th edition of the F«ey< lap< dia
Br<iaanica by Sir Cyprian Bridge, especially the following extract: "There must have
been something... beyond the meritorious qualities of the principal Britis«olriccrs
which helped the navy so consistently to victo< y.... There must have bee<i bad as well
as good officers among the hundreds of the lists; and we cannot suppose that Provi-
dence had so arranged it that in every action m which a British officer of inferior ability
commanded, a still more inferior Franch commander was opposed  o him. The expla-
nation of the nearly unbroken access is. that the British was a thorough! y sea-going
navy, and became more and more so every month.... The war hiid been for the 8ri lish.
in the words of Theodore Roosevelt, 'a continuous course of victory won mainly by
seamanship',..."

' See for instance, Carl Berger, The Sense ufi'o«er< 5iadiesia <h» ideas of Canadian
imperialism, 1867-I9I4  Toronto. 1970!

" In a private letter to the author.
' Transcript of interview in May 1970 with Rear Admira L. W. Murray, RC'N  Ret!

held in Directorate of History, National Defence Headquarters, Ot awa.
' R. A, Preston "The R.C.N. and Gunboat Diplomacy in the Caribbean," 5fi  iiarv

Affairs, XXXV[, No, 2  Apiil 1972!, 41-44.
' Murray interview; C. P, Stacey, Arms, M< n and C«i'<'ramerusi The War Poli« <'i r>f

Canada, IH9-45  Ottawa, 1971!, 313-4; W. G. Lund, "Command Relationships in the
North West Atlantic 1939-45; The Royal Canadian Navy's Perspective". < tJnpub-
lished M.A. thesis, Queen's University, Kingston, 1972!, 31-51.

' R. A. Preston, "The R.C.N. and Gunboat Diplomacy
' The former Captain of H. M C S, Labrador, for instance, sailed as an adviser in  he

cruise of the itfaa/miraa. On the other hand, the following table of shipbuilding figures
illuminates the relations between Canadian naval developinent and British or Ameri-
can in luence since 1910.
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Workshop: Maritime Preservation

Benjamin W. Labaree, Moderator

LABARFE: This is the session on 'Maritime Preservation,' I'm

Benjamin Labaree of WilLiams College and summertime Mystic Sea-
port in Connecticut. And our general topic, it seems to me, is particu-
larly appropriate, and its significance has on several occasions been
emphasized by previous speakers and previous panelists, and that is
that if we are in fact going to be concerned with problems of the sea.
their strategic significances both from a military standpoint and from
a resource standpoint, we must after all first come to understand how
men and women, how mankind has indeed come to look «t the sea,
over the course of time. Perhaps the most graphic example of this was
in the session earlier this afternoon when from the fisheries standoint
Mr. Goggins pointed out that he and his compatriots here in Maine
have spent many hours, many months working on the problem of
fishery resources, only to come up against a seemingly unconquera-
ble obstacle, the attitude of the fishermen.

We stand here this afternoon, it seems to me as archivists, as
historians whose task it is to understand what these attitudes are.
whether they be attitudes of previous naval strategists or fishermen
along the coast of Maine, because after all we cannot do anything with
the sea until we can understand what these human attitudesare. It' s

the historian and the archivist who is the keeper of those historical
records, the records of what man's attitude has been toward the sea.
These records appear in a number of different forms, and each of our
speakers this afternoon will be addressing himself to one of these
several forms. There is the oral history tradition, the tales, the folk-
lore, the oral traditions that have come down, There are the manu-
scripts in the traditional sense, the historical manuscripts which are
preserved in various archives. There are also the archeological re-
mains. These are but three of the major sources in which historians
must work if they are to expand our understanding of man's relation-
ship to the sea.

Our first speaker this afternoon in this session is Mr. Edwai'd
'Sandy' Ives who is director of the Northeast Archives of Folklore
and Oral History here at Orono and who v ill speak on "Elitism and
Mythology: Old Songs Resung." Professor Ives.





Elitism and Mythology: Old Songs Resung

Edward D, Ives

Louis Untermeyer, that anthologist, spoke of Gilbert K. Chester-
ton one time as defending the obvious with the zeal of a fanatic being
crucified for heresy, If that is my situation this afternoon I wifi only
say I have brought my own wood and my own nails. Hell, bang away,
that's really about it.  Laughrer! A lot of what I'm going to say wifi
have to be analogized because I haven't done mucg work with
maritime history in any form, but we have done some. I'd like to begin
though with a parallel here. I say elitism, Recently l attended a
cocktail party in Austin, Texas, on the top fioor of the LBJ Library
there. An entire library essentially devoted t« the career of one man!
We have the tremendous JFK Library that sometime just might
possibly go up in Cambridge, who knows?

When I and some of my students started t«work <in the history of
lumbering here in Maine, doing oral historical research in this way,
we got interested in the Penobscot boom up above Old Town here
where logs were stored and sorted, and rafted. sent downstream, lt
turns out that for an operation that lasted for something like a hundred
years, there was not a single shred  that's nor really an exaggeration at
all!; there was not a single shred of material tn tell us what life had
been like for the men who worked there. Nothing at all. And hence
was something that involved thousands of men, as I say over proba-
bly a hundred years, just nothing there whatsoever. We have been
doing what we can to correct that; we' ve been going up, talking to
men who worked on the boom, who remember what it was like, who
were kids and played on the boom amongst the logs and got in the
way � that sort of thing.

But before this just nobody was interested enough to make a record
of how men lived and worked there, and I think that it points up the
emphasis of our history. It has been essentially elitist, and so con-
ceded I think both by historians and by laymen: the study of
significant men and significant events. When we study music history,
for instance, we study the history of elitist music: we study Bach,
Beethoven and Brahms right straight through. We study probably five
percent of even Western musical experience. But that makes up the
study of Western music? The study of literary history is the study
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again of e!itist literature, essentially. Ninety percent of the world' »
aesthetic theory is based on the study of probably two percent of the
world's narrative and poetic experience. Now I don't question the
value of the elitist approach. I'm even willing to grant for the sake of
argument, or to avoid argument perhaps, that it's more important
than anything else � that that's what we really should be doing, But
the lives of � and you have to pick your own figure here � say ninety
percent of the people are part of history. and it seems to me that we
should be devoting a lot of attention to trying to find out just what life
was like by talking to the people who lived it.

Now I have a feeling that maritime history is much better off here
than a good many other things. There's always been this quality of
romance about the sea, and the life of the common seamen somehow
probably has been better recorded than say the life of the common
lumberman. I'm sure of that. But still we have several problems here.
First of all, most of these people have been inarticu!ate. Probably
only within the last couple of centuries at the very most have they
learned to read at all, even to write. And second. I think little sy»-
tematic attempt has been made to gather material on this particular
level � I say systematic attempt. Occasional diaries, letters. but com-
pare it with say the tremendous effort of people like Forrest Pogue
and the George Marshall Foundation for instance, a tremendous thing
just to develop the life of one man really,

Now, folklore with its historical ernpha»i» on the folk might have
been expected to fill this particular gap. The trouble is that most
folklorists were interested in songs or a particular song, let's say, and
they would trace out a particular ballad and its history, or the> would
take a folktale and do a migratory study of that particular tale and you
afi but completely divorce it from the life of the people who told that
particular story. There's been a tremendous amount of correction
going on here. But the emphasis was not so much on' the life. In
Furopean folklife studies this was certainly more true. You have a
good many folk museums: this sort of approach was much more
common in the Scandinavian countries than it has been here. We' re

getting it now, I will say.
But somewhere along the line after the Second World War came the

tape recorder and with it the whole idea of oral history. Not that there
wasn't oral history before this; perhaps Herodotus was the first oral
historian, I don't know, But at any rate with the tape recorder we had
a special gimmick, and based on that particular gimmick we have a
whole field started. Generally, I would say that it followed the elitist
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historical emphasis, and you find that the Columbia University Oral
History Project, this is what they were in to � the lives of significant
men, not the lives so much, but the reminiscenses of significant men
or men who had a significant part in the life of our time. You ran find
hours of tape there from Governor Lehman, let us say � rest him
� and others. I remember talking to someone at an oral history
meeting out in California, telling about a history of lumbering he was
working on. "I don't want you people here to think that we' re only
interested in the big guys, in the national figures � we' re interested in
the little guy too," he said, and I perked up. "For instance," he
continued, "we' ve got interviews with the man who was the superin-
tendent of the Yosemite National Park.' And l thought to myself,
well, well, well, that's like saying, we' re not interested in just the big
guys like the governors; we' re also interested in the mayors. that sort
of thing.  Laughter! Well, it still seems to me though that oral
history � the use of the tape recorder in this way � gives us the best
technique available for reaching out into the great silences and rnak-
ing them articulate. I can't think of any better wav to do rt, We are
trying to work in this way here.

We have for instance, as far as maritime history is concerned,
probably about a hundred hours or more of interviews with lobster-
men and fishermen along the coast, in many of these done by Dave
Littleton-Taylor sitting right here with us. Talking to them about what
it was like, some of these going on for six, eight, ten hours worth of
interviews with one man, pictures, drawings that they'd made for use
of how this was done, how that was done, One of the speakers here
today, Jack Kelly, turned into us a series of tapes sometime ago of his
talking to his father who had been a fisherman, both from Newfound-
land vessels and from Massachusetts vessels; he was able to compare
the two in this particular way, Now we are working hard. not only to
get these interviews but to transcribe them, get them completely
transcribed, because if you don't do that, forget it. Tapes that aren' t
transcribed aren't going to be much use to anybody in the study of
history.

I have a few suggestions, but I think I cannarrow them down. I was
thinking in military history for instance � and here I 'm speaking quite
in igFrorance, I must say � but how much has been done with record-
ing the feelings and the views of the war as seen by the privates, as to
how they saw what was going on, how they felt it. I remember a
story � I was in the Marines for a while, came up through the ranks; as
a matter of fact I think you should know that during the Second World
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War I rose to Private First Class Laughter!, and I remember a fellow
telling ine about, well he was in the Tenaru River area of Guadalcanal
and he saw a Jap come out to the water, look around like this,
suddenly see that nobody was around, sit down, take off his shoes,
put his feet in the water, wiggle his toes and just go  sigh! like that.
And he said, "I couldn't shoot him!" Which sort of takes me back to
something that a poet friend of mine naively said one time, that wars
would stop when people refused to shoot each other. And I guess
that's the sort of naivete we have to come back to from time to time.
But I wonder, I think more of this kind of thing, talking to the rankers,
let's say in this case. As I say, I don't know how much has been done;
I may be speaking in ignorance, I may be speaking about something
that's already being done.

I'd like to suggest one way that it might be useful for the study of the
bicentennial. Obviously, we' re not going to talk to anybody who
fought in any of the battles. We can try, but it won't do us much good,
We can take two views of history, the idea of history as static. that is
that something happened and that's it, and our job as historians is to
find out what happened. Get back there and find out what the 'truth"
is and dispel all these myths". The other approach is to see history
as dynamic, that is, the past is continually present in men's minds,
constantly there. And if we looked at it from this particular point of
view, how have men viewed the past, how have many men viewed the
past, how does the so-called common man view the past? It seems to
me that oral history is a perfect technique for studying this. Finding
out from people, talking to them about, what was the Revolution,
what happened, tell us the story of it. what do you know about it? I
make a prediction here; if we do this, we will discover a beautiful.
mythic structure. That is, it will come out to something in mythform,
We talk about a lack, then a task, a task accomplished and that lack
liquidated. There was no 'freedom"; these men  the "founding
fathers"! set themselves the task of gaining it. They succeeded, and
therefore freedom was established. Simp}e as that. I think we would
find it fits a mythic structure beautifully.

What's to be gained from such an approach? Well. ethnocentrism i s
nothing new to any of us I'm sure, bui one's own ethnocentrism isn't
ethnocentrism, It's the truth, the way things are. Really, One's own
mythology is not mythology at all. It's history, How it really hap-
pened. We have been "liberated" from the chains of "lying myths",
and ain't we enlightened! Through exploring the past, as it exists in
the present in men's minds � or sn runs my hypothesis � we will
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discover that our history is our myth, and that conversely our myth is
our history, That that is as true for us as it ever is or was for any
so-called "pritnitive" group. The wisdom that may come from under-
standing that in this sense as in so many others, we are one with the
Trobriander, the Chippewa, the Ainu, may help to give u» another
chance to join the human race and we might just survive the shock.
 Applause!
LABAREE: That 's bringing history back to the people. We next have
Mr. Charles Armour who's archivist at Dalhousie University in
Halifax, who will speak about a new collection of archives that are
being put together there and their use and future promise to hi»-
torians. Mr, Armour,





Shipping Archives in the Maritimes

Charles Armour

Thank you very much. I want to speak very briefly on the shipping
archives we set up three years ago at Dalhousie University, As
probably most of you know, in Canada during the 1840's to the 70's,
shipbuilding was the major industry, or at least one of the major
industries, and during the peak period,  'anada supplied approxi-
mately a third of all British shipping. These were built in Quebec and
in the Maritime Provinces, The Canadians unfortunately have been
very lax in appreciating this, Very little has been done in the study of
maritime shipping, and they haven't even bothered to save the rec-
ords of any of the companies. For years we sat idly by while truckload
after truckload of very valuable documents were deposited, not in a
museum or archives. but in a local dump, Probably well over ninety or
ninety-five percent is simply gone forever. ln an attempt to remedy
the situation, in 1969 a Business Archives  'ouncil was set up and
various universities were selected as a sort of official repositories for
business records. This was purely an advisory board and in fact has
been now taken over by the Public Archives of Canada, But it was a
start in the right direction. Dalhousie University was designated a
repository for Nova Scotia and a year later the University Archives
was set up. Up to this time, in Nova Scotia anyway, no serious
attempts had ever been made to try to systematically collect material
and information. Halifax in particular has seen extensive redevelop-
ment over the last ten years and of course as the old buildings come
down, the records go with them. Certainly the largest repository of
material in Halifax is the dump; there's no question about it.

The Canadian shipping registers themselves are fairly complete
after 1817. Before that period from the establishment of the registry
system in 1787, there are a lot of gaps; Halifax and Shelburne and St,
John, New Brunswick are almost completely missing. And of course
the records of the shipbuilders and companies have gone as well.
Since nearly all 18th, 19th and early 20th century businesses are either
directly or indirectly connected with shipping, a business archives
today is essentially a shipping archives as well, and so while we are
theoretically a business archives probably eighty to ninety percent of
this is shipping material.
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We started with a vengeance three years ago. We have acquired
approximately a thousand feet of manuscript material in that period of
time; the material comes in as fast as you gn out and get it. While one
can tell endless stories about what has been destroyed, there is stiI! a
lot around. The Nova Scotians and all the Maritimers are great
packrats, and if you can get to the buildings before the demolition
squads then you are fortunate; most people are fairly co-operative.

Being an archivist has it's problems. If you tell someone you' re an
archivist they don'I really know what tn make of you.  Haugh er!
They think you' re a librarian; thev think you are a historian. I'm
actually a chemist; I upset all of them.  Iwughrer! Some people
actually ask you how to spell it, and a few people think you' re an
archeologist. For anyone who's done any work in this field, as vou
know it's a very rewarding business when you finally track down
where it is. get a big truckload of stuf'I', and you' ve finally got it into the
building. It's also very frustrating when you arrive. as we did in one
case, two days after the stuffhad been sent to the town dump, And of
course you meet some very inlere»ting people; you also meet some
very boring people, and you have to sit through several hours of
monologues on family gossip. This is really one time when you should
have a tape recorder, although occasionally if you get a tape recorder
then they shut up.  Laugh er! But it's important that we gct this
material now; extensive re-development is being done all over lhe
country, and really time is running uut. If it 's not acquired in the next
five or ten years, most of the 19th century stuff will be gone. The
material we have is mainly in 19th and 20th century; the earliest we
have is around 1840. We do have some 18th century materi rl, but it' s
fairly small. We have extensive holdings of about twelve companies,
and by extensive holdings I mean fifty to a hundred feet,

I'd just like to mention a few of these: these are all Nova Scotia
names which you may not know, but will give you some idea of the
scope of the material. The earliest material we have is a company
from Maitland, Frieze and Roy. Thi» i» a case of a shipbuilder, Mr.
Frieze, who started in 1839, He's a speculator; hc's shipping large
quantities of timber to the States, But he's also dabbling in local
politics. You cannot isolate a business from the community. He is
running a church, the school and the temperance union. He s receiv-
ing all the temperance pamphlets; he's also importing vast quantities
of alcoholic beverages from Halifax.  Laughrer! The temperance
union minute book which we found is just a scream as far as I'm
concerned. They seem to spend most of their time squealing nn one
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another. He was later joined by Roy who built;r number of vessels for
Halifax firms, and we did uncover one spar plan which was buried up
in the attic.

Another major company was Colin C'arnpbell in Weymouth. This
gentleman was a shipbuilder and lumber merchant. What is particu-
larly interesting here are very detailed cost accounts of ships being
built. He built about six or eight. They include all the wages and prices
of everything right down to the last pound, shilling and pence, or
dollars and cents as it became later. They give a ver y good account of
the cost of living. He's also running a local store, of' course, and he
owns most of the community and most of thc people who hve in it,
since they work for him. His letter books are a typical c rse of a
Victorian tyrant; he's raging on and on against the captains who are
obviously losing money; they are thieves, villains and crooks. and
he's praising sky high the ones who are making money for hrm. It' s
quite obvious who's in his favor and who isn' t. On hi» death in 'ttI, the
company still owned the lumber business and was a major lumber
exporting firm m the Weymouth-Digby-Annapolis area up rrntiI the
19305.

A very old Nova Scotia company is Zwicker and Company of
Lunenburg. They actually started business in 1749. Some of the early
records are in the Public Archives of Nova S«otia, The material we
have starts around 1890 and goes right up to the present, They have
actually stopped operations, and we got there in time. Thel, were a
major fishing company who went into the dried fish business and were
exporting to the United States and the Wesi Indies. This company
owned the 8 aenosr . It was a small holding company within the major
company, and of course what turned up in the r'ecord» v ere the
complete financial records of the Bluenose, plus a11 thc ship's papers
of fifty to seventy-five other vessel» which the company owned. So it
could make an excellent study in the fishing industry and in the
transition from sail to auxiliary, to motor vessel to tr;iwlcr since they
were involved in aII of them. Actu<rlly Lunenherg has been;r very
good place to go: Lunenbcrg hasn't reall! «hanged for «bout a
hundred years. Most of the buildings are there and most of t h» people
 La i ;h er! and they' re really marvelous. 1'hey're a hit disirustfrrl;
you have to talk about two hours � it takes abrrut an hour to gei them
going and then about three hours to get them stopped. But this is an
occupational hazard, and of course if you' ve got the time. which yori
have to, then it's usually quite profitable, and as you'i« going out the
door. then they st;rrt dragging their stuff oui. We did uncover;rbout
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1 wenty sail plans of schooners from a sail maker's loft. Some of these
we were given and the others we' ve traced, We also got records of
other, smaller companies, again i» the fishing and ship chandlery
business, not as large as Zwicker's, but in the same business.

In Yarmouth unfortunately most of the business area had been
completely demolished and of the Killar» and the Baker material
� these were two very wealthy and powerful merchants � almost
nothing has survived. The only company we managed to get anything
from was Parker Eakins; they started in 1874, but they had extensive
trade with the West Indies, and there's a lot of West Indian
material � statements of prices and trade reports for each week.
which the West Indian companies put out.

Another tycoon, a Victorian tycoon who lived at Upper Stewiacke.
near Truro, was Mr. James Dickey; he's a typical loca! merchant
who's dabbling in everything, including shipping. His brother was
actually managing owner of a number of vessels. Again there's a lot of
correspondence with the prospective builder and correspondence
with his brother, who's giving him a running commentary on all the
trials and tribulations of shipowning. The son. Alfred. later at the tiirn
of the century went into a very, very extensive lumber business but
went bankrupt in l911, I think it was, to the tune of several million
dollars. It was supposed to be one of the largest single land transac-
tions at that time, Again, you have in enormous amount of not iiist
shipping material, exports and shipbuilding and ship owning, but
local history as well. There are very indignant letters to Mr, Dickey.
because he's threatening to sue these people for non-payment of
debts, and of course their pride has beeri injured. These also, of
course, give a very good idea of the relationship between the local
storekeeper only he's a big businessman really � and the unlimited
credit that was given to some of these people.

We managed to obtain some material from William Stairs. Son A
Morrow. the oldest Halifax company. They are a h;irdware business;
they were operating their own shipping line. We have other small
holdings ofbusinesses, private individuals und sea captains. And we
are expanding, or hopefully expanding in this direction all the time.
As an auxiliary part of this, from thc Public Archives in Ottawa we
have just recently purchased microhlm copies of all the Nova Scoti;i
shipping registries,

There are a lot of gaps in the 18th century. There were a number of
gaps in the Canadian records, but doe to the British policy of sending
plantation copies to London, in fact as in many cases the I.,ondon
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copies are more complete than the Canadian ones; these were
microfilmed about four years ago in London and it filled in a lot of
gaps, Unfortunately the custom House burnt down in 1813 in Lon-
don, so if the Canadian copy is missing, the London copy is missing as
well. There is however still material in the Public Record Office. One
of the most interesting, for anyone who's studying West Indian and
18th century Canadian history, are the naval oflice returns in the
Colonial Office Papers. For Jamacia and Barbados and a number of
other ports, these are almost complete, They give not only the ves-
sels' names and their cargoes, imports and exports, but at that period
they give a very detailed analysis of the vessel, It gives you the name
of the vessel, the owners, where it was built and where it wa» regis-
tered. So it's possible to fill in many of the gap» of the early Canadian
registers,

The War of 1812 and the vast area of privateering is another field
which has been studied. To my mind it'» very interesting when
Canadian and American ships changed hands almost every other
month � a number of vessels that I' ve come across were captured and
recaptured about five or six times. During the American War of
Independence the vice-adiniralty court records, which are in Ot tawa,
contain long letters of apology from the Canadian agents. apologizing
for the fact that these vessels had been captured again. And there's a
lot of very funny and amusing instances in this as well, The naval
office returns in London are all on microfilm, and we hope to purchase
these. We also expect to eventually purchase all the Canadian ship-
ping registers on microfilm. These can be borrowed, of course, on
inter-library loan, but for someone doing extensive work, it's very
titne consuming and with microfilm at a fairly reasonable price today,
it's far simpler to have your own copy.

We' ve just started a project now of putting all the ships' names and
details on computer cards. We will do one port at a time, and then it
can be printed out; the number of vessels built, and eventually � once
it's finished � statistics can be compiled, to give really some idea of
how many vessels were built, I have not really seen any reliable
figures. The Canadian figures after confederation I assume are reli-
able, but I' ve never checked them out. The ones before that I suspect
are not that reliable, and no one really has anv idea of the total number.
of vessels that were constructed in the Maritime Provinces. We are
trying also to obtain photographs of ships' paintings in private hands,
There are still a lot of families around who have paintings of known
vessels. I' ve been doing this with a friend of mine this summer. This i»
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actually a private project, but we'vc been photographing paintings.
we also want to locate half-models which are known where the
building and the name of the vessel are known � and take oft'the hnes.
This is a fairly simple operation, but very time consuming. Then one
can start to build up files of spar plans and line drawr'ngs, and hope-
fuUy someday someone can do a "Chapelle' study on Canadian
naval architecture. There is a lot of'material of course in this country
as well which was acquired during the '30's and '4 !'s particularly and
is now deposited here.

We' re trying to buiM up a business archives, which of' course is
related to shipping, to get photographs, plans and information on
vessels, and locate the names of builders. Unfortunately from les s to
the early '70's the name of the builder is not given in the shipping
register. Sometimes it's possible to guess, or you know who this is; in
many cases this is not possible at all. Newspapers sometimes report
launchings, but usually they don' t, We must build up this material so
that hopefully one day a detailed study can be made on Canadian
shipping and we can get some indication as to the extent of this
industry, Thank you.
 App  au s e j
LABAREE; 1 think Mr. Armour's comments about the experiences
of gathering and collecting the archival material add a new dimension
to what Mr. Ives was saying. Perhaps Mr. ives could accompany Mr.
Armour next time with his ever-present tape recorder. Three hours is
often the minimum length of time it takes to get some prized item from
its possessor, and in the process certainly good stories and additional
mformation are often a part of it in the transaction.

We now have General E. H. Simmons, who is Director of the

Marine Corps History and Museurns program in Washington who will
speak of the Marine Corps historical branch as an example of what
kind of work in this area a military service can be doing. General
Simmons.
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Brigadier General E. H. Simmons, USMC  Ret.!

l will start by offering two caveats, First, we are similar but not
identical in our mission and organization to historical activities of the
Army and Navy and Air Force, and I say this because I wouldn't want
you to judge or misjudge these other activities by what we' re doing,
And for those of you who are familiar with these other service
programs, I will generalize by saying that our program is most like the
Army's, least like the Air Force's and quite different from the
Navy's.  Luughter! Incidentally, the Army's venerable and re-
spected Oflice of the Chief Military History  OCMH, as most of us
know it! has now been redesignated The Center of Military History, l
consider this to be the height of arrogance and ethnocentricity
 Laughter! � Center for Military History might have been acceptable,
but to assert that they are the Center of military history, that's a bit
much.

My second caveat is that the Marine Corps historical program deals
with Marine Corps history, not military history per se. Now this may
sound a bit precocious, particularly since the Army has placed itself
at the center of the universe with respect to military history, but 1
hope that the distinction between Marine Corps history and military
history becomes clear as I go on with my remarks.

First, as to mission, why do we exist? Why is there a Marine Corps
historical program? What is our purpose'? Now I could read you a high
 lown mission statement, but I'd rather express it in simpler terms,
Whatever our historical program is, whatever it docs, must be rele.
vant to today's Marine Corps. We cannot retreat into a cocoon of
nostalgia, We cannot concern ourselves with just what the Marine
Corps is today.

I have a habit when talking about mission and purpose of drawing a
target, an ordinary old rille-range target, or the type perhaps Pl'C Ives
might remember, The center, the bull's eyc, is thc Marine Corps
itself, and that's what we' re shooting at, No>, the next ring out is the
rest of thc U.S. government. with particular reference to the U.S,
Navy and the Department of Defense, The next ring out is the
academic community, and this is a very important part of our target.
but we don't exist simply to be a feeding ground for the outside
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scholar. And the outer ring on my target is the general public: much of
what we do does reach the general public. We think this is useful and
in both the national and Marine Corps interest, but 1 must emphasize
that we are not a public relations activity. There we have it then: the
Marine Corps historical program target. First the Marine Corps, next
the U.S. government, the academic community, and then the general
public. We score if our product hits any part of the target, but at the
center, and I repeat, is the Marine Corps.

The authorized strength of my division is ten officers, thirteen
enlisted and twenty-nine civilians, a total of fifty-two persons. About
half this number is professional staff, the remainder are clerical or
technical. Thus our historical division is roughly comparable in size
to a history department of a middle-size college or university. and
because job opportunities are always discussed at meetings like this, 1
might say that there are three job opportunities right now on our
professional staff, GS-9's. We find it particularly useful to have a mix
of Marine Corps of5cers and civilian historians on our staff. The
civilians give continuity and experience in methodology and tech-
nique. The Marine Corps officers give immediacy and reality to the
program, ln passing I might say that the academic credentials of the
military officers are quite comparable to the civilian members of our
staff.

The division has two branches roughly equal in size, the historical
branch and the museum branch. And these names pretty well indicate
their function, The historical branch deals largely with the written
word and the museum branch deals primarily with things, artifacts
and pictorial art, if you will. The boundaries between these two
branches however are not hard and fast: there i» a great deal of
interaction, and this is a process that we are seeking to heighten.

The Marine Corps Museum is at Quantico, Virginia, but we must
think in terms of a Marine Corps-v ide museum system rather than
just the Marine Corps Museum at Quantico, To achieve better func-
tional integration, we have moved the museum system administration
to Washington; the oSces of the museum branch are now in the
Washington Navy Yard, The new deputy director for Marine Corps
museum» is Colonel Brooke Nihart who carne back on active duty for
this purpose. Some of you probably know Brooke through his long
and prominent role in the Company of Military Historians and in
recent years his affiliation as senior editor of the Armed For<-ex
Juurna/. The museum in Quantico, and 1 know also that some of you
have visited it, was largely the work of the late Colonel John Ma-
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gruder. It is a fine small military rnuseurn, and 1 think its excellence is
a lasting memorial to John Magruder, But last ye u'we had only 25,000
visitors to the museum. This year we will possibly have thirty or
thirty-five thousand. These are not large numbers. Quantico is not
easy to get to, not even for Marines.  Laught< r!

Today's Marine Corps numbers 190,000 men; only a small fraction
of them will ever visit or be stationed at Quantico. Thus, if we are to
hit the bull's eye. we must take the products of the museum branch
out to the Corps, and this means emphasis on satellite museums at
major posts and stations and many more mobile exhibits and displays.
We are working in that direction. Our Marine Corps combat art
which forms part of the museum program totals some five thousand
pieces, It is already being very actively exhibited and displayed. And
incidentally, one of our most interesting exhibits is a collection of 101
Viet Nam and Korean War photographs by David I!ouglas Duncan,
Before going with Life Magazine Duncan wa» a combat photographer
in the Marine Corps in World War II, and I had the privilege of
working with him a bit in North China, This collection which he has
given us has hung in the French Photo Salon in Paris and in the
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York. Perhaps you might
be interested in this for your own activity or one of our other art
exhibits; if so, get in touch with me.

Now let's leave the museum branch and its lunctions for a moment
and talk now about the historical branch. I'he deputy director for
Marine Corps history is Colonel Herb Hart. and those of you with an
interest in Western history are probably familiar with his works on
Western forts. The two principal sections in rhe historical branch are
the reference section and the history section, The reference section
does many things. First and perhaps foremost it answers questions,
questions that come from both within and outside the Marine Corps.
Now these questions can range, as they did literally a week or»o ago,
from an eight-year-old school boy wanting to know all about the
Marine Corps, to a more specific question from the Chairm rn of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff requesting documentary support for an appear-
ance before a Congressional committee concerning an alleged Marine
incursion into Laos in 1969. Last year we answered over a thousand
such questions or reference requests, and the average cost to the U.S.
taxpayer per reply was $42.08. The reference section also executes
the lineage and honors program which concerns itself with the service
and awards entitlements of our Marine Corps unit» and activities.
Tracing the lineage of our units and determining the battle honors to
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which they are entitled is a very exacting business and a business that
is very important to the traditions of the Corps. The reference section
also does ourunit histories, In addition to many brief unit histories we
trave a good series of regimental histories in pamphlet form. and v e
are getting to work now on a series of squadron histories,

Most of our writing for publication however is done in our history
section which is headed by our chief historian and senior editor. Mr.
Bud Shaw. Our published works include pamphlets, monographs and
case-bound histories. There was supposed to have been a display of
our products � it didn' t get here; it came by motor freight instead ofby
water  Laughter! and so about all you' ll find back there, greatly
overshadowed by that magnificent display of Naval Institute publica-
tions. those things that we have in print and that you can have for  he
asking, and some back numbers ol' our quarterly newsletter. Our
newsletter, Fortitudine, for example, won't cost you $600,00 a > ear
 Laughter!; the price is right: it's free. All you have to do is ask tii be
put on the distribution list. These publications however are written
not for you; they are written for and aimed at the Marine Corps, We
write operational history. We don't write diplomatic history, political
history, economic history or social history. That's your business. Our
business is to write history for Marine C'orps use.

With all this as kind of a background, what is it then that we are
doing right now in the Marine Corps historical division, and what do
we plan to do'? This past year we have brought out the last volumes of
both the World War II and Korean War Marine Coips histoiies, Now
this has cleared the decks for the Viet Nam histories. Last year we
hiid out a schedule to complete our Viet Nain sequential mon<igraphs
within five years. that is by fiscal year 1978, These monographs will
precede the more definitive case-bound histories, and we have set. up
a ten-year schedule for our case-bound histories; that is, they are to
be completed by fiscal year 1983 Viet Nam w;is an unpleasant,
unhappy war, and it isn't much fun to verite about it.

A happier task is an ambitious "Marines in the Revolution" proj-
ect, and this will include a d=finitive and well-illustrated history of the
C'ontinental Marines, including due consideration to that disaster that
happened downstream here  Latrghter!, v hich was the text-hook
example of what happens when the iiaval force commander won't ialk
to the landing force commander, and says. "I' ll be damned if I' ll take
my ships into that hole."  Laughter' It set the development of am-
phibious doctrine in the U.S. Naval service back a hundred years,
 Laughter! Actually, we are out to piove that Washington's ciossing
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of the Delaware was really an amphibious operation and that the
Continental Marines, few in number, won the War of Independence.
 Laughter!. In this respect the Air Force historical program ha» a
similar project: they' re out to prove that George Washington's carrier
pigeons were the predecessor of the Strategic Air Command.
 Lau ph er!.

Mr. Ive» asked some questions about our oral history program, and
I want to engage him in a dialogue on that a bit later. Time doesn' t
permit now, but we do have a first class program under Mr. Beni»
Frank who I think is one of the pioneers in mi!itary oral history, There
were supposed to be copies of our oral history collection catalogue
available to you, They are not there; however, I' ll be pleased to send
you a copy � anyone who would like to have one, We are als<! bringing
out a coinparable catalogue for our holding» and per»onal papers and
manuscripts, Instead of having these materials divided between
Quantico and Washington as was previously the case, we are nov
bringing them under one roof in the Washington Navy Yard, where
they' ll be much more accessible and useful both lo us and also to
outside researchers. Among the other writing projects we have under
way is a definitive study of helicopter development in the Marine
Corps. We' re also working on a history of the black in the Marin».
Corps. We are taking retrospective looks at the Marine in the Mexi-
can War and in the Dominican Republic, and eventually we hope to
examine the whole role of the Marine Corp» in Latin America under
the Roosevelt Corollary. Ken CliA'ord's fine developmental history
was mentioned in the preceding session. We hope that it' ll be off the
press this winter. It traces the development of organization. doctrine
and to some extent equipment in the Marine Corps since 1900.

This then rather quickly is what we are doing and what we think we
should be doing. I hope that what I' ve had to say constitutes a brief
case study of our program, and I' ll be interested in hearing your
reactions to it. A» I said, it is representative but not identical to what
the other. larger services are doing. Thank you.  Appla«s< J.
LABARFF'.; I think as General Simmons ha» pointed out. his opera-
tion really includes a great variety of the kinds of materials which
historians work with � the oral, photographic which he mentioned,
and which 1 had not mentioned earlier, as well a» the museum part.
and so it sounds to me as if it's a very comprehensive program indeed.
Our next speaker is Gerry Morris who is currently director of the
Maine Historical Society, a position which he has held now for.
several years, having come to Maine from Mystic Seaport where he
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had been librarian and where we first met. Gerry is a real professional
in the field of library work, archival work and has some rather specific
ideas and suggestions to make as io the responsibilities of a state
archival program. Gerry.



State Archival Responsibilities

Gerald Morris

I don't feel terribly professional right now. What a diff'erence
between the military  if I may, General Simmons! and the private
sector as pointed out in your talk! If I were to ilare admit how much it
costs us to answer reference questions at Maine Historical Society
here in this gathering, I would be fired tomorrow � because there are
enough men on my board here to do it!  Laughter} For gross
inefficiency on our part! Also, I should imagine that most of you, after
hearing our colleague, Mr. Armour, will feel that anyone who deals
with archives has an obsession for dumps � because l 'rn going to talk
about dumps too Laughrer} and I guess we should have an obsession
on dumps as a rnatter of fact, since that is where so much of our good
material goes, unfortunately. But I would like to talk to you a bi!
about your responsibilities as researchers regarding manuscripts and
what you ought to be able to expect from archival agencies in this day
of our Lord, 1973.

First, I'd like to discuss the dismal problem of the improbability
that you as researchers will ever find your documents, I v onder it
you'd ever thought that over.  Laughter! Have you ever thought how
really ridiculous and illogical is the movement of documents from the
originator to you the researcher? Outside the military, where they
must turn in their logs and so forth � in the private sector, it is
absolutely up to the whim of the originator as to whether you' re going
to get your document or not. It can go in several directions before you
ever see it. It can go to a dealer. The dealer might have scruples � he
might have no scruples. Just last week, a dealer calling from Boston
was taking a collection apart, page by page, separating the Maine
items in which we'd be interested, separating the Massachusetts
items which Massachusetts would be interested in, et cetera, In other
words, absolutely destroying the integrity of a collection in order to
make a buck. This doesn't always happen, but it ceilainly happens
frequently. And then of course you as a researcher want the pieces
put back together again, after it's scattered to Washington, Oregon,
Maine, et cetera, Once out of the hands of the originator it can go to
you immediately if you' re lucky. Many of you in this room are lucky, I
know very well. in maritime history, where the originator has en-
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trusted you with his documents. Whereupon you sit upon them until
tnaybe the ripe old age of twenty-three, or maybe the ripe old age of
eighty � but nobody else is going to see those documents until vou've
done your great opus.  Lattghter! Documents can also be given to
family and friends by the originator. Sometiine» it's because the
originator didn't give a damn what happened to them; ivha could
possibly be interested in business record» after you' ve made your
money with them? We have in maritime history, as you know, the
most delightful scrapbooks that used to be logs, and all sorts of things
of this character take place after the family takes over these precious
documents and hands them on to future generations.

Documents can even go to a repository or a museum � which I'm
supposed to give a vote of confidence here I think, since I'm supposed
to represent a manuscript repository. But let me withhold it for a little
bit, because the same dismal fortune which I call "Instant Burial" can
happen in a repository just as well as it can happen in the family attic.
At the Maine Historical Society we aren'i guiltless. We have papers
there seeing the light for the first time in eighty years � and the only
other person who knew about those papers was the one who brought
them in eighty years ago!  Lattghter! That, of course, is because we
haven't had sufficient help  we always say  hat! which is generally
true, Nevertheless, documents can and do get lost in repositories, and
we all have our favorite stories on that,

Next I come to Mr. Armour's and my favorite topic, dumps, Also
this reveals how pathetically uninteresting the life of an archivist
i» � because one of the most exciting days I ever had was in the
summer of l970 when somebody brought me a dishpan; and in that
dishpan, believe it or not, was a group of ship's papers dating from the
War of i812, This woman who brought them in wouldn't squeal on the
donor � and not only that, l couldn't even risk taking her name down
for a Certificate of Gift � had found these documents. guess where,
right at the Portland dump. And»he couldn't re»i»t this group of
papers, and thank God she couldn' t: they happened to belong to John
Fox, a prominent Portland merchant. I might add for our next
speaker, our New Bruswick colleague, that the dishpan w,is the
nearest I ever came to the study of underwater archaeology.

Any one of these dismal alternatives I have talked about can result
for documents in what I call "Instant Burial" or withdrawal from any
hope of retrieval for generations. In the last analy»is, the fate of
documents is dependent upon the fickle whims, motivations and
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loyalties of first the donor and then those who handle the papers for
him.

What then, one may ask, constitutes a l<>gical location for the
deposit of documents? Perhaps the answer t<i this i» that one would
expect to find a document near the location where it was used � and
that's about as logical a clue as you can find. In a word, if you have a
ship's log or ship's papers of a business in Halifax, you certainly
wouldn't expect to find it in Texas. But I bet you will!! laughter! So I
think that if you can go along with this sort of logic. it also makes.i
serious mockery out of the Presidential lihrary syndrome which
we' ve seen getting worse and worse � to the point where anybody
who makes a Presidential study in the future might well plead, like Dr.
ives, and say it's too damned eliti»t and leave it alone, and save
himself a lot of travel and money as well.

It really is ridiculous, and it gets materials into places where there i»
no associative docuinents whatsoever,  ine has to go back to
Washington again. It makes no sense at all. 1'he National Archives,
and heaven knows I'm not trying to thumb my nose at the National
Archives � but in setting up their Regional Depositories  which I can
see the reason for, no question about it! but in setting up these
Regional Depositories, I think this does show what I wa» talking
about. How many people know, unless they' ve read their Main<
Hist<>ri<'al 5<>eiety Xe»'.<letter or the Ameri< an An ttivist, that the
judicial and circuit court records for Maine are where � Maine? No.
Washington'! No,� Waltham, Massachusetts, that's where. Unless
you happen to pay your incoine tax in New Iingland chance» are you
would have no idea that there was an important repository at
Waltham, to say nothing for 18th century court and maritime records.

To make you feel even worse � when the document goes from the
originator to a repository, do you realize th;<t in this little State of
Maine alone there are 158 public libraries? And don 't think they don' t
have documents. Because many of them d<>. 108 of them in Maine
specialize in various subject areas, Philip Harner, in his tound-up
  iuide ta Archives and Manusrript» in the Unite<J $tate<J  Yale,
1961! in 1961 found thirty-one worth reporting in Maine. And this wa»
in 1961 � Bath, for example was not reported in Hamer, nor w as much
for Orono, So there is a lot of ground to cover af'ter that ten year».
Nevertheless, there are some 158 potential repositories in the State
which are libraries. plus 128 historical societies, which are al»o grasp-
ing for documents. The Maine I eague claim» 125 of them,;ind I' ve
often wondered who the three are they don't claim.  Laught< r! But at
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anv rate I have never investigated that, but the AA,4f Mrtserrm l>iree-
tary also lists 99 rnuseums in this State, So that there are really, in this
State, approximately 200 places where the document you are looking
for just might show up! Isn't that good news?

Donor loyalties, particularly in maritime history, or any subject
which is nostalgia-laden as maritime history can become, cuts across
party lines and across state tines too, So that you can also find a
document almost anywhere in the United States where there are
7,109 public libraries with 4,881 branches. There are 1,667 college
libraries, all of them getting very public relations conscious with their
own special collections; and there are 4,200 special collections, such
as the Maine Historical and others. Philip Hamer, again in 1961,
found that there were a total of 130 ! manuscript repositories worth
reporting in the United States. In Canada, I found that there were 430
public libraries, although I'm not so sure that... Do they collect
manuscripts as aggressively as they do here?  VOICE: I don't think
so! Good!  Lattghter!. There are 216 colleges and junior colleges in
Canada, and I suppose many of them have archival material. And I
understand that you gentlemen  of Canada! have 740 special libraries.
So, if we add this all together, which God knows I'm not going to. we
do have a lot of opportunity for missingjust that document which you
wan't.

Okay, now what can we do to improve access in this terrible, really
dismal, wretched picture, due to � as Mr, Labaree points nut-
� human nature: just what can be done" .In the United States at
least � and I assume in Canada, but I'm not sure � it is now a much
more enlightened age, Hardly a week that goes by, that I don'I receive
a document  it might be minor!, something from Nebraska or Nevada,
which belongs in Maine. By the same token, a lot of Yankees went
down, you know, and really scoured the countryside during the Civil
War and we' ve sent a number of things back to the Virginia Histori-
cal Society. the reason being, it's an enlightened interest. It is a hell of
an expense to keep manuscripts. There's no occupation on earth
more expensive than doing that, and therefore it is just enlightened
interest in getting them back where they' ll be used, and found. In
Maine, there really  because we are a small state, not geographically
but in population! there really is developing a tremendous amount ot
cooperation. For example, with the Maine State Archives at Augusta
and ourselves at the Maine Historical Society in Portland, there's no
question, if'a document of the 17th. 18th, 19th century is a public
document. it goes to the State Archives. If it's in the private sector. it
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goes either to Maine Historical or that locality which is nearest the
point of origin. So that's the best of all ways of cooperating, of course:
by word of mouth.

Now, what can you as a researcher and admini»trator do to help?
This sounds sort of corny, but I know how you people operate,
 Laughter!. You come across documents all the time a» researchers.
documents that are on the loose,and I' ve heard you maritiine people:
if it has a lot to do with boilers, say, then let's send it down to
Mariner» Museum; and if there's a lot of sail plan» and sail potential.
then they say � weH, let's put thai at Peabody of Salem; and if the
documents look profoundly important having to do with economics,
then. send them to Baker Library, they will take that. So thai there is
a natural division of manuscripts going on all of the time due to the
inliuence of you gentlemen as administrator» and researchers. Of
course, that's exactly the way it should be and we as librarians try to
nudge these things to an appropriate spot, too.

So let me end by telling you what I think you should expect of any
manuscript repository; and if you insist and expect these things from
any repository to whom you recommend documents then it' ll go a
long way toward avoiding this instant burial I'm worried about.

First. a responsible repository has got to keep regular hours: that is,
this open-by-appointment or open-at-the-whim-and-will, and»o
forth, I think, is irresponsible for any organization or institution
taking custody, hence care, for a large number of documents. Sn 1
think that you should insist on that. Secondly, they must regularly
process, or have the ability to process manu»cripts. which is a highly
develdped art, but at least there must be a person around there who
will ultimately be able to process your manuscript »o tha  ii won't be
lost for eighty or ninety years. Third, they must be able io care for
manuscripts physically, which is a difficult chore, l.a»t of all, I would.
if1 were you, insist, or 1 would at least a»k. where this document is
going to be reported? ls the repository going to take your manuscript
and sit on it, or is it going to tell the American Association of Manu-
scripts, an historical journal, or  the great hope of us all! thc Nationa 
Union Catalog nf Manuscripts, begun ten years ago? 1 think that we
a» repositories are morally obligated to make thi» reporting.

Now in ten years, it seems as if there,iren't too many maritime
manuscripts in the National Union C.'atti og iaaf Manuscripts.
Nevertheless, in those ten stout volumes  they' re a mess to use, but
are thev ever revealing!! agencies have reported on 29,3s6
collections � a drop in the bucket; but, th i  does mean thai we are
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'29,356 collections richer than we thought we werc in this couniiy.
This was reported from 850 repositoiies in ihe United States, l wish
Canada were included; it isn' t, This means that for those collections
there are l73,000 index entries. What does that mean? That ineans
that for the document you haven't been able to find � you have
l73,000 chances that you might be able to find it, which wasn't true
ten years ago. This central reporting for the U nited states is essential.
and J really think that not only the archival profession, but those of
you who are researchers or administrators have every right to expect
that those precious documents that you won your dissertation froni
are going to be reported at the earliest opportunity, Thank you.
 App/au.ce!,
LAHAREE: Our last speaker is perhaps the only other qualified
scuba diver on our program this weekend. Contrary to run>or, he is
not going to talk to us about what Ms. 3udy Joye does with those
fishes down beneath the sea, but rather about a project that he hus
been involved in, first in the Bay of Fundy, a survey of underwater
historical resources in the Maritime Provinces. 'l his is Mr. Fric
Aflaby.



Underwater A rch col og v

Eric Allaby

I think everybody here is anxiou~ to get to the cocktail party so I
took my pen and scratched out a few things her'e, and I'm going to deal
just with generalities.

There is something about a shipwreck svhich seems to fascinate
people. Perhaps it is the mystery, not a little enhanced by tales of
piracy and treasure. There are dreams built and shattered by ship-
wrecks, the dreams of the entrepreneurs daring to trade through
treacherous waters, the dreams of »alvors trying to reclaim that which
is lost by early mariners, the dreams of people from all walks of life
hearing of »hipwrecks, picturing them in their minds and wondering.
Shipwrecks are so near, yet the mental concept i»»o vague. But thc
wrecks are there, under cold water, dark and mysterious, vs ith access
forbidden to most people. Perhaps it is this forbidden fruit syndrome
which intrigues people when they think of shipwrecks, and perhaps it
is a privileged defiance of nature which exhilerate» diver» as they
move about a wreck site barred from common view for decades, even
for generations.

Underwater history on our North Atlantic coast focuses on the 19th
and 20th centuries. There are certainly a number of wrecks which
occurred previously to 1800, but the discovery of wreckage belonging
to along past civilization is highly unlikely.  ;crtainly there is nothing
prehistoric about this period in the development of the region. in-
terpretation of the artifacts discovered on a wreck»ite of our coast
depend less on anthropological scholarship and more on a tar's famil-
iarity with the intricacies of past ships.

A shipwreck gives credence to maritime history, maritime with a
small "m". It is one aspect of a seafaring culture. The culture of a
region is determined by a natural selection of that which is important
to the inhabitants, Reirresentative of the ideal» of our North Atlantic
coast of the 19th century is art ocean Ioine vessel beautifully con-
structed to make the most d%cierrt use of wind possible to existing
technology. Indeed, if the saiiirrg »bid co<Ad be the representative of a
region's culture, then this coast must claim the symbol. The ship is a
symbolof pragmatic aspirations. A sense of association with this
heritage requires tangible substantiation. The shipwreck i» a direct
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link with our seafaring culture, The sea is a very real lorce governing
the seafaring culture. Winds, tides and heavy seas are a super human
reality to be reckoned with in a seafaring culture. Sheltered from the
elements as people are now, it is easv to lose touch with the weather.
but a visit to a coastal community will evoke the seafarer and the most
confirmed land-lubber. The shiver at the wail of fog horn, the hypnoi-
ic spell of the sea swells swirhng «t the base of steep cliffs, the
inexplicable fascination with the horizon; there must he at least;i little
bit of seafarer in almost everybodv. ln exploring accurately the
sea-and-ship culture, one must revere the superior aspects of weather
and sea power; the awesome power of the sea is well demonstrated by
the capricious havoc it wreaks on the masterpieces of man's ingenuity
in sail and steam. The ability of the sea to tear apart a ship's hull, to
break, twist and shear enormous pieces of steel while at the same time
preserving unbroken a delicate piece of china in a sheltered ledge
crevice is something which cannot easily be appreciated without
actually seeing the results. To communicate the sea's complete dis-
regard for man's best technological efforts is to increase in small
measure an understanding of the sea and its power. To communicate
an understanding of the sea would give another vehicle of inspiration
to those who shape other aspects of our culture � painting, wtiting.
music, et cetra. Consider, for example, the possibilities for a musician
who has learned to understand the pockets of calm which exist in the
crevices under the waves and <wn shelter a delicate piece of china
from crashing seas. Could he not perhaps be inspired to attempt to do
a similar thing with sounds � perhaps preserve a small, a delicate
melody in the midst of crashing sounds of a percussion?

Shipwreck is a dramatic aspect of seafaring. Any natural disaster
peels away the veneer of artificiality from life. When a ship is
wrecked, men drop their masks of respectability and custom. The
disaster brings out the noblest in noble men. the barbarism in those of
different moral constitution. Men react. A shipwreck involves
conflict and sometimes violence of man caught in adverse and
superior circumstances, opportunity for character analysis, all sorts
of qualities which would be inviting f' or a good short story or novel.
But if historians know very little, practically nothing, about ship-
wrecks, on what then can those who shape other aspects of our
culture draw for inspiration and background'? The best that could be
done would be based on misinformation and fantasy.

There are several reasons for the lack of understanding of wrecks
and the underwater situation. The first one is inaccessibility; this was
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a major reason until recently, However now, though we have the
technical ability to go under water and visit a wreck, it is relatively
such a new experience that we lack understanding or background to
see or know what is there. The second one is misconceptions, The
notion oi venturing in through a door in a high poop galleon only to
encounter a giant octopus ready to strangle you is just about dis-
pelled. But the ideas of how things are and how to do things
underwater � these ideas are filled with misconceptions. The major
misconception that I have encountered is land orientation of
methods. People try to apply land methods underwater: this is espe-
cially true in archeological work. Work underwater requires methods
that are developed in water-oriented thinking. The third one is anxi-
ety. This is a particular problem among novice divers, and it can only
really be overcome by increased experience in the water, especially
deep water work.

The biggest problem with anxiety is the incompleteness of observa-
tion: simple problems, simple tasks are done poorly and done inaccu-
rately. And this is a very real problem, especially for those who may
be very knowledgeable in archeological procedure, but when ventur-
ing underwater, anxiety is simply too much to handle. One problem in
this region is cold. Cold slows your thinking. and give~ the same
results as anxiety does, but for different reasons. Anxiety is a sort of
psychological effect of being underwater. The cold is a physiological
effect: there is very little you can do about it except increase the suit
capacity for warmth, I can give you a personal example of this. This
summer 1 changed from the wet suit to what is called a unisui t which is
ever so much warmer. And I noticed immediately a tremendous
change in the results of the work that 1 could do; the observations and
measurements were very much more complete and more comprehen-
sive with the warmer suit. The fifth reason is a lack of knowledge of
the processes of deterioration � chemical, electrolytic, physical,
shipworm, et cetera. Now when more is learned and systematized,
then appropriate training may possibly reduce this problem. But we
do have a lack of knowledge here, and this means lack of background
before any work can be done.

The methods of underwater history are aimed at overcoming soine of
these difhculties, but the sea does not yield her secrets easily. For most
shipping disasters on this coast no wreck will be found. Frequent-
ly when ships were driven ashore, they were stripped, dismantled
and the unusable wood burned for the fastenings. Many a ship
was driven ashore, and lying in an exposed position was broken up by
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nature. After a few years the only traces, and these would be of
debatable origin. are scattered remnants of nonferrous fastenings. A
few sites will yield their secrets begrudgingly. At first such a xvreck
appears as a disorderly pile of unnatural shapes. lt is at this po~nt
where irreparable damage from the point of the view of the historian
may be done, where some sea secrets may be lost, never to 1;e
discovered. The shipwreck is like a time capsule; in an instant,
relatively speaking, it freezes facets of a way of life, subjecting the~n
only to the gradual chemical and organic changes experienced under
the sea, but protecting them from the restless notions of man. The
unlocking of the time capsule is an irreversible process which offers
no pardon for mistakes. A wreck is safer at the mercy of electrolysis
and shipworm than in the hands of a diver who lacks an understanding
for shipwrecks. Nothing should be disturbed before an extensive
pre limin ary work i s done.

The first step is to obtain as much background information «s
possible. If the name of the ship can be ascertained, as much informa-
tion as its construction and history should be assimilated as can he
found. There are cases, for example, of technological developments
being discovered on shipwrecks as having taken place at an earlier
date than was commonly supposed. A thorough survey of the wreck
site is the next step. All parts of the wreck should be plotted with
respect to each other. There are several methods; triangulation is thc
cheapest,but it also requires at least two people to work together to do
this well, and there are problems in triangulation in distortion due to
differences of elevation. The grid method which is basically an ar--
cheological method is a very good method but it requires a great deal
of time to prepare this method. And there are also problems in setting
up a grid on a wreck where there is uneven elevation. I use a polar
coordinate system, which is somewhat similar to that which a sur-
veyor would use on land, giving all points a bearing and an elevation
and a linear distance with respect to reference points, and this scents
to have proven to be quite accurate and convenient tn use. The extent
of the survey must depend on the conditions. Vnder conditions of
high mechanical change where there's a great deal of sea motion that
would shift wreckage, plotting identifies location. That's about all
you can do, because the location of wreckage will really have very
little bearing to its original function in the ship. [t's simply that the
location of the wreckage is a result of the whim of the sea. Where little
post-wrecking movement has occurred, the attitude and location will
yield valuable information on structure and function and also serve to
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aid in prediction of location of more discovery. This is a very impor-
tant feature of plotting that, after you have plotted, you can usually
predict with reasonable accuracy where you' re going to find more
artifacts. In general, the deeper and heavier, the more accurate the
survey requirements. This leads to a time-depth problem; the deeper
you go, the more restricted you are in time. But at the same time, the
deeper you go the more accurate your wreck work will have to be,
because less sea action will have been there to disturb it. The position
of the wreck and its attitude with respect to surrounding bottom and
land marks should be noted. This will help to reveal much of the
actual wrecking of the vessel.

It is important that an inventory be made, the extent of detail of
which would depend on the circumstances ol'all identifiable objects 1o
be found on the site, Naturally the inventory would grow as more
exploration is conducted. In describing a wreck site, a sketching
ability would be very helpful, and photographic coverage is almost
essential wh'ere conditions will permit. Unfortunately, photography
is a two dimensional portrayal. This problem has been overcome and
very successfully by the use of stereoscopic cameras, which allows
the study of photos of a site to be done in three dimensions. But
reasonably accurate photo coverage can be obtained by the use of
many photos from many different angles.

As can be seen, a great deal of work must be done before there are
any plans for removal of artifacts. In the past, people have made the
mistake of supposing that the most important aspect of underwater
study is the recovery of as many objects from history as possible,
after which a hurried attempt is made at a makeshift preservation
process. This is totally the reverse of the correct procedure. With the
artifact gone from the wreck site, detail of its origin and significance in
the wreck are soon forgotten, if indeed they were ever discovered.
With a thorough knowledge of the wreck site and the artifacts antici-
pated, a scientific system for the preservation of any recovered ar-
tifacts can be assembled. The correct procedure however is seriously
jeopardized by the inadequate protection afforded the serious his-
torian underwater.  Now I'rn speaking here in terms of the laws that
apply to maritime Canada. I'rn not sure how the laws are here in
Maine, but perhaps you may experience the same problems.! A site
which he may have been measuring and surveying for many hours of
diving time is, under present law, fair game for anyone capable of
inhaling air from an aqualung to plunder as he pleases, A certain
amount of protection may be afforded in some circumstances, but this
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is not really satisfactory. The benefit to the public is determined hy
the usage of the material garnered from a ~reck site, and the under-
standing of this material and its context and successfully corn-
municating this understanding. The communication of understanding
is, after aH. the goal. Is not a goal of this conference a coinmunication
of understanding?  AppIause!
LABAREE; I think the passage of time ha» probably suggested that
we should not linger here at this time for questions, hut rather take the
opportunity of the more informal periods to come to talk with each of
these men whose professionalism has struck me as being most
impressive in each of their fields. And I would hope that we would
have the opportunity later on to talk with them and pursue in greater
detail any particular points that we would like to. l would like to thank
all of our speakers and thank you for being with u»,  Applaud.ref
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One Hundred Years of the Advancement of

Professional, Literary, and Scientific Knowledge
in the United States Navy

R. T. E. Bowler, Jr.

REYNOLDS: Ladies and Gentlemen, if you could finish your cock-
tail banter... Commander Bowler has just been heard on T.V. and
he's saving all these good things. I'm happy to report that the United
States Naval Institute was born l00 years ago this month, in tertns of
its Proceedings; it is celebrating � I guess more than anywhere else
� in Orono, Maine which is purely coincidental hut we' re proud to
play a part in this. The United States Navy i» of course  he most
powerful Navy today and  VOICE: How about the damned Rus-
sians'?!  Laughter!...well, the Russians are trying, but frankly I'm
not too worried about them. Seriously, I think it is the duty of
blue-water navies that do make a pretense to command the»ea, and I
think our Navy does, to examine carefully of course what we' re
doing, and what is expected of us � if I may u»e the fir»t person
plural � to police the sea lanes of the world and some of the respon-
sibilities involved, So that it seems to me that the United States Naval
Institute like the Royal United Services Institute of Great Britain ha»
an intellectual role that is probably unique in the world today. It is
unique in the world today � an immense respon»ibifity, and the Rus-
sian challenge is of course only one of these things. We' ve heard from
Judy Joye and others that the whole problem of international law is a
very great concern to which American Naval officers mu»t address
themselves at their peril.

It gives me great personal pleasure to introduce Commander Bud
Bowler. The last time I had dinner with Bud Bowler was at the Japan
Inn in Washington, D,C., about four years ago: he and David Scott as
I recall and General Minoru Genda who was the guest of the Naval
Institute at that time, in l969, were dining. General Genda, if you
watched "Tora! Tora! Tora!" the other night on T.V., wa» the man
who planned the tactical details of the attack on Pearl Harbor, anil
Commander Bowler was Secretary/Treasurer at the time in l969
when I was privileged to be the moderator of the Distinguished
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Visitor Program; some of you may remember, we brought General
Genda to Orono. This was the highlight of his trip, I think really,
because we had four Japanese-speaking individuals on the faculty and
he was able to relax over Maine lobster.  Laughter! At the Japan lnu
in Washington, D.C. General Genda and the three military attaches of
the Japanese Embassy, one a colonel nf the Army. one a colonel of
the Air Force and one a Naval aviator. Captain Shimizu, if your
remember Bud, all had been aviators, if not pilots then ground-based,
at the end of the war, In fact I remember the Air Force attache had
fiowrt his first mission in Manchuria against the Russians on August
15. 1945, which is of course the day the war ended. But Commander
Bowler and I and Dave Scott who was then on the Institute staff and
the three attaches and General Genda were sitting cross-legged eating
our rice and sukiyaki in the Japan lnn and having a wonderful time. So
it was with really some regret that I terminated my experience, my
participation in the Naval Institute's Distinguished Visitor Program.
Coming here to Maine I think there were certain logistical prohlems: 1
remember 1 llew down in March of '69 on the last plane that got
through before a tremendous blizzard. So that here I am and I'm glad
to say that my ties and Maine's ties with the U.S. Naval Institute are
still firm and intact.

So it gives me great pleasure to present to you Commander R. T. E.
Bowler, Bud Bowler of the United States Naval Institute of An-
napolis, Maryland who has been with the Institute at least a decade
and I'm sure much longer, a former naval aviator who is now in
charge of the Institute in this month October 1973, on the 100th
anniversary of the publication of the Institute's Prar eedings, a hand-
wired copy of which each of you has received. It is a great pleasure for
me to present Commander Bud Bowler, who to me represents, and 1
don't think this is too strong, the conscience of the United States
Navy.  Applause!.

BOWLER: Thank you, Clark. Adrriral Hooper, General Simmons,
other distinguished guests here this evening. I'd like first of all to
exterr4 to all of you greetirros from Admiral Zumwalt, our preswtent,
arrd lhe otlacr members of our Board of Control and stah. They' ve
asked that I express to you their appreciation for your takirrg part in
this, oMr only occasion of celebratiorr this month of our 100th anni ver-
sary. Some years ago we had phrnned a large party to which we had
intended to invite our 65,000members, Laughter! Unfortunately our
recovery from the adverse financial circumstances of recent years has
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left us about $200 short of the funds necessary to host that function, so
we cancelled it.  Laughter!

This morning, as I listened to Judy Joye and her dynamic presenta-
tion, I became somewhat irate with Clark for not having told me of the
quality and kind of talent he would have here during this symposium,
Had I known this in advance, I most certainly would have asked Judy
to give our Naval Institute presentation. I would have made an effort
for her to have done this for the Institute while wearing a see-through
blouse.  Laughter! When I told this to Professor Albion, he remarked
that had we done so, instead of the presentation being a few dry
remarks from me, it would have been a thing <>f 'sheer joy" for all of
us.  Laughter and applau.re!

We' re particularly proud to be here, Frank Uhlig and I, on this
occasion of our 100th anniversary. This is indeed a high honor for a
quartermaster-turned-senior editor and airplane driver-turned-
magazine seller.  Laughter! I might call your at tention to our anni ver-
sary issue,  As Clark explained, they are hand-wired, the first two
hundred and fifty copies off the press, We have a little problem with
our cover stock, and as you open your copy, the cover wiH almost tear
off. We shall replace them for you. We' ll get all of your addresses
from Clark and send you follow-up copies!. Y<>u will note in this issue
that one of the truly great articles, and one which will be definitive for
the next century, is by Professor Kirk, who's here today with us. I
just hope that he recovers from the intense pressure which we put on
him to finish in time.  Laughter!. But he did, and read his article with
care, if you will; the research and the painstaking care with which he
produced that great article provide for the issue its cornerstone, and
we' re very appreciative of his good efforts. I might also note that in
the selection of the ten most notable books of the century you' ll find
the fine work by Clark Reynolds, The Fas  C arriers, and although I
understand the bok sold somewhat less than one hundred thousand
copies, those of you who have not read it, as you may nov do, will
wonder why.  It is truly a definitive work and. in tlse near future,
funds permitting and an arrangement with the present punisher per-
nutting, we hope to continue it in prii»t infinitely.!

I et me spend a morr>ent telhng you wlr>ere we' ve l>een in recent
years, and where we hope to go in the future, a little factual informa-
tion. Those of you who may have glanced at our financial reports
during the last four or five years will recall that the Institute, like other
publishers, experienced some pretty difficult times. Specifically, we
lost a considerable amount of advertising income during the recent
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anti-war years. In addition, there ~a» a modest change in the gov-
ernrnent purchasing policy of Blrtejar. kets Manuals; for a while they
were purchased, issued and recalled, a» opposed to each young white
hat receiving his own copy, which had been the case for the previous
fifty years, And the sum total of these two events was an impact on us
of about four hundred thousand doflar» a year, adversely. Had v e
been a profit-making organization with good profits we would have
gone from very black to not quite sn black; as a non-profit organiza-
tion we went from slightly gray to very intense red, And some addi-
tional traumatic events occurred, We had to cut back our staff. We
were in the midst of a big expansion, because, prior to that time. we,
quite candidly, did have more money than v'e knew what to do with,
and we had hoped to put that available money into new book», not
necessarily for profit. But we had to cut back; we had to lower our
sights and narrow our horizons in our publishing program. I'm sure
that those of you who are concerned with these kinds of thing» have
noticed that the Proceedings paper quality was reduced and that the
number of pages was reduced for a few months. We' ve just about
bottomed out now and have begun the climb back. Unfortunately,
this consideration for money, or the lack thereof, has necessarily
influenced our efforts the last three or f'our years, as opposed to the
good old days in which the editors were not concerned with that kind
of thing.

I might run through for you the list of our new books published in
I973, very briefly. Some were displayed today on the table; there may
be those here among you who have not seen them. Tire Royal 1Vai vin
America by Neil Stout. First Acror~ by Richard Smith; nov' this is a
great yarn. Those of us who have been associated with naval aviation
are, of course, particularly fond of this one; the research and the
writing are superb. Another book in Jerry Williams' oceanography
series is Oceanographic lnstrarnentations. We put together Frank
Uhlig's First Ten Years of the Nai al and Maritime Chronology in a
single volume. America Spreads her Sails was our first effort to
relieve the pressure in our Proceeding~' history bank. Clay Barrow
picked a dozen history articles about the 19th century which were
awaiting publication in the Proceedings � we have about an eight year
supply � and put them together in book form. To Use the Sea, our
book of readings in sea power and maritime affairs, is a recent effort
promoted by the N.R.O. T,C. program people who have a seminar on
maritiine affairs and who asked us to do this, and Frank and Bob
Brewer, cooperating with the Navn/ War College Review editor,
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pulled these together into a very useful form. We printed only three
thousand to satisfy N.R.O.T.C. requirements, but already have re-
quests for over a thousand more. We will reprint it and will update it
every two years. Tire Cruise of the Lanikai will be out soon, Most of
you know Kemp Tolley's writing, and this is truly his best work. We
hope to market this on a very wide scale. The political story involved
is fascinating, as most of you know, the Lanikai having been sent on
her cruise by President Roosevelt. Grand Strategy by Colonel Collins
we hope will be one of our most significant books. We have advanced
orders for about 1500 prior to publication, Colonel Collins. an Army
officer, revamped the study of strategy at the National War College
and is now the Library of Congress's nuinber one strategy expert; he
conducts classes for freshmen Congressmen and Senators in national
strategy.  VOICE: Higher education.! A book on military manage-
ment which we' ve been looking for for years was written by Com-
mander James Carrington; Command, Control and Compromise, a
mid-level management book for all the armed forces, will sell well for
us.

In 1974 the book program will grow a little, more money being
available. We' ll add a weapons book to our Fundamentals of Naval
Science series. A new title, Ship Dynamics by Rameswar Bhat-
tacharyya, will be very unique. It is a mid-level book on sea-keeping
and maneuverability for the naval architecture profession and for the
naval officer at sea. Finally, A Naval Unifr~rm Guide; Lieutenant
Commander John Castano pulled this together for us; it's a fine book
We have a new book on the aircraft carrier written by Commander
Charles Melhorn, Too-Block Fox, in which he studies the political
and economic as well as the military aspects of why and how the
carrier sprang into being. The original manuscript is alinost letter-
perfect, and we hope to publish it within the next seven to eight
months. Vince Ponko's Ships, Seas and Scientists will be out in the
summer of 1974. Bob Seager and Doris Maguire hopefully will finish
The Alfred Thayer Mahan Letters next year: we want to get that
three-volume work into print in tate '74 or early '75,

In the Proceedings, we should have about our most exciting year to
date by virtue of a Board decision to publish, in the first eleven
months of 1974, consecutively, the eleven articles which Admiral
Gorshkov wrote for Morskoi Sbornik, the Proceedings' Russian
counterpart, Some of the titles are "Russia's Road to the Sea".
"World War I", "The Soviet Navy in Revolution", We' ve asked
distinguished American Naval officers to comment on each of these;
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for example, the third article to appear, in fvlarch, "Russia in the
Post-Napoleonic Period to the Russo-Japanese War" � Admiral
Hooper will do the commentary on that. Admiral Carney will cover
"World War I"; Admiral Calvert, "The Soviet Navy Rebuilds From
'28 to '41"; Admiral Burke, "The Soviet Navy and the Great Patriotic
War", and so on, There will be one of these articles, translated as
near verbatirn as possible, together with the commentary, each
month by a different distinguished senior Naval officer in each of the
first eleven issues of the Proceedings in 1974. We shall put them into
book form upon completion of the series in the Proceedings. These
commentators have all received copies of the three analyses run by
the Center for Naval Analysis. Bob Herrick, with us today, did one of
these, as did Commander MccGwire and these are proving very
useful to our commentators.

In Frank Uhlig's 1974 Naval Rei ieiv we' ll have some superb es-
says. General Cushman will write about what he thinks the Marine
Corps can do and should do in the I'uture, and I can assure you the
article will be full of many surprises. Captain Archibald Howe of the
Coast Guard will write about the new kind of Coast Guard which will

spring into being between now and the end of the century. General
Moulton of Royal Marines, retired, will examine NATO's consider-
able power which he finds to be both ill-balanced and ill-deployed,
and tell us what he thinks might happen in the future. Captain de la
Mater will write about how and why specific naval aircraft are ac-
quired and what he thinks our aviation inventory will look like a
dozen years from now. Norm Polrnar, who has recently vished the
Soviet Union, will describe the history and background of the Soviet
carrier now abuilding and offer his views on the future of Soviet
seaborne aviation. And, lastly, we have the very comprehensive and
detailed fine article by our good friend, Roger Taylor, on the smaller
boats of the U.S. Navy.

Since I am in the presence of many fine naval historians I would like
to talk for a few minutes about our oral history program and invite all
of you to avail yourselves of the magnificient wealth of material
available there, This is a program which sprang from the fertile mind
of Roger Taylor a few years ago, and we were most fortunate in
obtaining the services of Dr. John Mason, who has done a superb job
for us. Several months ago in the Proceedings we had an article by Dr,
Mason in which he listed what he had done to date, with whom, and
what is available now, and what will be available when open in the
years ahead. I might mention several examples of the kinds of things
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involved here. Several of these are from transcripts which are not
entirely open yet, and I would ask for you to bear that in mind. In
thinking about the present escapades of the White House, Dr, Mason
recalled Admiral Dennison's description of what happened with the
Forrestal papers; it seems that when Mr. Forrestal was in Florida,
hospitalized, quite sick, and from time to time incoherent, the matter
of greatest concern to him was his coaection of papers in the Pent-
agon, and he called President Truman five or six times a day to
inquire about them and to alert him to his concern. f;ach phone call
was exactly the same, and they finally bugged the President so much
that he asked his aide, who was then Admiral Dennison, to do what he
could do to acquire those papers, bring them to the White House, and
put them under lock and key. There was, of course, no way in the
world that Admiral Dennison could do this through the normal exist-
ing relationships. So there developed a midnight requisition party.
The Admiral, with several security people and a pickup truck
 Laugh erj, went to the Pentagon and literally absconded with those
papers, bringing them back to the White House so that the President
could then assure Mr. Forrestal that they were safe. And, of course,
they contained all sorts of things that were signed out by responsible
people in the Pentagon, but all of this was ironed out eventually.

Another interesting item from the transcriptions concerned Ad-
miral Ward and the Cuban Crisis, when things were so intense and so
much happened in sucm a short period of time, the normal sequence
of events would have been for him to have received, in one message,
change of orders from Commander Phib Lant to Commander Second
Fleet, this decision having been made. But what happened was, in
order, first the ships under his command were ordered into action
without hts knowledge or any explanation; second, he was relieved of
command and ordered to Washington; and third, he was then advised
he was the Commander of the Second Fleet. This illogical sequence
caused Admiral Ward to spend a number of frantic hours wondering
what had gone wrong, what he had done, and why he was being
relieved of command, presumably to be punished. A very unusual
sequence of events.

Adnural James tells about an incident in the construction of the

Enterprise. He went down for an inspection, got aboard, took the
senior on-the-job naval constructor on a complete tour that started at
the keel. By the time he got to the top deck in the superstructure he
was completely out of wind and totally exhausted, and he demanded
to know "where the hell the damn elevator was." His escort pulled a
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letter from his pocket, a letter from Admiral James citing that
economy demanded that the elevator be removed. Needless to say,
Admiral James took back the letter and reinstated that elevator on the

Enterprise,  Laughter .!
Admiral Kleber Masterson give» some revealing insight into the

TFX situation, and this manuscript is open. He was Chief of B uWeps
at the time and was very deeply involved in the unanimous recom-
mendation from the service chiefs to go the Boeing route. Admiral
Masterson does not know and could not definitively state why that
recommendation was not followed. but all of the details vis a vis the

meetings of the service chiefs and how they came together finally and
reluctantly agreed to the other alternative � provided it met the
specifications in the Boeing oÃer � is a very revealing story. Those of
you who might review the list of what Jack Mason has done and who
note omissions in the way of distinguished people who have made
naval history, who have taken part in it. but are not in our Oral
History Program, we would certainly be delighted to hear froin you so
that we can do our very best to complete this spectrum of coverage.
Many of the fine prospects are, of course. getting along in years, and
we have reached the frantic point in seeking complete coverage from
all the men who have so much to tell us.

A problem I'd like to discuss with you briefly, a problem for which
we don't really have any solutions, but one in which you can help us
with your general understanding and perhaps in conversations v ith
others, to help us to explain, as we must continue to do, and that is the
image to some people of the Proeeeaings as a "house organ'. There' s
not much we can do about that image because a person who doesn' t
take the time to analyze what we have published in the Proceedings
can assume that the presence of the Chief of Naval Operations as our
President and our having a Board of Control consisting of senior
active duty oflicers in the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Cuard,
means that the Proceedings is a house organ and must therefore
reflect faithfully the views of the incumbent C.N.O, and echo the
"party line". I'm sure that in years gone by the same criticism has
persisted. This situation is foremost in our minds at aII times, and hy
our minds I mean those of Admiral Zumwalt, the members of the
Board, Frank, Bob Brewer and me, It is not really true, Last summer,
for example, in spite of the fact that we' ve had a reasonable amounl. of
good controversy  some of which has been considerably embarrass-
ing to Admiral Zumwalt in recent years!, Admiral Zumwalt felt so
strongly about it that he made some proposals that would. in hi»
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opinion, increase the amount of controversy we have in our pages. He
asked the Board to consider, for example, the hiring of an indepen-
dent, nationally-known editor who could editorialize from his own
position without control or interference, if you will, frotn anybody.
He suggested that we go to such people as Senator Proxmire, Mr,
Kuzmach and others, to invite them to fire away at the Navy on our
pages; and he had a few other very startling recommendations. The
Board studied this very carefully for a long time and finally prevailed
upon him to truly appreciate with us that our pages are basically for
our own people. We do have, as you know, many non-military au-
thors, but they are the kind who care about the Navy, who are
concerned, and who are constructive in their approach, and who,
above everything else, are not in the political writing arena. Admiral
Zurnwalt agreed, and we continued on course.

One of the results, though, was the Sec Notes item which appeared
in November, in which we suggested some controversial topics about
which Admiral Zumwalt and the Board members would like our

authors to write. They were such titles as "Our Mine Counter Mea-
sures Force" has been condemned to impotence by C.N.O. We must
reverse that course irnrnediately. "If We Want to Man Our Fleet,
Let's Woman it", "Must all Submarines be Nuclear?", "Keep the
Draft, Mr. President", "Needed: a Baltic Squadron'. "If We Really
Believe in a U.S, Flag Merchant Marine, We Had Better Support The
One We Have". "When Navy Beginners Become Useful, Pay Them
Well, But Not Before", These are the kinds of things in the Navy
which are controversial in nature; these are the kinds of things about
which Admiral Zumwalt has inade positive decisions with which
many people don't agree, and he. as an individual, and the Board
members want people to write about them. He wants to know if he' s
been wrong and how badly; he wants these things talked about. The
message, of course, is to you writers as well as to our active duty
members. The main point I'm trying to make is that we would ap-
preciate having you, in your conversations with people when this
comes up as it inevitably does, describing us not as a house organ.
although the image is there, because we work very hard for it not to be
so.

I'd like to touch on one point, if I may, that relates to a point that
Judy Joye made today. She prevailed upon you gentlemen to, as she
described it, come out of your ivory towers and go after the legis-
lators, to try to exert some inliuence on them. We' ve come to believe
as a result of some research in recent weeks that perhaps this kind of
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influence in critical situations on legislative bodies might not be
necessary in the future if the community of naval historians and the
community of oceanographers and others in the related disciplines of
the maritime industry were to concern themselves properly and in-
tensely with the influence in the public schools. Admiral Cagle, thc
Chief of Naval Education and Training and  'hairm«n of our Editonal
Board, for several years now, «s«result of « lot of personal research,
has come to believe that the amount of good material in public
schools, at the elementary level and high school level. about the
maritime traditions of our country, about the opportunities that the
oceans not only offer to us, but, as Clark pointed out this morning,
demand of us is practically non-existent. We have analyzed carefully
the offerings of the big publishers which sell materials for students
� the elementary and high school publishers and distribulors. and
there just isn't anything available worth while on the maritime history
of this country, on our rnaritiine traditions. We feel that if you want to
avoid the necessity, fifteen or twenty years from now, of having lo
rally around the maritime flag and go after the legislators, now is the
time to go after the prospective legislators and the prospective voters,
today's students, to plant in their minds some sort of an understand-
ing of this great mari time tradition and these imper«tives of the ocean
which will surely increase in the decades ahead. We feel that we have
made a very significant stride forward in this regard without high
school gift subscription programs. After about three years we now
have 2500 members who have donated Prvr eedirrg.i subscriptions to
their high schools, and if about twenty young people in each school,
each month, browse through the Pror r eriing.s, we' ve picked up about
S0.000 new young readers, and these subscriptions are increasing at
the rate of about 600-700 a year. To those of you who have an
opportunity to do this kind of thing, we urge you onward. 1 he Insti-
tute is going to embark upon an elementary school project to develop
something for our young people. What I wouk urge you gentlemen to
consider, as a part of the mission of the oceanic society you might
form tomorrow, is some kind of positive, concerted formal effort to
crack this educatiors barrier, to not capitulate ia this field to the
competition with other interests. Seheve rise. those wito ure
caecerrted an@ who want to have our young people learn and Irow utr
aa4 come their way are doinl something about it and they' re doing it
at both the elementary level and the high school level.

In closing, I'd like to cite a 1966 quotation from Beatty Thomas. Fke
said that it appeared to him that the corner~tone of Soviet policy was
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to place the Americans on the moon so that the Soviets could tak»
control of the seas, and from what we' ve heard today, it appears that
that policy is still in effect. It relates to the inlIuence on young people.
I think that probably in our public schools today the ratio of young
men who want to go to the moon as compared to those who want to
become oceanographers or sailors is probably about ten to one. and
this is the kind of in Iuence that I'm speaking about.

Prior to thc return to our post-dinner brandy hour. w» have a
modest presentation to make, It's in the form of a poster of the Marine
Corps  Luughterj emblem which appeared on oui November covei
and which we think is very attractive,  JOY I':: Would you like rzze to
hold it?!  Lazzght»rj lf General Simmons will step lorward. we'd like
to present this to him.  Simmon's picture is past»d within the emb-
lem!.  l aughter!
SIMMONS: Oh, my goodness.  More laztgtztert  App/ause>
BOWLER: In recognition of the Institute's hundredth anniversary,
with the percentage of Marine Corps officer-members being higher
than that of our Naval officer members, we are proud to present this
personalized emblem to General Simmons.
SIMMONS: Thank you.  Applatzsej
REYNOLDS: Thank you, Bud,' we' re honored, You knov', until the
1850s Maine was. next to Massachusetts, the leading maritime state
in this nation, and I don't know but that unless Harv«rd or maybe
Yale pick up the ball again I sozC of mourn for the study of maritime
history. Maybe it will happen here if nowhere»is». I I 's our high honor
that we h«ve the Naval Institute people celcbr«ting their 10 !th an-
niversary here with us, and we' re quite pleased to honor you.

Tomorrow's festivities will commence «t 9:00 in Nutting Hall
which is thc Forestry building. It's probably the newest building on
campus and the most beautiful certainly � all the woods and so
forth � and we' ll bc running shuttles. Don't walk toniorrow.
please � it's beautiful weather; we ordered it � hut wait for us to pick
you up; between 8:30 and 9:00 we' ll run shuttles betv een the Univer-
sity Motor lnn <nd Nutting Hall, so until then I bid you «pleasant
evening and I hope that the quiet doesn't keep you awake.  App/ause!





The Russian Oceanic Threat � Real or Imagined' ?

Theodore Ropp, Moderator

ROPP: So our scenerio, Clark, calls first for a distribution of a series
of charts on which our most distinguished guests «re listed under
numbers 8 and 13; these are their playing numbers. This one is Sand
Professor MccGwire is listed as 13; the deep significance of this will
become apparent as the morning wears on,

REYNOLDS. 'May I, sir, introduce you? I'm sure everyone knows
you, Theodore Ropp of Duke University who I guess knows Profes-
sor Herrick from years back at the Naval War College and does not
know Professor MccGwire.

ROPP: We' ll know him better after we hear him perform,  I aughter!
Quite seriously, the subject this morning is, rather than "The Soviet
Naval Threat; Real or Imagined" or "Romance or Reality" or
"Realized or Unrealized", the subject is � I paraphrase Eugene
Windchy � the title of his book, you know, is Nobody Wanted War,
Mispereeptionin Ir'iet Nam and Other Wars. 'I'he subject is really not
the Soviet threat but various perceptions of the Soviet naval strategy.
And the reason why we have Professor Herrick's little chart of
Western perceptions of Soviet naval policy and the strategy over the
past five years is that this will give some focus to the discussion, not
necessarily of a mystery wrapped in an enigma, but a mystery
wrapped in an enigmatic pronouncement of' the Sovietologist. We
have two of the world's leading Soviet- naval!-cologists here, Dr.
Herrick and Professor MccG wire. Each of them will speak for 30 to as
many minutes as the chairman will allow, which will not be many
more than 30, and I think that Dr. MccGwire. that's Michael
MccGwirc, is going to speak first. We' ve changed the order here. Dr.
Herrick will be next, and then we' ll have a general discussion.

HERRICK: I was promised a minute's time to explain this chart
before Prof. MccGwire gets the stage. My day was absolutely made
riding down here when I innocently asked the man in the bus seat next
to me what was on the program today and if it promised to be any good,
and he looked at it and read it off, and he says, "WeII, it could be good
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if it's well prepared," My amusement v<as furtherheightened when I
found out that the man is Mr. Cuthbertson, travelling companion of
Prof. MccGwire.  Laughter!  MCCGWIRE: Brian knew that I got up
at 6:00 to prepare it.!  Laughter!  M<rre laughter as Reynolds rescu< s
M< cG<vire from his chair as it starts t<i col apse!. Hope we' re not in
for a let-down. This chart was prepared for a professorial seniinar that
Professor Brzezinski asked me for at Columbia; it was accompanied
by another chart that I did for a period fifteen years earlier, and the
interesting changes that over the fifteen years from all of the works
extant being in the upper top half of the spectrum of the chart. as you
see here. They are the people who believe that the Soviet Navy is a
very serious threat, that it will build attack aircraft carriers aiid that
they are trying for command of the sea, All the published v,ritings
fifteen years ago fell in that category. As you' ll see here on this chart.
number 5, Thomas Wolfe is the dividing line between those who
believe that the Soviets have an oA'ensive or command of the sea
strategy as opposed to those who believe, as Prof. MccGwire and 1
do, that it's a sea denial, or very loosely and perh <ps inadvisedly a
defensive navy. It's interesting, too, 1 think. that all the people below
the line either are in the academic fie Id or are independent journalists,
while the people above the line are associated with organizations <ir
institutions with the Establishment generally and have a vested in-
terest in portraying the Soviet Navy as a threat, f' or appropnations
purposes among other things, 1f all  he «lassified studies, 1 suppose,
were available to the public I would imagine that a lot of them would
fall in just right above Thomas Wolfe, number 5. although with man y
exceptions or at least with significant exceptions. but generally tend-
ing on the threat side certainly, It's also interesting that there has been
something of a consensus develop i<i the last fcvv years in the
academic community as to the nature of the Soviet Naval threai. and 1
think in that regard Prof. MccGwire and 1 will be a fair representation
in general but with some divergencies of the academic view. 1 think
that's all I need to say on that.

MCCGWIRE: I don't know why B<ib's put me down to nu<nber 13,
What is significant of unlucky ]3?

HFRRICK; I have a long list of things I didn't say here, but actually
all the people from Wolfe. number 5. down through l3 could be
compressed into one item in order to give this balance, Missing all the
classified studies, this spectrum has been misleadingly elongated <in
the lower end tremendously.
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Soviet Naval Developments

Michael MceGwire

I thought I'd start with this question of why there arc these di-
vergencies. There has grown up this tendency to speak of an offensive
and a defensive school of analysis. In fact. this is a great danger
because you say: "Right, there are some people who see it as a
defensive and others as offensive; obviously there is a range of
opinion,' and you punt therefore plump for i.he middle. There is the
"theater-tactical" level of assessment, in which you' re concentrating
on oar vulnerabilities. on worst-case assuinptions. and on what is
most dangerous to the West. You' re looking entirely at capabilities
and ignoring intentions. Now this is entirel> valid; this is the contin-
gency planning approach and must be used by such people. There is
also what I call the "politico-strategic" level of assessment in which
you are trying to do something quite different. which is to unravel the
main strands of Soviet policy, You end up looking for their
vulnerabilities; you' re looking for their requirements; you' re going
not just for their capabilities but their capabilities t'n tertns of their
requirements. Is there a surplus of capability over requirement? A
disposable surplus which could be used',>

And of course you are not just looking at intentions; you' re looking
at intentions and interests, And how are their interests served bv
doing different things? It is on the whole not very useful at that level,
to think entirely in terms of, "What hurts me helps them." That is not
at all self'-evident, and you can see what we' re gradually coming
around to realize, that the whole thing is not just a zero-sum game.
But I come back. Both of these things are necessary, borh of these
methods of assessment. and it reIIects the difference between con-

tingency planning and national policy formulation. At this conference
we' re essentially talking at the national policy level. But ir is vital to
keep this distinction in your mind and to realize that both are neces-
sary. What tend to happen is that the distinction gets blurred, and
people then take what is the worst-case-possible course of enemy
action and transpose it into being the enemy's intentions. And for no
other reason than that it is possible, and bec;iuse it's what' ll hurt us,
and it becomes what he is most likely to do. And thai 's where you run
in to trouble,
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You also have this very difTicult problem of the balance between
complacency and alarmism. That'» a difficult balance to strike,;ind
understandably, if you' re fighting for funds. you mill tend perhaps to
ptiint the threat a little bit redder and badder. But I would argue that in
terms of the West's national interest that the dangers of over-
alarmism are greater than those of complacency. And we certainly
have seen that demonstrated since t967, as we have given the Ru»-
sians diplomatic victory after victory, just by what we publish in the
West, I'm quite certain that they have a special xerox machine in
Moscow set apart to run off copies of certain publications that come
out of certain places in Washington, including Congress, which tliey
then give to their friends in the U.A.R. and places like that to show.
"Yes, we are a big navy, we are important, and look who says so � the
best, the most expert people in thi» Field."

Now I'm going to quickly talk to you about the Soviet viev,point,
You' ll notice that I do not ignore capahilitie» at all. In fact. I concen-
trate very strongly on capabilities, and the particular analytical «p-
proach I adopt is called "hardware analysis," to distinguish from
"software analysis" which is basicaHy analyzing what they»ay. But
the key thing about the threat equation which I'rn looking at is not the
kind of equation you are brought up to look at at the tactical-theater
level, where you are saying, "Capabilities vs. intentions � throw
away intentions because they can change at that level"  and they < an
change!. therefore you only worrv about his capabilities. In other
words, how many ships has he got, in that particular theater " .What
are his deployments on such and such a front? Instead, I'm looking at
the higher level, and I'm looking at capabilities and requirements, and
I'm concentrating very strongly on requirement». I'm also very in-
terested in the interests, What is it in their interest to do? What is their

interest in the use of the sea? And remember that naval strategv is
about one thing only, and that is about the use of the sea � either using
it for your own purposes or denying its use for other people's pur-
poses.

I also think that it is terribly important that whatever you do when
you' re discussing a narrow subject like thi» i» to put the whole thing
into context. To discuss naval strategy or military strategy of any kind
without putting it into the full context, both of the international
environinent and the internal domestic environment, mean» that
you' re going to run into serious trouble, I'd like to throw out some
points which will help to put it into context, and  'll also bring out
»ome of my conclusions, I invariably overrun, »o that it's rather
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useful to start off with the conclusions and at least you' ve got there,
even if you have to chop short your story around about 1872. when
you had meant tobe up to 1972 by then. Remember a few things which
will help get your mind into context about this Navy.

We were told yesterday, "The Bear had learnt to swim ',... In
1770, at the battle of Chesme, which was in the Mediterranean, the
Baltic fleet wiped out the Turks and in that way helped towards the
victory of the Third Russo-Turkish War. 'I'he Russians have nor
suddenly learnt about sea power. It is no  a divine revelation be-
stowed on Nelson and Mahan, of which the Anglo-Americans were
allowed to be the favored disciples. Sea power is applied common
sense, and when you can afford it, or when your relative priorities
allow you to acquire it, you do so; and on the whole the Russians have
done so. 1798, 1806, 1827, 1833 � all these times they were in the Med
using sea power in the classical way, They are aware of this. and they
talk about it. Remember that over the last two hundred years, they' ve
been the second or third largest navy in the world, and in several of
their battles they have shown themselves to be an ex tremely effective
one. In others, they' ve been absolutely disastrous, but this of course
is usually the result of neglect and other things like that, and they' re
not the only people who got themselves neglected We had a little
problem in the Medway; and I think the U.S.A. had a little pr oblem up
the Potomac at some stage.

There are also innovations: 1855 was the first time that explostve
shells were used in battle, and wooden-v alled ships were out of
fashion thereafter. It was the Russians who used the shells, 1877-78,
the ftrst Torpedo War, the mass innovative use of torpedos. They
were the first people to really develop mines. They were right in on
submarines from the word "go," They have always beeninnovators,
It is more than an accident ofhistory � the decision in 1954-Ss to apply
cruise missiles to surface ships is a hundred years after the first use of
shells in action in this way. On the other hand, they have been bad
administrators, bad maintainers. And this has been one of their big
problems, and I suspect it's still a problem today. And don't forget
they have this terrible geographical handicap of four separate fleet
areas. And whereas these four fleet areas ca«n<~r be reinforced  ex-
cept to a limited extent now, through the waterways during certain
periods of the year and only of certain size ships!, their potential
enemies have always been able to concentrate around the outside.
This means that if you have got this problem of people corning into
your home waters and arranging things against your interest, like the
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British and the French were continually doing throughout the 19th
century, you have three basic problems. and three basic solutions to
do about those fleet areas, One of them is that you can exclude the
potential enemy by grabbing the exits; the Turkish Straits, the Baltic
Straits, Tsushirna � things like that,

That, of course, is a preferred solution, and it is clear that it is a
solution they are prepared to apply if or when general war breaks nut
in the Baltic and the Black. And from about '57 onwards they cer-
tainly saw themselves as able to do it in the Black. The second
alternative is to deny those sea areas to other people, and this implies
using a lot of submarines and things like that. In order words. you
don't go for exclusion of command; you go for the denial. And the
third option is that traditional approach of establishing command of
the area. So they have three options, and in terms of their require-
ments you can look at it that way, Don'1 forget about relative facts,
Remember that if you' re faced by the Wehrmacht you' ll probably pay
more attention to your land defenses than you do to your sea de-
fenses. Remember where your threats may lie. The largest Soviet
fleet in 1937, they had the largest number of submarines in the Pacific,
because that's where the ready-made threat was. The 3apanese threat
in 1932 was massive in that area � that's v here they deployed; they
had over 67 submarines out there by that stage.

The question of land-vs,-sea must always be a problem for them,
because of this terrible habit people in Europe have had of ~alking
into Russia when they haven't got anything better to do  lwrrghtc r>
and so therefore you do have a sort of an ingrown worry about this
particular problem, and therefore the Navy is going to get lhe sticky
end at times, While still on the threat, let's notice the tremendous shift

in 1961 of the U.S. from land and airba»ed systems to seaba»ed
strategic delivery systems. Writing in '67 the Russians � Gorshkov
for example and others � said that at that »tage one-third of the We»r'»
strategic delivery capability was seaborne, and that by 1970 thi»
ssould rise to one-half.

Now let's look at the Eastern Mediterranean. No one think~ h

unreasonable that the Russians should show a posse»»ive interest in
the Barents Sea. But Moscow lies mid-v ay between the Eastern
Mediterranean and their Arctic water» And whereas between Mo»-

cow and the Mediterranean, the whole country thickens up your
industry and all the rest of it; north of Moscow it gets incredibly <lull
and dreary. And so therefore the Eastern Mcd is an area ot'»trategic
threat to them. Stretching it a bit, so is the Indian Ocean, 'I'he upper
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end of the Arabian Sea happens to be the best place in the world from
which to throw Poseidon if you want to cover both China and Russia
from one area. This is not a thing that has missed their attention.
particularly when from 1962 onwards the U.S. wa» negotiating to
install a Very Low Frequency communication» station at Northwesi
Cape in Australia. VLF has only one commendation: communication
with submerged submarines. And of course you' ve got the other
station at Asmara and negotiations for the Indian Ocean island de-
pendencies with the British from '63 onwards, ending up today with
the communication bases going in. So the Russians say, "Why are
they doing that?"

Look at it from their point of view, Look at comparative building
programs in the last twelve or thirteen years, lf you are a Rus»ian, you
ask. "Now, am I threatened from the sea?" It i» relevant that we in
the West have built two to three times as tnany»urface ships than they
have in numbers, if you look at each of the main categories. It's very
difficult of course to balance out ships. and the number s game is very
dangerous, and one shouldn't play it too much; but of course it' s
being played the whole time. So I'm going to throw some figures back
into that particular game. We have built two to three times as many in
each of the categories. If you take account of tonnage. combat capa-
bility and things like that, then the disparity between what the West
has built compared to the Soviet Bloc is more like three to four times.
In the West I include Japan, New Zealand and Au»tralia. but I
exclude Sweden, Spain and all the other countrie» who Russia could
really take account of as her potential enemie». I also cancel out thc
two Chinas and the two Koreas. But that i» quite a big building
difference. Until 1968 the West was building more nuclear sub-
marines per year, which is one of the reasons why the Russians are
now building about sixteen or seventeen a yc;ir. We, of course, are
building less, but the Poseidon program etTectively takes up the
equivalent of six boats a year, and the Poseidon i» a completely new
boat essentially in its capability. And finally when we' re talking;ibout
massive buildups remember that we built more»trike carrier~ be-
tween 1958 and 1970 than they build missile crui»er». Those arc no 
comparable, but to the extent you put anything into the same brackets
you put attack carriers and missile cruisers.

Switching slightly. let's remember merchant shipping, thai »orne-
thing like 9 Y/o of the world tonnage is in OFCD hands, i,e., the
West's; ae own the infrastructure of shipping which the Soviets
require to ship their own goods if they' re going to have any kinds of
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options. They managed to carry 57% of their own trade in 1970; they
may get up to 75% by 1980. But they' re not in a position to dominate
this particular field. And what is more. merchant shipping i» an
importanl hard currency earner for them; they need hard currency.
And when we get worried about their fishing fleet, we should re-
member that 20% of their protein intake comes from fish. Their hshing
fleet, I would argue, has more to do with their incompetence as
collective farmers than with any great overriding strategic plan.

Now, what are the conditioning factors which have made them
develop the way they have'? Let's l«ok at, quickly, the developments
in naval warfare. First of all what the Russians call nuclear missile
war � the peculiarities of it, The crucial thing about this is th» way» in
which devastating military force can be thrown at your homeland
from distant sea areas; and if your job is to defend the homeland
against attack from the sea you have a problem on your hands, I he
«ther thing about nuclear missile war is the very abrupt shift from
peace to war, which requires you to be permanently deployed. carry-
ing out what are essentially wartime tasks continually in peacetime:
what you might call the deterrent game. And there's a third la»tor
which is not so important in strategic terms, but it does affect how
they may do things; and that is that missiles can be thrown both ways.
Iwndbased systems can also be thrown against large naval formations
and various other things. As I have said, they ar» radical thinkers in
this field,

The second thing that's really new is  he nuclear submarine, v hich
as you know is a qualitatively new tnaritime weapon platform. It isn' t
just a souped-up submarine; it is a new weapon platform, This has
opened up all sorts of options both for tactical application and
strategic application which didn't »xist before. I'hey have thought a
lot about it, and they went into the nuclear submarine business way,
way back, Their decision was taken about '47 '48. They' ve been no
laggards in this field.

And the third thing is the question nf the crui»e missile. Nov, the
importance of the cruise missile is not so much the range from v hich
you can attack another chap, although of course it does have effect,
But the crucial thing is the effect on the size of hull: whereas in the old
day» you had to build your ship for the weapon»ystern it would hav»
to carry; and so, if you wanted a heuvv punch you therefore had to pu 
in a bloody great ship. and so there wasn't very much differen»e
between the kinds of ships you had. whether they were for di»tant
area or for close-in work, Nowadays you can build your hull» primar-
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ily in relation to the environment you' re going to operate in. If f' or
instance you' re going to operate in really close environments like the
Baltic and the Black Sea you can have reasonably small hulls. You
put these fantastic missiles on them, which give the picket boat the
punch of a battleship. This has implications in terms of the cost which
they incur in the allocation of shipbuilding resources � it puts a lesser
demand � but of course it does also reduce flexibility. lt mean s you' re
building rather more task-specific boats in that particular context.

This question of task-specific units is very important. You' ll see in
the period say 58 to '65, the ships were coming out then that were
highly 'task-specific'; in other words, they were designed and built to
do one particular job. This means that if the scenario changes �  it
always has changed, you know; they' ve been galloping the whole
time!, they' ve continually got ships that are not the right kind, size
and shape.

A quick switch from technology to doctiine, which is a condition-
ing factor. As far as they are concerned there is alw iys the possibility
of a world war. It is not the thing they wani: they do not seek it, they
wish to avoid it, Their overriding objective is to «void w <r. but the
possibility is always there. If it happens, world w'ir will he a fight to
the finish between two social systems. this is the way they see it, Now
if you see it that way you don't think about just having a deterrent,
and if it fails going horne; you think about going on io the end. So this
is one of the things you' re putting into your requirements; the capabil-
ity not only to deter nuclear war, but if it happens, to fight and win it,

Another thing I think you ought to be aware of is that ice tend io
think of continuity in theories. Clark, yesterday, was sort of giving us
a broad sweep of history, of sea power and things like that. I think
Gorshkov thinks like Clark does. I think some other people do. But
I'm not sure that the political leaders see it quite thai way. I think that
in the Soviet Union they have deliberately gone for discontinuities in
theory, 'I'hey don't allow the theory to run right the way through,
living largely on hindsight. They' re continually trying to reformulate.
I think this is important, It means that a lot of their thought processes
and terminologies. their concepts are different to ours, We' ve got to
be careful even when they use the same words like "balanced fleet"
and "command of the sea." What they mean is not what we mean or
think we mean by those terms, We have to bc even mare caret'ul when
we start using the strategic theoretical terms which have grown up on
deterrence theory and start applying those to Russia. There's very
little indication that they have gone thiough the same thought
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processes, this highly rarified academic-based theoretical structure of
deterrent theory, We must not assume that they think that way. It' s
rather like shark repellents. Did anybody tell the sharks? It's the saine
thing here. Do they see deterrent theory in the same way we do? I
think there's considerable doubt abo»t that.

When we look at their requireme»t» I think it is useful to look ~t
their requirements in two basic blocks. I he hrst one is what I would
call general warrelated tasks, in other words this prohlern of deterring
war and fighting it if it comes. The general war related tasks I would
say they bufld for; that is what their requirements come in for. Thc
second group of tasks are what one ~ n»ld call their protection of'state
interests. This is a thing that has grown up in the last eight, ten years,
and I'm not saying it hasn't existed before. hut this is the kind of thing
you can do in peace time. It does not mean that you may not use force,
but it i» a different body of requirements. One of' the argumeiits
probably going on at the moment is whether or not you should build
for that too. This is a crucial question: should you build for the
protection of state interests tasks".

A» a group basically made up of historians, you may be interested
in how we reach the conclusions we reach. The method l u»e i»
'requirements testing' and 'requirements forecasting.' In other
words, I try and work out what it is that they have needed or sho»id
need or could need and see whether or not it matches up v ith what
they build, do and have in the way of hardware. The first thing yoii've
got to do is to establish what they have done and then try and find out
~ hv they have done it. This seems blindingly obvious, Yo» want to
look at the composition and the characteristics of their fleet, the
operation. employment. deployment of their unit», the pattern of
warship building and their public pronouncements. Now, I know thi»
is obvious, but I say it because time and time again people do not take
atl these factors into account. They look at a»election ot' what
happens to suit them, and you' ll find particularly in academia that
there is a considerable amount of close analysis done of what they
s«y, without actually putting it into the framework of what they' ve
p>>r and so on. So you' ll get tremendou~ discussion of bureaucratic
politics, on the basis, say, of the Sakhalovski series, three editions of' a
hook called Srrnregy, a very official »ort of book which changed in
each edition slightly, You can argue that change comes t'rom
infighting within the bureaucracy. But if you pu  these changes
against the ships they acluafly had. yor>'ll hnd a number ot' changes
relate to the changes in capabilities, the changes either they actuafly
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had at the time of writing or the changes they could foresee at the time
of the writing. You' ve got to look at the whole picture.

One of the things which is the most important is this question of
shipbuilding. Shipbuilding is important because it represents substan-
tial allocation of national resources. lf you decide to build something,
a certain program, subinarines or anything like that, you are making a
decision at the very top level. This decision is going to be argued out
with all the other interests in the community who are competing with
you for scarce resources. Therefore it is not a light-hearted decision.
What is more important, you are abk quite often to date these
decisions. lr other words, you don't suddenly look surprised in 1962
when a Kynda comes off the stocks and say, 'my goodness. how
terrifying.' You go back to when the decision was made in '54 and
say, why did they make this decision' ?' And one of the thirigs you find
out is that 'vhen the first Kynda was commi»sioned, at the commis-
sioning ceiemony Khrushchev said to the people there, "super
ship � Aoating cofTin!" He was dead right. because the plan» had
changed bl then and the Kynda is a cancelled class. They were going
to build twelve, and they only built four. But we see Ay»da.s and we
exclaim, "What super shipbuilders!" Knowing which classes were
cancelled i:elps you to assess their capabilities. Twenty three of the
new classe» the Soviets projected in 194s � by that I mean a projected
20-year postwar rebuilding program � of those twenty three, fifteen of
them surface~and eight submarine, only five of the earlier surface
prograr s r'=e o schedule, By the middle fifties all programs had been
radically altered, and the replacement programs that came in didn' t
do all that much better. As l said, the Aynda was a cancelled «la»».
The Kresta class successor has been amended twice in its design to
meet changing requirements. The Mos~ oa, built for one task and
being used for another and instead of running to a full program wa»
chopped off at two units. The E-II class of rni»sile armed submarine
was very much an interim solution when they shifted resources from
strategic delivery to countering the carrier,

This question of deployment and eniployment is important. too,
You want to know both why they' ve got their ships and how the> re
using them. That's obvious. But it's al»o important where the> re
keeping them in the first place. Look at the deployment of their fleets
in the early fifties: Baltic and Black. big concentrations. They don t
start moving Up to the North until about '57 when I.hey shift the
concentrations. This is a clear reliection of where they»ee the thre;it.
Also. you want to know how many ship» they actually have out.
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When we' re toid about them dominating the India» Ocean. you
analyze in detail what they' ve got deplo>ed.  My analysis only goes
up to the end of '71!, You find out that they' ve managed to keep on
station, end to end for permanently deployed: one Knit in class de-
stroyer which had to stay out five months, was prob'ibly virtually
usele»» after the first one and a half months, plus one escort sub-
marine and a T-58 submarine rescue ship, an Alligator. There's fifty
million square miles of hogwash out there; you don't do much
dominating with that force Laughter!, particularly remembering that
the French keep five ships out there,;ind the Americ;ins have got
ships in the Persian Gulf. I'm not saying, 'ignore these things'; I'm
saying, get them into perspective', 'get your facts rigtit.'

The next thing, the most important thing we come onto s, "Why did
they do things?" And this is where you come into your r:quirenients
testing. I argue that you can start from the assumption thai the
security of the homeland is the core of anv country's national policy,
It is the irreducible core. Now, if you start from there. out on your
Kremlin planner's hat, go and sit at yiiur desk in the Ministry of
Defense in Moscow hke some of us have»at in other r.iinistries of

defense. either in Norfolk, Virginia oi in London, un< then st,irt
thinking the problem through in common sense terms aid you ui11
find that you come up with some fairly simple answers. You first of «11
look for what the other side has got. and you look at vot,r four Hect
areas and so forth and so on, I think it is generally agre 'ihit betv een
1945 and '65 the pattern of the Soviet Navy in a11 resp8'ot. '!e type of
ships they built, and the deployment. task-specific design or the ships
is such that it ran only be explained away in terms of a reaction to a
very se/f-evident threat, If you were sitting in the Kremiin. you»aw,
particularly if you were taking%en sii ei /,, about every second week
you had a map of Russia with Moscow in the middle and concentric
circles running out from it, with various base» around the edge. From
'64-'65 onward it gets more difficult. I don't deny that. It gets morc
difficiilt because the things that happened produced a situation v here
no longer can you say there can be only one an»wer to the evidence
you' ve got in front of you. But you still do have the past trend which is
relevant, and you do still have their hiiilding prograni». are they
reallocating resources from one type of building to another type of
building, and so forth.

The crucial element in under»tanding».hi is to get at their decision
periods. When was a certain policy deci»ion made'? I' ni not going to
go into a lot of caveats about bureaucratic politic~ and «11 this sort of
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thing. Let me just make some assertions. That essentially, in the case
of shipbuilding. you' ll probably find that they are making decisions
roughly eight to ten years ahead of ships coming out. 'Iake, for
example, the whole bunch of ships which started coming out in '62;
those you can date back to the '54 decision period.

For deployments of any extended nature, the decision period for
deployment probably goes back two years. I don't mean rushing out
to the Gulf of Tonkin because the Americans are ntining Hanoi; I
mean a proper deployment where you' re going to start getting some-
where, like the Indian Ocean where the first indicator was in '67 and
where the decision was probably made in '6s. and it had verv tittle ro
do with the British in '68 deciding to pull out of the Indian Ocean.

Statements quite often are two years ahead of the capability, When
they say they can spread death and destruction around in a certain
area, when you actually took at what they could do at that particular
time you' ll hnd they usually get the maximum value they can out of 'i
future capability. You see it for example in '56-'57 they' rc talking
about spreading death and destruction in submarines and then they
fall silent because the classes that came out in '5l-'5'P turned out to be
not very good, and there was sort of kind of a hush until '6"-'63. When

they started talking again; by then they'd retrofit te the H-class with
the improved missile system. Now that gives you some idea.

I' ve still got another seven minutes, so I'rn now going to give you
twenty-five years of Russian Naval history.  l.nu , htc r! Now derision
periods are terribly important in this sense: if we date the decision to
move forward � they have moved forward. wc know they' ve moved
forward, we' ve seen them move forward � when mits the decision
taken, post or pre-Cuba for example" .If it's post-Cuba you s;iy. "Ah,
there you are! They' ve learnt about sea power." And they will
therefore do thus and so and therefore they deploy in the Mediterra-
nean, If it's pre-Cuba it's quite different. You say, well why did they
do it?

I'm going to rafIIe through the decision periods as I see it very, very
short and sharp, but I can substantiate the statements I m making. As
I get into the present, one is getting more and more hypothetical and
guessy because you' re relying on what they say as opposed to what
they' ve done, and basic rule one is: don't believe what they say in a
vacuum, They very rarely lie, but you' ve got to put it up against a
concrete frame of reference � things like deployment patterns, ship-
building patterns and things like that; you' ve got to understand it,
Okay, '43- 4S. the end of the war, what was the main thre;it which
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faced them? Remembering that their Marxist progrio»is assumed that
we would have to attack them at some particular stage, and remember
that the Marxist prognosis had run very, very smoothly from 1917 to
1941: Britain had one million unemployed in 1940 after a year of war.
You know. the whole thing had run perfectly; everyone was expect-
ing a slump in the late forties, including the West. And of course when
you had your sluinp, then the capitali»ts would turn to attack. The
Soviets were faced by what they cali the "traditional maririme pov-
ers": they had a nice land frontier, four-hundred mile cushion be-
tween them and the shortest part of Europe. But they were
uncomfortably exposed on their maritime flanks. The Baltic flank
exposes lines of military communication» to their front line in the
West and the Black Sea is a grenade in their-gut. The last time we, the
West, had played around in the Black Sea was between 1918 and 1921
when we were trying to push back the Revolution. But of course
we' ve been in there continually; right through the 19th century, We
were always getting into the Black Sea and saying: "Oh, no! Do it mv
way." Basically, they weren't very happy with the situation! 'I he
Black Sea offers other advantages. If you can get in there by sea  and
we' ve just shown that in the West we could project continental scale
armies by sea!, you don't have that drearv tramp across that Western
Russian plain with all those river» in the way.  I~tughter! You go
straight up, and it is a very good way of reaching into the interior,
Right'? That was a real threat. I assert that, on the basis of their
shipbuilding patterns, but also on two quite separate sources who
were at the Frunze Naval Academy between 194847 where all their
»chemes were involved with anti-invasion, that the fact that to build
to meet this threat they intend to build twelve hundred submarines
made people think, naturally, that they are going to attack sea lines of
communication. Yes certainly, but at a later phase of the war. If there
is a war, they will redeploy their»ubmarines, but this was not their
origina intention. Set two hundred of those submarines aside for
strategic delivery because the Soviets saw submarines as a mean» of
»trategic delivery right from the very beginning. Then divide the
remaining submarines by four that's two hundred and fifty! and allow
for operational availability  drop it down to a hundred and tweiity
five!, then give yourself transit times and you find that that's none too
much, if you' ve got that particular situation, So they built that kind of
a flee t � ant i-in va sion.

1954 � Stalin has died; defense reviev: let's make friends and
in!1uence people inside our country hy switching to consumer goods,
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How can we do it? How can we stop these metal eaters, the Navy,
consuming all our stufF! By that stage submarine construction was
about to rise to a hundred boats a year: it was also running at
seventy-eight a year, and of course they were building cruisers and
things like that. So they gamble on the tong-range missile. Definitely a
gamble which in fact didn't work. The C,-tn-C. of thc Navy resigns on
this issue and they bring in Gorshkov to push it through. lt's not
Gorshkov's decision, but it's Gorshkov who's brought in to push it
through, One missile, a three-hundred mile missile, allows you to
control six hundred miles of sea; and the missile also carries a great
big lump at the end, which if it's nuclear will of course take out a
carrier, but even if it isn't nuclear, is an unpleasant thing to have hit a
carrier, It means that you can dispense with a large number of ships; tt
gives you the equivalent of tactical mobility. They gambled on mis-
siles, and by gambling on being able to operate within range of
shorebased air cover, diesel submarines and relatively small surface
ships can be your launch vehicles, plus of course the airplane; the
urplane was in fact the only one of the three that succeeded. This
neans you can release resources to the consumer, and what you see is
tat of our thirteen cruiser ways, seven are turned over to commercial
shipbuilding, and the other six have already been reallocated to
nclear submarine construction.

1957-58 � they thought things were fine. Then things went all sour.
beause the bloody Americans had technologically outilanked them;
he.. they were, sitting happily, thinking that they were going to
enhge the enemy as he came steaming in within range of shore based
airover and then the A3D goes to sea, which means that the carrier
can ow launch a strategic strike against Russia. Right in to Moscow.
The artier is now a national defense problem. Therefore they have
sudonly to do something about it. The surface ships they were
buildtg could not survive to launch their missiles. The J-class sub-
marin which they were building, just a diesel, would not be able to
get thre in time; sail a camer force from Norfolk, sail a J-class from
Kola Ilet, sail a carrier with a P.I.M, of sixteen knots, and the carrier
has lat ched its strike before the J-class gets within missile range,
And, ocourse, the KyndrJ just goes straight to the bottom because
there's four hundred mile range disadvantage under air attack.
Further ore, they found that the other types that they were building
were notoing to be able to cope with American defenses: this is the
strategic elivery task thing, So there's a complete shift in programs
at that st e to~major shift in '54, major shift in '57-'58. And in this
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last shift, nuclear propulsion goes from the strategic delivery mission
to defense against the carrier, and they go for an all submarine
solution, Khrushchev talks about that, as Bob tells in his book: an all
submarine solution.

By '61 � and this came after Khrushchev's defense review in
'60 � by '61 they' re not so happy about this, It's part I think of
Malinovsky's amendment to the Khrushchev thing: the new policy
comes in, which underlies the shift to lorward defense. They' ve been
drawn forward, They realized that it wasn't just the carrier, it was
also Polaris. Originally people thought Polaris was a limited threat
from the Arctic North. The Russians had been the first to enter the
field of submarine launched ballistic missiles; the initial programs
were authorized in the 1949�0 period. These classes were a great
failure, and 1 think they originally read the limited capabilities of their
H-Class SSBN into the Polaris program. and they were quite shat-
tered when they saw what the U.S. Navy actually achieved. They
then realized they had to get out and do something about this new
threat, and so you' ve got the shift to forward defense. From '61 then
was a big argument between the Navy and the politicaUmilitar
leadership, saying, "Look, we' ve got to have some more ships, som
more surface ships. We can't just get out there and be complete
exposed," And I think that battle was won about ' >3-'64 at whih
stage the leadership said, 'Okay, we' ll let you have the Kara clas. '
which is thc cruiser class now coming out. And at that stage I tink
they also authorized completion of two units of the tl2o>< ow progrm.
This was the original helicopter carrier program which had Len
designed for the anti-submarine role i n the Barents Sea. They reazed
that they would have to go for something larger, with a lgger
helicopter/aircraft capacity. The Mo.n o» had been put into abeyance
in 1961 while they worked out their requirements. So they comleted
two and then went for the Kie> class which is twice thi size,
 A pp au se i
ROPP; 1 think that � it's been suggested by one of our expes � +e
take a five minute rest and recuperation, to the break and tl' coffee
rnachine, Then we will hear Professor Herrick. �pplaase, J ermi»-
sion.!

ROPP; Let me make a couple of announcements. As son as our
second speaker lets his cigar go out, we have been asked t observe
the "no smoking" sign.  Laughter! A couple of people apparently do
have problems. The rather interesting thing about our h~t speaker
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was that he was able to make me completely forget not only that it was
nine o' clock in the morning but that it was Sunday morning and that it
was October,  Laughter.! It is now ten o' clock, approaching Colum-
bus Day, and we have Dr. Herrick to give Number 8's view of Soviet
naval strategy.





Soviet Naval Strategy

Robert W. Herrick

I have to correct Professor Ropp slightly. Like the bedraggled
mechanic I always wanted to be a professor, but as yet I'm not one;
I'm a professional analyst at the Center for Naval Analyses: a Ph.D. f
do have, I want to exploit being up here to show you this, which is a
book called Soviet Naval Develapmenrs. Cantexr and Capabiliry,
edited by your dynainic speaker, Professor MccGwire, who, as you
can imagine, has the initiative and energy to get a conference going
which is going to be a standing thing on Soviet navaJ developments,
held last year and will be held again next week fora week in Dalhousie
in Nova Scotia where Mike is a professor of military � can we say
� history?  ROPP: No!  Laughter! military strategy, and I commend
this to you as historians as undoubtedly the only work in the field that
really pulls together the serious efforts that people are making to
understand the Soviet Navy, not only in itself, but in its broader
foreign policy, military policy and economic affairs context. This is
published by Her Majesty's Stationery Office in paperback, but will
come out by Praeger shortly; it's already in galley. For $22.50,
perhaps some libraries will be able to afford it,   Laughter! But I really
do recommend it; it's chock full of worthwhile articles, Mike has sort
of used a huge seabed vacuum scoop in getting everybody who might
contribute anything to this field and ties up all their papers into this
one volume every year, and I presume that this will be a continuing
occurrence.

Admiral Hooper mentioned yesterday the need to avoid wishful
thinking on what the Soviets are up to, I subscribe to that, I feel that
they are a very definite challenge for the future, but I think as
MccGwire pointed out here in this book, and more at length in the
preface to this, it is important not to perceive the threat,' if it' s
misperceived, we build the wrong kinds of ships, we give them
gratuitous propaganda advantages which they can use, particularly
with the Third World countries. What I'm going to do this morning is
talk about Soviet naval strategy in general for a while and then its
application to the North Atlantic, and then a few generalizations on
what I think the future prospects are for the Soviet Navy.
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Mike has already referred to their geographic problem of having
four Iieet areas. He didn't stress an even greater problem for the
Russians today, and that is the fact that they have such limited access
to the open oceans. We learned in the 1970 Okean world-wide exer-
cises that the Soviets have a tactic which they call the 'break-out',
'This is a tactic of getting their submarines, not only their nuclear
missile submarines, but their attack submarines and the cruise missile
submarines, out into the open oceans through the various Iieet areas,
through the geographic restrictions that can be barriered by U.S. and
NATO naval forces. And it was interesting; the article by a Soviet
writer describing this break-out tactic mentioned the great skill and
even heroism that was required ol their officers to carry out this
tactic. I think we see here in the need for gi vi ng support, as they call it
sometimes, or "cornbat stability" io the submarine force with their
shore-based air forces since they have no fixed-wing carrier-based
aircraft, and with their surface ships we see one of the great rui.sutt
d' etre for having shore-based air and surface ships. This may sound
like an exaggeration, but I'm convinced that it's not much of onc at
least.

The Soviets have � it's quite clear in their literature � at least they
have had up until I966 two defensive concepts, one for ASW v hich is
a two-concentric-ring arrangement. logically enough, one just out to
the range of shore-based air. which shore-based air could give fairly
continuous or sustained operational coverage, perhaps a hundred and
fifty miles; it doesn't matter very much even if it were twice that
much, The fact is, it's limited to the range of shore-based air; I'm riot
talking about their Bears and Badgers Ilying down to Cuba, one-shot
affairs or flights that can't be sustained. So anyway. it's in the order of
a couple hundred miles. Then of course beyond the range of shore-
based air ASW has to be conducted largely by submarines with some
air support, but again very limited. largely submarine against sub-
marine, anti-submarine warfare, More interesting is their regular
defense arrangements, for again concentric zones. this time three of
them, They have what they call their "Pre-coastal Zone" which again
goes out to about a hundred and fifty miles, in which they can give
continuing coverage to their surface operations. It's very important;
of course you can't operate at sea in a combat situation if you don' t
have air support. If anything's been established thut certainly has
been by our experience in World War II. That's the pre-coastal zone.
They have what they interestingly call the "Remote Off-shore Zone'
which only goes out to three hundred miles. I think it's indicative that
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they use thi» word "remote"; it's a hangover from not too many years
ago when they were strictly coastal, And in this zone they can give
some coverage with air, not continuous; they can't use their motor
torpedo boats with missiles; they can't use their coastal artillery
which they have missilized and still give a lot of time and spend a lot of
money on. But they can use their destroyers, can use their sub-
marines, of course, and some air. And then beyond that is what they
call the "Open Sea Zone". In again using the word "sea" instead of
"ocean", I think is indicative of their earlier more limited defensive
concepts. Unfortunately, we didn't have a projector here; I'm pass-
ing around a transparency. a map of the Atlantic, on which I' ve
shown two things, one are these defense zones, concentric zones,
that l've shown and you can see how limited their coverage is corn-
pared to the expanse of the Atlantic. I suppose that one could say that
the "Remote Off-shore Zone", the intermediate zone, could roughly
include the Barents Sea, or rather the Norwegian Sea down to the
GIUK line, the Greenland-!celand-UK line.

The director of the Norwegian Foreign Policy institute recently
said that the Soviet intention is to expand their forces until they can
exercise command of the sea in the Norwegian Sea, I think he' s
probably absolutely right on that. They haven't got that far yet, but
they seem to be engaged in a constant, steady buildup. In 1966
Marshal Malinovsky in making his five-yearly report to the Party
Congress dealt with all the services in turn, and then at the end he
made a statement which could only have been calculated to attract
Western interest and perhaps encourage the folks at home to go to bed
and sleep peacefully. He said in effect that they felt much safer and
more secure now that they had completed their "Blue Belt of De-
fense." In Russian, for those of you who speak Russian, it's gnlovoy
poyas obnrnny, or, as I call it, the GPO for short. Vo one had ever
heard this term before he mentioned it in his speech, and it did lead to
a great fiurry of press speculation as to what it was. The Soviets had
just staged their first around-the-world underwater submerged sub-
marine trip � quite a few years after our Xautilus of course � just to
have something to show for the Congress, and so the speculation was
at first that this had to do with submarines alone, Then people stopped
and thought, well if they can stop and rest, if they can rest peacefully
and secure, it must be an anti-missile ballistic missile defense system.
I had occasion at the Center for Naval Analyses to study all the
background for this, and I have a professional paper of which I have
some copies here for any of you particularly interested, but it seems
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to me most likely that the "Blue Belt of Defense" was for protection,
a joint effort, not just by the Navy but by all the forces, the Army, the
Long Range Air Force, the PVO air defense against sea-borne missile
attack by either a Polaris-Poseiden or strike carriers. The last we
heard about this concept interestingly was in i970 when an East
German correspondent went to Moscow and was present at the Naval
Headquarters for the world-wide Okean exercises. He came back and
he wrote that the exercises have shown that the Blue Belt of Defense
is working,

I noticed with interest last night in reading the last part of Clark
Reynolds' forthcoming book Commartd of  he Sea that he made the
point that about by 1970both the United States and the Soviet Union
had realized that ABM's weren't going to be effective enough to do a
significant amount of damage limitation and the chances in effect fur
an ASW technological breakthrough that would make Polaris-
Poseidon or the Soviet Yankee-class vulnerable were very slim in-
deed, so that both sides came down to what basically amounts to
mutual deterrence and sort of gave up on the damage-limiting mis-
sion. Admiral Gorshkov in his serie», in the last of these articles that
he pubhshed in the Soviet journal naval Digest from February '72
through February of '73: in the last one he used an expression that
may have appeared once before � we' re still trying to check it out: it
may have appeared in l970 or '71, but he talked about "the Strategic
Counter Forces of Defense." In Russian again this is srratigicheskiy e
oily oborony or the SKO as I call it, to make it simple. it does appear
that this may be � at least it appears to me � this may be a concept that
they have come up with, realizing the hopelessness of doing a
significant amount of damage limitation with the Blue Belt concept,
that this SKO will supplement the GPO. A former Soviet naval
officer, who is in Washington as a consultant for DIA and who was
commander of a destroyer in the Baltic Fleet for four years before he
defected in '59 and who I' ve known since that time. tells me that he
doesn't think it's in the Russian mentality to give up completely, since
they' re so security conscious, almost an obsession, that they would
not give up completely on the Blue Belt and the chance to actually
have counter-force to try to sink our Polaris-Poseidon, if they can
ever get the ASW equipment that could do it and the techniques. But
he feels that the SKO is a supplement to that, at least for the time
being until they can do something more on the ASW. At which point
they could denounce the ABM treaty, under the international la~
theory that changed conditions can invalidate treaties. They' ve done
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this before and would then be in a better position than they are at
present. Now they have to 'grudgingly' rely on mutual assured de-
struction which they find a very unbearable situation in which they
are exposed to destruction and can't guarantee their own security.

Now I'd like to say a few words on these supposed or so-called
Soviet aircraft carriers that have been appearing. In reading Clark
Reynolds' paper I noticed that he talked about the medium aircraft
carriers that were coming out, and I rather take strong exception to
this, Unless I'm terribly mistaken, what we see here are helicopter
ships: the new Kiev class coming out is going to have some V/STOL
to give them their own combat air patrol. But they' re not going to be
attack carriers in any sense of the word that I can see. This is my
personal opinion; I' ve expressed it often. I have tried to consider the
question very carefully. They certainly couldn't stand up against a
strike carrier in any kind of combat, And interestingly enough there
was a report in the newspaper, saying that it was from official sources
in which a Soviet naval attache in some Far Eastern station told the
U.S. Naval attache with regard to this new Kiev class, as the press has
called it, that the Navy had wanted to build six or perhaps eight of
these, and the Party would only let them build two. Well, I was
particularly interested to hear this because it had occurred to me that
the pace of their development of carriers, rather than being rapid as
Clark said in his paper, strikes me as being extremely slow and
methodical, and I get the distinct impression that with the Moscow,
Leningrad and now with two more of this Kiev type, that they' re
building these for operational testing until or unless they get the
equipment that they need, the techniques they need to do something
effective in ASW.

And finally on the general part of Soviet naval strategy I'd like to
say something about Gorshkov's advocacy of a much larger navy
which is what I interpret his series of eleven articles to be. although
there's a debate raging on this, Professor MccGwi~~ ~d ~> ~e>< and
another analyst at the Center for NavaJ Analyses and also this former
Soviet naval officer all did independent analyses of the Gorshkov
papers, and our conclusions are not unanimous. Jamie McConnell, a
fine historian at the Center trained under Gerald T. Robinson at
Columbia, which will mean a lot to any of you who know about
Russian historians, feels very strongly that Gorshkov is announcing
changes that have already been approved, and we' re addressing
ourselves now to digging into this and trying to see if we can find any
e vidence to support or deny either of our cases here. But, at any rate,
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this series that appeared in Mnrrkai 5bi>rnik says in an editorial
preface that it's intended to develop a unity of views among officers as
to the fundamental principles of naval roles and missions under
different historical conditions. The entire series, not surprisingly
considering the author's profession and position a» commander-in-
chief, paints a glowing panorama of the vast potential of sea pov er for
the Soviet Union, He does this of course throughhistoiical analogies,
which are only disguised in pretty much the way we' ve come to know
the thin veneer they put on these thing»; they refer to Western power s
or other foreign powers in a way that one can tell that appliction to
their own situation is intended. At the end of the series he puts that
pretense aside and talks about the Soviet Navy itself.

I think to Mike and I, there's only one way to read this series � as
advocacy of a much larger navy. However, I still have an open mind
on this and want to try to put the series more into context before I
come up with my final opinion. The method I think might be interest-
ing. The way he does this is by arguing the superiority of the navy in
various circumstances, in the nuclear age � the invulnerability of the
SSBN: the fact as Engels said, it's the only way to project political
power in peacetime � at sea; and by arguing the navy's superiority
over other services in carrying out various missions. As in the. United
States and 1 guess England, the inter-»ervice rivalry over the budget is
carried out pretty much by seeing who gets v;hat missions, and then
once the Navy gets a mission assigned through theoretical arguments,
then of course the money is allocated for building the ships for that
mission. I had the idea, and I'm not at all disabused with it yet, that
one of the things at least that Gorshkov was doing in his seiies was
fighting a very strong and vigorous rear-guard action against some not
inconsequential factions in the military, particularly among the
marshals and in the Party too, perhaps only in the Central Committee,
but perhaps also in the Politburo who have been urging, judging from
phd ~ay Ctoi»ik~ reacts, that the navy, if one is even needed at all.
and there seems to be some question about lhat; if it can't be done
with strategic missiles that can hit carriers at »ea now. so they claim,
that at least they shou/dn't spend a» much money as they' ve been
spending lately, and they shouldn't be deployed so widely, that both
these are unnecessarily wasteful of money that presumably should be
spent on the strategic missile forces and the ground forces. Well.
that's enough for the general part of it,

Now just a very brief application to the North Atlantic; this is very
short and sweet. I think the Norwegian:ind North Seas constitute the
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areas of concentration in the Atlantic, as I indicated earlier, in which
they' re trying to expand. I think that's the thrust of their naval
strategy. It's certainly not one to build transatlantic amphibious
forces that can carry out the part of Soviet doctrine that Marshal
Sakhalovski's three editions of Military Strat~ gy in '62, '63, and '68
said that you can't win a war unless you c«n invade the land and
occupy it. We see no signs of them developing the forces that could go
across the Atlantic., and they' re still very much preoccupied with the
threat that our carriers and our Polaris-Poseidon pose to them. I think
on that chart that you have, I like Thomas Wolfe's position number 5
there very much. I think it's a logical position to take at this point of
time; he says. it's too early to tell what they' re going to do when they
figure they' ve taken care of their defensive needs. I heard him argue
this at a Brookings seminar on national security recently in which the
Navy representative gave the traditional threat picture, and then Tom
Wolfe got up and said, "But don't forget the possibility of historical
discontinuities."  Laughter! And it was a marvelous and very ap-
ropos comment and one I' ll never forget.

Now the Soviet perception of the threat from the North Atlantic: I
had an article here that is revealing. I' ll give you the reference if any of
you want to look it up; it's been translated in the Foreign Broadcast
Information Service, an article by a Soviet Colonel caHed the "Arctic
and NATO Plans." It appeared inS ovetskiy tr'ot'tt which tneans So> iet
soldier, number 13. of July '73, On pages 4t>47 it talks about the
far-Aung system of diverse military bases in the Arctic regions, strong
points on the Danish Island of Greenland, in Iceland, Northern
Canada, Alaska and the Aleutian Islands. It says. 'In recent years an
extremely dangerous element has entered into the system of mea-
sures being employed by the United States Naval command in con-
nection with mastering the Arctic waters. The fact of the rnatter is that
the American missile-carrying nuclear submarines ol'the 14th Squad-
ron are constantly carrying out patrols in the Norwegian sea and in
North-Eastern Atlantic Ocean." And it talks about American
missile-carrying submarines penetrating under the ice. about our
exercises and says within NATO particular importance is attached to
the naval bases located in northern Norway. We' ve seen in the Soviet
exercises scenarios in which they obviously were going to take our
bases in northern Norway to deny their use to us, But the pattern ol'
their exercises has been almost uniformly defensive. It would be hard
for anyone under any circumstances I think to interpret them as
anything else. The general scenario as they go down out through the
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GIUK line is: intercept our carrier task strike forces coming up to the
Norwegian sea, fight with them and eventually go hack to their home
waters and defend against an amphibious landing. It says here, "ln
recent years the NATO mobile forces have been carrying out large
scale exercises, the 'Express' series." You remember we' ve had
these "Strong Express" exercises in northern Norway, airlifting
ground forces, airborne units and tactical aviation elements in the
U,S.A., Canada and European countries into northern Norway, And
it says, "The rulers of the Pentagon are experiencing great difficulty
in carrying out their military preparations in the Arctic regions based
upon the false claim of a threat from the North," and so on.

I was going to say a few words on their ASW training in Cuba and
naval strategy, but that's peripheral; 111 just say a few words on
future prospects. I make the assumptions for my comments here that
there will be no ASW breakthrough; Admiral Martell told me that
having spent thirteen billions on it ourselves. that it's almost ruled out
that they' re going to come up with anything, altho»gh they' re proba-
bly still spending enormous amounts on ASW research and develop-
ment. And I also assume that Gorshkov will not have his way if I
interpret him correctly and that the Soviet party will not approve a
vast shipbuilding program to give him everything he needs to put
Aiev-class task forces all over the ocean wherever Polaris-Poseidon
can operate in order to do some effective damage limitation against
Polaris-Poseidon. Their economy certainly isn't in the shape to do
anything like that, But I see in the long term a further gradual increase
of Soviet capabilities tocornmand the Norwegian and North se is, the
Baltic approaches as part of a world-wide effort to gradually extend
the areas in which they can exercise positive command of the sca.
meaning they can use it for their own purposes such as ASW or
shipping, coastal shipping or so on, and outside of that, outside in the
open ocean zone, the third zone. just to try to deny us use of thc seas.
by use of their submarine warfare. 'l'hank you.  App ause!

Discussion

ROPP: I think the job of the ringmaster here is to attempt to surn-
rnarize the issues for discussio~ of two really excellent papers which
can be described as the difference between a geyser and a rather quiet
flowing brook Laughter! and,... As it shapes up though, from what
we heard yesterday morning and the comments and many references
to our host Professor Reynolds, it isn't really one ol' the lion-vers»s-
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Christian confrontations, but it reminds me really of the kinds of
things which people were talking about in my youth in the twenties
and thirties, or the blue water-versus-the continental school of British
strategy. One of the things which I asked both our experts last night,
and to which they gave very unsatisfactory replies, was the question
of why in this very interesting chart, from I to 13, the options for
future strategy or present strategy, were between control and denial.
Because. there was a third stage which one might call � and this is
relevant, I think, to Miss Joye's remarks, and some of the other
remarks at this conference � there is a third stage which one can call
territorialization of the sea or localization. This was again a concept
very much in evidence in the 1930s, particularly in the Italian and
German and Japanese navies, anil Xostro mare concept which as-
surned that there was a stage in which, not that the command of the
sea was in doubt but when it in fact happened that the Japanese had
local command for utilization let's say of a certain area, and we had
local command in a certain other area. I'd like to open our discussion
by asking whether or not the concept which they have under denial
there is not extended under Admiral Gorshkov to local utilization or
territorialization or whatever third phrase you gentlemen can agree
on yourselves. Or is this simply a concept of naval strategists in the
thirties which is no longer valid?HERRICK: As I replied I thought eminently satisfactorally to Profes-
sor Ropp last night  Laughter!, although Miss Joye arrived in the
middle of it; that may have distracted his attention.  ROPP; It dis-
tracted you, not me,!  Laughter!.  MCCGWIRE: My gracious! amid
laughter! This chart as labeled is the Western perception or misper-
ception of it, which is black and white, either-or, it's sea denial or sea
control. As I thought! brought out in my presentation the Soviets
have in effect a territorialization, a situation here with their zones of
defense concept, as I said right at the end, within it sea control,
withoutside only sea denial. Is that question rhetorical?  ROPP: Yes,
it is rhetorical.!
 Qttestion from the Poor!ROPP: Let me repeat the question for those who didn't hear it. To
what extent does the Soviet naval strategy have peacetime use in
showing Aags and that kind of thing?MCCGWIRE; Well, this matter of 'Prestige and Inliuence' is a thing
they mind about, but the prime question is. "What is the utility of
using naval power as an instrument of the policy in this particular
way?" I personally feel that this is one of the arguments that is going
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on inside Russia at the moment. I think that in '65, '66, when they
found themselves lumbered with having to build quite a loi of expen-
sive ships, at that stage they said, "All right let's maximize the
benefits we' re getting from it," and they adopted a slightly more
assertive policy which wasn't exactly showing the IIag, but it was
making the Americans know for example that the seas were not «n
extension of national territory, that the Soviets also had rights l here
But after '67 and the immoderate reaction of the West to the event»
during the Arab/Israeli War. you know. the fact that the Soviets
happened to have some ships in the Mediterranean at that particular
time � they started playing on this. and you see «big increase in the
political use of their ships. But of course, for various reasons. they did
get some use, There's the situatitin off West Africa called the Guinea
patrol. And they need to have access to base facilities in Syri«and
Egypt for instance. But I think that hy about '69, '70people may welf
have been saying, "ls this in fact making, more friends and bringing
more political benefits than costs'." It's not»elf-evident thaf old
fashioned gunboat diplomacy i» going to do good. because showing
the flag in the old days was very much related to your having a
colonial infrastructure ashore. You were io a large extent supporting
the representatives of the metropolitan power. That's being;i little bit
extreme. but I think that's the way it worked to a great extent.
 Question frotn the Poor,!
MCCGWIRE: Assuming that war»hips make friend», You h;ive mer-
chant ships who can also go in, who have smartly uniformed sailors
who do not get drunk ashore either. lf you can put «warship in there
for a cocktail party or a children's party. you can also put it in to beat
the hell out of them at a later date. They certainly do make
flag-showing visits. But to take the Indian Ocean, if you look at the
pattern of their visits there, initially in 1968/69 they went e verywhere,
and they looked in at something like fifteen different places in the first
year, but then look at the last twelve months. All their visits are
concentated in the Somalia/Aden area. In other words an area in
which they wish to build up their capabilities in a certain way; their
deployments are usually more specific, 1 think. 1 don't deny showing
the flag, but the question is: fs it of suScient importance to warrant
allocating resources to build ships in order to be able to do it".
H ERRICK: First, I think you perhaps have an exaggerated opinion of
how much these states are divided be tween pro-Russian and Chinese,
I think they' re pro-nationalists largely and are looking after their own
interests, and either side aren't going to get any great foothold»,
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particularly since the Egyptian fiasco. It's interesting I think that in
the Department of Defense and the International Security Affairs
Section there s a professor named Timberlake who is looking very
closely now at the diminishing utility of repeated ship visits to foreign
ports.

 Brief kiss of rranicript due Io tape change here. i
REYNOLDS: Commander Herrick and I have to clear up some odds
and ends because I don't want it to appear that l disagree with him.
Hell, my chapter is based on his fine book, Soii~ r iVava Srraregv of
1968 � which we want to plug also. On this question Prot'essor Ropp
raises about localization or territorialization � l think you two are
talking about the same things, but maybe in different languages.
ROPP: Yes, l just wanted to bring that out. I think in a sense that
you' ve explained a very logical and consistent policy of territorializa-
tion and use up to a point; in other words, the zone-force concept
beyond that denial....

REYNOLDS: But the zone-force only within the geographic seas
contiguous to actual Soviet territory which I think also means teni-
torialization. Because your allusion to what I' ve said in my manu-
script about the medium camer Kiev � I meant medium-size, to me, a
45;000-ton cartier, which is what the original Mid» ai class was some
thirty years ago. Hut l think that carriers in fact alt work beyond these
territorial zones of inHuence, or whatever you want to call it, hut real
carriers are just beyond the defensive stance of the Soviet naval
strategy. So I have to clear up my prose before l go to press.

HERRICK: I think it's tremendously misleading to even use the term
aircraft carrier with regard to these things. I wish we'd iise the term
LPH-landing platform helicopters � as we do in the U. S. Navy � iind
avoid all the confusion and connotations that airer;dt cariiers have of
projecting power ashore.
 Q»esrio>i arid < otnrr>er>r frr>m Hooper.!
ROPP: Let me remind you � I don't want to get into the position of
defending our panel who need no defenders, but I think that both our
speakers made clearthat thischart was not intended really to be a....
It's a summary in a way of the recently published materi'ils, or about
to be published unclassified materials. I think Dr. Heriick did state for
the record that if one were to use the classified materials that then
there would he a much heavier.... the line would actually fall about
in the middle and while it may perhaps show a difference in approach
between the assessment community on the academic side and on the
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military side, at the same time, the b;ilance would be better; I think
Professor MccGwire made that clear. Professor MccGwire also say»,
"I want to add something on the territorial sea concept." Now you
can perhaps answer both of these questions.
MCCGWIRE: Yes, To pick up vour question first, I think that if' you
are given thirty minutes to describ» something as big as this, and you
are aware of certain types of attitudes which have already been
expressed in this group, as for example yesterday � and you know the
group has got certain general feelings or prejudices � then you' re
obviously going to concentrate on saying, "But have yoii looked at it
this way7" Now what I have said»o far i» not my final balanced
answer. Remember, I had to break off at 1961. I didn' t. for instance,
have time to describe to you how I perceive their contemporary
requirements, how I perceived what happened after '65 and so forth. I
did try and show certain of the constraur ts. cert dn of the sl resscs they
work with. I absolutely agree: iine's got to be terribly ciirefiit about
going too far one way; it's a very. very carefully balanced thing, Both
Bob and I are on record to this effect time and again, except people
just ignore that part of what v e write and take the bit» that they
happen to want to argue again»t. We' ve alway» said, whatever else
you can say about the Soviet navy. it'» a most uncomfortable thing to
have around; it has operated against orrr interests time md time ig«in,
However, the point we wanted to get out wa» that whereas in the
West we have a tendency to think that naval force is inherently useful
and must have payotTs, I'm suggesting that in Russi;i there is a hig
argument about this. And although they have been using naval powei
since '67 r'ncreasingly, I still think there's been a debate about this,
I'm certain there are some people who think;ihsolutely that it'» lhe
best thing since cooked Sunday dinners. But there are other people
who are saying that this is not the best w ry ro do things.

To go back to the territorial »ea. I w".rs merely going to pick up thr»
thing that you had, 'I'hey have got thi» concept, as you know proba-
bly, of closed seas and territori rlseas; in 1922 they tried to make the
Baltic into a closed sea, which would, in other words, only belong t«
the chaps around the edge � thi» is rrfurr t.'lairs rrrrr, a well-know n leg il
device. They'd like to see the Balck Sca that way. The> woiikl;rl»ii
like, I think in a way, to see the Mediterranean made that, lf! oli chirr I
push everybody el»e away. it'i hetter to have a neutral zone than tii
have somebody else operating in rt. 1 his is p.rrticularly so il' you rrc
not going tn find it very e<isy t«dominate such ~aters, H;ive;i look 'it
what  hey've gone for. They' ve persistently g«nc for the Baltic to be ii
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closed sea. The Black sea, they just treat as a closed sea, sort of a
natural assumption. The Mediterranean � they have applied for it to
be a non-nuclear zone; also the Indian Ocean they' ve applied to be a
non-nuclear zone. In other words they want to push out their
maritime frontiers, but they' ll accept neutralization as opposed to
actually owning it.

 Inaudible comment and question from the audient e.!
HERRICK: It's probably true as you suggested thai it would have
been appropriate for me to have had some statement of Soviet grand
strategy at the foreign policy-making level. Perhaps belatedly I can
just mention that Marshall Shulinan has pointed out very well in his
latest article in Foreign Affairs that it is one of a long-term policy of
containment in the sense that we generally use containment and I
think implicit in what I said is the fact that their strategy for now is
defensive and sea denial. You recall that I did s ta te that I like 'I'homas
Wolfe's position best, and if you look at the chart if you have one,
Wolfe took the position that their strategy now is one of sea denial,
that it's not yet clear what their long term naval policy aims wiII be,
and it's not to be excluded that they will build strike carriers. That is
the concensus I think of the academic community.

1VICCGWIRE: The other thing you say you think they' re going to
build. We' ll say we just don't know, But on the evidence available to
us at this moment of buiMing programs, in other words the evidence
which throws you ten years ahead, they are not building up a large
navy of the type you think: they have not reallocated shipyards from
merchant ship construction to warship construction. The big increase
in shipyard capacity has been merchant shipping, They' ve only built
one new warship yard, If we see this shift from merchant to warship,
then, sure. we know they' re building up their Navy, But they' ve first
got to provide the capability in order to do the things you say they
want to do. We all accept that the Russians have the goals, which you
are saying is an adversary relationship, trying to change the balance
of advantage in their favor. But the question is. "Which instruments
do they see useful?" That's what the argument's about.
HERRICK: I think it's true, that as far as doing what we hope to do to
spread what we' ve learned from our studies on what Soviet naval
strategy is, that we were somewhat constrained hy the topic. "the
North Atlantic Strategic Pivot." I think that's the reason, Admiral.
that we didn't talk much about the peacetime uses of it; it's hard to fit
that into the strategic pivot picture,
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HOOPER: When I was talking of politic;it goals, it was that navies
don't exist just as ends in themselve»..fii»t talking about defensive
aspects is not adequate. I admitted that they do want to defend their
homeland. But I raise questions as to their other political goals  hat
they are trying to achieve, including aggressive goals. And 1 would
agree that if they can achieve them � and the great gains in Southeast
Asia forinstance were actually made at the conference table- � if they
can achieve things without fighting. this is good
HERRICK: My real field is not the Soviet Navv: it's Soviet foreign
policy, and I do feel that the Soviets are hrmly committed to this
peaceful coexistence long-term policy and that it'» inconceivable to
me that they are going to get involved in military confrontations v ith
us in the coming years. As to the point on using containment here. l
think that's a particularly good one, You notice I u»e as naval »trategy
that of sea denial and then there's the long term naval polic> goal of
containment. I had used "defensive" strategy in my book.,4rrie 
,'Vavul Stra egy, but my friend Nicholas Shadrin, the Soviet naval
officer, after some discussion per»uaded me that since their cia»»i-
cally defensive strategy involves "active" tactical operations that the
term containment would be better. lt i» reallv sort of a reverse
containment in the sense we' re used to u»ing it but for the lack of a
better one there it is. As far as there heing no one here to represent the
sea-supremacy!command-of-the-sea-viewpoint, I'm reminded of a
story I heard about my invitation to addre»s Prof, Brzezinski's semi-
nar. He was approached by Professor Smolansky of Lehigh, who wa»
there at Columbia working for a year. that I  night bc someone to bring
up to talk. and Brzezinski's reply wa», "I don't want to hear the Navy
line," and Smolansky assured him he wouldn't get that, so he let me
come, I think everybody knows what the threat picture is: v e' ve read
it for twenty years now, and this conf'erence was an effort to bring out
the other side of the picture.

 Ques ion frr>nr Wes j
HERRICK: I would say this is part of the overall struggle for the
infiuence in the Third World rather than any efforts to get n:iv;il
bases � to me that's quite clear as a niatter of fact.
 Speal er from  he arrdience rrgairr, r
 Crrmmen  frrrm Wes ,!

R !PP: Dare I turn Professor MccGwire loose?  l,rrrrgh er, 
MCCGWIRE: No. no, let him finish first. I'm going to wipe him out in
one burst.
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 Qttestiotr from West,!
ROPP: As I say, I'm unleashing Professor MccGv ire, I v ill not be
responsible for this,  Laughter.!
MCCGWIRE: lt may help if I do answer your question more
specifically in a broader way. First of all, what are the Soviet missions
and tasks? Take as your initial assumption that their main mission.
which they had way, way back and always had. was "defense of the
homeland against attack from seaborne directions," You' ll find that
by 1970 they'd gotten themselves five tasks under this basic mission...
 Incidentally, people who think this buildup since '45 is something
new � that was the fourth twenty-year building program in the previ-
ous sixty-five years; it wasn't anything particularly new. l"hey just
always ran into bad luck with the previous ones, like wars or some
such thing.! There are five tasks: the two traditional ones, hy now the
two least important ones, are 'To establish command of the fleet
areas,' Baltic, Black � specifically, that's one. The second one is "I'o
provide flank support for the Army' � and in particular to grab the
exits. Then the three new tasks, 'To deploy your own strategic
delivery capability,' Now that one was picked up in about '47 when
they started building submarines as a strategic delivery vehicle; ini-
tially using the submarine torpedo as a delivery system, then going to
missiles, then going to nuclear submarines. And then we have the two
countering tasks � and this is what I think this phrase of 'The
Strategic Counterforce of Defense' means long before we ever got
this Russian term; we coined the expression, 'posing a permanent
counter' � where first of all you have got to counter the carriers and
second of'all you' ve got to counter Polaris. So in other words there
are five tasks: counter the carriers and counter Polaris which
Sakhalovski says are rated priority one; strategic delivery, v hich is a
separate task, but comes under this basic Strategic Rocket Force
task; and then the two local fleet area ones, Now. w ithin your existing
capacity, do you then build for other tasks, the peacetime ones, as
well?

Now to your specific questions. Your first question was; why did
they build so many submarines'? Well, they started off to build 1200.
although in fact they stopped at about 560, Roughly 200 of those 12$t
were strategic delivery units for interdiction, etc.'. they v ere in fact
going to build 180 � that's the sort of number you require io maintain
sufficient submarines on station off the American coastline, the>
would have had to have something like 180 to keep about 20 on
station. Surprising?  WEST: It doesn't surprise me, but it's noi
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realistic. It's patently not realistic: we claim to be able to do the job in
41 Polaris or with ten more Tridents,! I'm sorry, we are talking about
f945 diesel submarines and torpedoe». Okay, this is the kind of thing.
Everyone is so fancy nowadays; now. unless you can fire sixteen
missiles from under forty feet of ice and spread death and destruction
over a whole country, it isn't a deterrent.  l.arrghter! If you can put
two torpedoes with a nuclear warhead into Chesapeake Bay, that is
extremely unpleasant, and when you have no other option, when
you' re faced by an atomic monopoly in 1945, you surely look for ways
out; and they traditionally have. And as you said...  WEST: That's a
way out, that's a cheap way out. Go ahead.! Okay, as I argued, those
W's and R Class, the medium type submarines, were for area defense:
you say submarines are not defensive. In fact, in the First World War.
that was the way the British saw them, trapping barriers outside
Heligoland Bight and things like that.  WEST comment.! Obviously,
in a tactical sense they have to fire something finally, but they can be
used strategically in a defensive mode or in an attacking mode,
depending on how you deploy them, If they care to scatter them
around their fleet areas, in closely patterned patrol areas, they pro-
vide a very effective form of area defense bases.

I think that they had to have bases because if you are threatened
from the Eastern Mediterranean, for example, by the carriers and by
the Polaris, you then have the problem of tryrng to counter that threat.
You know that they went into Albania in '58 and they had a submarine
base there. They lost it in '61, when the Albanians swiped four of the
submarines. and, you know, the Soviets just got the others away in
time. The initial basing there was to allow them to deploy interposi-
tion forces on this side of the Dardanelles, so that at the outbreak ol'
war they would be able to seize the Dardanelles and prevent rein-
forcements coming in. Now, having lost the Albanian base in '61,
they still had the problem of the strategic threat from the Eastern
Mediterranean; they were unable to keep their ships on station
throughout the year. Look at the buildup in deployment, '65. '66, '67:
the most striking thing about '67 is the doubling of deployment as
soon as they get access to Alexandria and Port Said. They need bases.
A Western official in Moscow who was seeing Sergeev, who is the
Chief of Staff of the Navy, sometime this summer asked him, 'What i»
your biggest problem' and he said, 'Bases.' How the hell do you keep
these ships out there'? Anybody in the Navy, operationally. knows
this problem of bases. It really is a»eriou» problem.
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Choke points. Yes, the Gibraltar Straits, that is a choke point, and
certainly in I962 one of the shifts you see in the allocation of aid was
from Indonesia  where it was a kind of 'let's stir up trouble by creating
threats in other areas'! back to the Mediterranean � both ends. Of
course they have an interest in cutting off reinforcements into the
mediterranean. But then you come down to the Red Sea and you say
'There's another choke point,' Geographically true, but how relevant
in other ways'? If you want to stop the oil flowing from the Persian
Gulf, the simplest way to stop it.... Put it this way. one way that is
not a good idea is to go around sinking super tankers because on top of
everything else you bring the pollution lobby down on your back.
 Laaghterj The simplest way to stop oil flowing from that area, which
they are directly adjacent to, is to pay everybody a year's income to
turn those taps off, just like that! You say, I will pay you a year, just
don't keep that stuff flowing. If you want to sink ships, if you' re so
stupid as ro decide this is the way to do it, the place you sink them is
somewhere around the Western Approaches to Europe. Somewhere
off the Azores. You don't send ships to the farther most limit of the
earth to attack them in just about the stupidest place you can find.
where it's very, very difficult to maintain them there. You put them in
somewhere where your transit times are lower,
ROPP: Now there's one question, he's going to make a comment, and
then you' ve been asking your question from the beginning, You make
the comment.
HERRICK: One ot' the most revealing passages in the whole Gorsh-
kov series was a statement in which Gorshknv v ith absolutely unpre-
cedented frankness said that faced with the threat of Polaris-poseidon
primarily but also the carrier strike threat, 'v'e sat down and tried to
find a way out' � he used the expression 'a way out', and I' ve seen
that before in their literature in similar circumstances. This was just
so unexpected that he would be so frank in this, and he said. 'and we
came up with the Strategic Counterforces nf Defense.' So it's clear
that they' re using the word counterforce in the Russian sense, the
physics sense of an equal and counter reaction, It's not counterforce
in the sense of Blue Belt which is true counterforce that goes out and
tries to sink out carriers and Poseidon: it's a countervailing or offset-
ting force. I wanted to correct Mike because he insisted on interpret-
ing the Strategic Counterforces Defense as being the Blue Belt, and
these terms shouldn't be confused that way.
MCCGWIRE: I' ve never touched Blue Belt.

ROPP: This gentleman has had a question for an hour.
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 Q!uestion from the audience.!
H ERRICK: Let me answer that. instead of Mike, at least start with it.
I think you have a very good point there. I think the difTerence
between whether they have temporary base facilities or permanent
bases is largely semantical. 1 think you could have very effectively
cited the precedence of the Soviet presence in Albania with their
submarines up to '61 to support this scenaiio that you' re positing for
iising Sri Lanka  Ceylon!. I wouldn't exclude that at all.

MCCGWI RE: But, you see, vou say that they have a record for using
force. Because I'd heard this so often; one of the papers we asked
somebody to write for our seininai, we asked them to look into  he
record of the Soviets using force since I917. You can get this paper.
It's being published by Royal United Services Institute, in London,
which is not a known pacifist organization, In this particular study by
Ken Booth he comes up with an absolutely emphatic conclusion that
the Soviets do not have a record of using torce as an instrument of
policy in this way. tComment from the «udien<.e. j  !kay, right, if you
accept that you' re not going on historical precedence and therefore
the worst case is going to come up, that's a perfectly valid point of
view, However, I think that means that you' ve got to discount a vast
body of analysis of present actions, activities, behavior and so forth
and so on, which points the other way; and you' ve got to als<> say to
yourself, what do I do by putting  hat assumption into my policy
formulation'? Am I going to lose more hy assuming that they' re
aggressive � in other words, worst case assumptions � than I could
gain the other way around'? So far, lhey have used force. or it seems
that they perceive force, as a useful instrument to prevent us from
preventing change. Does that makes sense" .We have traditionally
used f'orce to stop the revolution happening. Now. I think that they
definitely perceive force as a useful instrument, and this is certainly
one that Gorshkov is arguing for, as a means of interposition, ro keep
us out of the way. But to turn to your bases in Ceylon. First of all. I
don't knov about a base in Ceylon, You say they are building one, or
they will build one, eh'?  C<nnrn< nt fr<>m the f/<><>rj Welk all my
background is that they' re not going to be allowed t<i buikd any kind <>f
naval base there. But meanwhile a base is a base is a base. Mcrs-el-
kebir was built by the French, but it doesn't do them much good now,
Who builds the base isn't that impoitant. I still think that if vou were
the First Sea Lord of the Russian N;ivy. you wouldn'I really like to
put a very large submarine force right down there which is tcrrihly
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difficult to support, to get at, when there's so many other ways of'
stopping the oil.
 Comment from Stokesbury.!
ROPP: Could I throw out just one thing which worried me before we
came up, to which these gentlemen may have a practical answer".
Taking the people at the top part of the spectrum. who are not here,
who for budgetary purposes, as we' ve just seen, have been rattling
their chains at every opportunity to assault the general taxpayer, in a
period when after thirty years or so there has been an erosion of the
threat and of the reaction to this threat mentality. If this annual rain
dance now has about as much effect as my attempt to get the football
team to come to class, how does this affect the added fact that the
threat is not one that we can do much about'? How does one get to the
public after thirty years of this, let's say, massive miscalculation? Or
of alleged massive miscalculations'? The point of cnntainrnent is to
produce non-events. After thirty years of the non-events for which
we must allege that they have motives to dn so and so, terribly evil
things, how does one then face the great practical problem for the
school which wishes to emphasize this Soviet threat, of getting the
public to react to it with cash, rather than a tired sort of yawn. This i»
the present tendency to react, and I think thi» i» the problem for al!
naval policy maker» right now. We' ve heard a great deal about these
threats which have not, as Professor Stoke»bury alleged. always
materialized. The motives for these we are in no position to judge
because we do not have Soviet document», In effect, what effect
would the kind of discussion we' ve been having this morning have on
the general public other than to say here's a bunch of Sovieto!ogist»
arguing in a very interesting fashion for passing Sunday morn ing. But
what next?

MCCGWIRI.:: I think this is absolutely fundamental and why we
really set up this Soviet naval studies group. What happened. in say
'68, '69, was that what I will call the 'naval lobby' I'or short started
getting very worried about the rundown of the U.S. Navy. Quite
rightly so,and I was absolutely in agreement with theiraims. But their
approach was based on the assumptions that all politicians are stupid
and that the latter can only see a threat if it's wrapped in a large red
flag with hammers. and sickles all over it. This naval lobby' produced
papers which were so extreme that the other people who were not
really concerned with the threat qua threat, but were conceimed with
"less money on defense, more money for welfare" type arguments,
then, could easily shoot down this kind nf claim; only recently,
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starting last year, has the level of debate risen. l think that the paper
that Admiral Zumwalt sent to Proxmire in June last year was one of
the important ones, But by then a lot of his credibility had been
destroyed, because originally he'd been supporting these extreme
statements. When the debate came back to a more sophisticated
middle ground, it was difficult for people to believe. I would argue
that the first thing you' ve got to do is to get the Soviet threat in a
perspective, Only then can the argument shift away from the Soviets
and ask, "What does this mean for us?" and so forth � things like
that. In other words, at that stage we can get away from talking about
the Russians, and talk about naval power as an instrument of U,S.
policy. Does that make sense?
HERRICK: This former Soviet naval ofhcer, Nicholas Shadrin.
makes the point that it's weil known in Soviet Naval circles that
Adiniral Gorshkov through his wartime association with Brezhnev
has free entree to him anytime that he wants to go Lip and talk about
major policy decisions. This, plus the fact that Gorshkov has been in
his present tenure now for going on two decades, certainly shows that
he's in a strong position, perhaps analogous to that of J. Edgar
Hoover before he left the FBI. However, I wouldn't think that

Brezhnev, a man beset with tremendous internal problems, particu-
larly agriculture and the stagnation of industry and the backwardness
of technology, is automatically on a friendship basis going to shape
Soviet national policy along the lines of building up a Navy equal to
ours. Now you recall President Nixon has subscribed officially and in
writing to the ardently-desired Soviet principle of equal security, and
in the first two SALT talks we see it corning in the nuclear field. The
Soviet writers in the Institute of the U.S,A, which has gotten a fairly
rational understanding of U.S. policies now, although they decorate it
with all the usual anti-imperia/ist phraseology, have in recent articles.
since Septeinber and October last year, first called for parity in
conventional naval forces, and then they' ve called for mutual force
withdrawal of forward deployments to home waters. I think there' s
the thrust of their policy. I think when the time comes that they can
get agreement on the limitation of aircraft carriers, if it's a low
limitation, if it's not too expensive, I think they might build them just
to reach parity in that field.
 Qttestion from Joye,!
HERRICK: That's theoretically possible certainly. l would just say
again that I see the long-term thrust as one of peaceful co-existence,
one in which there's a feeling that because of the mutual destruction,
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mutual deterrence aspect, that the wartime uses of military forces,
conventional forces have been seriously degraded, A recent Ameri-
can assistant naval attache in Moscow named Steve Kime wrote a

fascinating doctoral dissertation at Harvard on the Soviet Navy. It
gives what 1 consider a brilliant theoretical construct, a model that we
can use to test our hypotheses. The idea is simply that the Soviets
have built against both ends, extreme ends, of the spectrum for
deterrence in war fighting or for peacetime presence, but in the whole
area of conventional war they' ve done almost nothing, He may be
wrong on this, but it's something we' re going to give a lot of thought to
in the future.

 Question fram the audience.!
ROPP: The question is � I think we' ve still got some time � what
purpose is there to the Soviet Marines?
MCCGWIRE: They' ve always had this thing called the Naval Infan-
try. They did a tremendous job spearheading assaults during the war.
After the war they were allowed to fall into disuse, and the Soviets
started just taking up battalions or regiments from the Army. You will
see one of the crucial indicators of amphibious capability in the
landing craft programs; the landing ship programs are a straight line
projection from '54 onwards. There aren't any radical changes in the
number of landing ships they' ve had. The fact that in '63 we all
became very much aware of the Naval Infantry resulted from two
things 1 think: one was to do with the change in the Warsaw Pact,
where they were in fact putting more emphasis on the individual
Warsaw Pact countries defending themselves, meanwhile providing
yourself with a rapid reinforcement capability which they bumped up
in a very big way, both air and sea reinforcement; the other thing
� and this they' ve written about � is the problem that they' ve found,
that you' ve pulled these soldiers in, a motorized rille regiment, but as
your daily rate of advance increased up to a hundred kilometers a day,
you found your amphibious hooks had to go so far that alt the soldiers
got sick and you then rediscovered that you have to have specialized
troops for such operations. So what they did was, they took a certain
number of regiments of these chaps and said. 'Right. your're now
Naval Infantry, lucky you,'  Laughter! and because these poor bloody
pongos didn't see it that way, they had to have their morale boosted in
the open press. So you' ve seen a gradual build-up from say 8000 men
to 15,000 men, divided up between four fieet areas. Have a look at the
kind of things they do,' they are basically used for attacking defended
shores such as you find in the Baltic and Black sea exits, They
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certainly have a small number of Naval Infantry «board ships in the
Indian Ocean and in the Mediterranean. They' ve done some landings
in the Mediterranean, and one can «lways argue that if you have
something, you use it. But it is nothing like the U.S. Marine Corps.

<Quesrian from the audienr e,!
MCCGWIRE: No, I would say it's in t»ndcd to support the Bank. You
know, to spearhead any kind of military operation on the IIanks. But
also to grab the Baltic and Black Sea exit~, to swing around Arctic
Norway. Grabbing the exits is probahl> the most important task.
ROPP: Dr. Lundeberg � we have probably one comment from a
»ubmariner here.

LUNDEBERG. I'mjust thinking «bout Norway, and how do you see
that, in terms of an indicator of perhaps an offensive thre«t of the
Soviet Navy, if you receive indications that th» Soviets through
political pressure are attempting, to you might say, neutralize the
enemy? Have you discovered or seen any indicators thai there i» a
long range possibility that they w>11 try that".

HERRICK: I mentioned brieIIy I think in passing that some of the
Soviet exercises have been obviou»ly aimed at capturing or neutraliz-
ing our bases in Norway. There wa» an excellent article � I think it
was by a U,S, Navy Captain named Synhorst � in the Nav«l 1nsrirote
Proceedings recently in which he made the point that althoiigh this
sort of offensive doesn't seem like a great threat to us, it certainly
does to the Norwegians. and it doe» exercise a tremendous pressure
on them. You see from the statements of the Norwegian Prime
Minister, he's trying to keep a very delicate balance now. he's not a
fully committed member of NATO by any means.
MCCGWIRE: Are you suggesting that they might do this as a one-
»hot operation, or as part of general war?

  Lund chery corn men L !
MCCGWIRE; I think it entirely in their interests to take Norway and
Turkey out of NATO if they can, but through political pressure. But I
don't see it as being in their overall interests, if you take the whole
balance, for them to do a seizure of Norway or even part of Norv ay,
because I think what they would lose would be so much greater than
what they could possibly gain.
LUNDEBERG: Not seizure in the military sense. but progressing to
perhaps a conversion of Norway to a posture initially of the Sweilish
stance....
MCCGWIRE: Politically?
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HERRICK: As you know, under the agreement there are these seven
or eight airfields that were built with a lot of I.:.S. and NATO money
there. but Norway has never aHowed the statitzning of NATO troops
on their soil. They have preserved a delicate balance. l don't see any
increase in Soviet pressure on them in that regard. Certainly the
Soviet political effort i» to divide NATO: they would u»e, I think, any
means that carne to hand that they thought they could get away with,
to increase that pressure, but I haven't seen evidences of them having
succeeded.
ROPP: Time for one more question � from the gentleman in the back
of the room.
 Ques ion fr<rzn ke lv c<rnccrns per< enr<zge <r   ish, < zc. rlzar «rmes
front off  h< Azzreri can Easrern seaboard.!
MCCGWIRI': First, I don't know the answer to the first part of the
question. and secondly, do they require to protect those ship» against
what". I mean. their expeditionary force fishing fleets go aH over the
world doing t his vacuum sweep type of 'pulse' h shing, like they did on
George's Bank. Where's the requirement for protection'>
DOUGLAS: The protection is going to be required when there is
going to be competition.
HFRRICK. Admiral Gor»hkov in his f967 article in the I'ebruary
issue of M<>rs '<ri Sb<zrnil made it very clear that hc was defining
protection of Soviet state interests in economic term~ which certainly
would have included the fishing, What is not clear is that he ha» sold
this biH of goods to the Party, because if he does. of course that
requires more forces, much more forces.
ROPP, Admiral, you may have the last word. sir,
HOOPER: r'ou asked a question which has not been;inswercd and in
the as»urnptions that you made on that que»tion, l felt th>t your
interpretation of recent history of whether or not they' ve been a
threat....that it brought out the point that I think may be senrantics.
but I seem to disagree with you on the assumption. but I made a plea
yesterday for historian» to tackle this era since World War 11 ..ind you
turn out more fine doctoral students and great historians in the
maritime areas than anybody else. and I say ! oir can do something
about it.
ROPP: Wait till   r< book comes out.

HERRICK: Right there  pointing r<r kevn<z < s!  !az<t,hler .
ROPP: This I think i» a very serious question. Admiral. I wanted to
come back to it precisely for that reason, bccau»e, a» I say, there' »
always a question of when an historic event happens. But I think the
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happening from the historical point of view, of containment, from the
standpoint of policy, is that it has produced a series of non-events
from which, particularly for the Russian side, motives are alw«ys
impossible to determine by documentary evidence. Now the res~it
has been an erosion of interest. I'm not speaking of the historian. but
from the public's point of view. It's all right for us to talk to the threat,
and how we perceive it. But there's a further step. and the answer to
this I just don't know. So perhaps the most important policy problem
is how we perceive various kinds of thre«ts in a period in which,
owing to the general success of containment, the United States is the
last country in which peace can be seen to have broken out. Mean-
while, twenty years of peace has affected all our «Ilies, l think v e're
absolutely foolish to ignore that, The result is that we have acute
public image problems. I don't know the answer, Admiral, but I think
that the judgments of historians, who have «very b«d track record «s
policy advisers, as we both knov,  Lnag!trer! may help somewhat,
 Applaw se!



A Proposal: North American Society
for Oceanic History

REYNOLDS; The meeting will come to order, 'With a statement like
that I think we may now assume we' re a legally constituted body.
Americans are exceedingly legalistic, I think. We do have written
constitutions and by-laws and so forth and make fetishes out of them,
So let's be British for awhile and simply constitute ourselve» without
writing anything down. 1 might start by saying that if everyone i»
probably wondering when the next meeting might be that they could
attend or something like this, it will be on July 6-12, 1974, the I nterna-
tional Commission for Maritime History, British Committee, 1974
Congress, held at the National Maritime Museum in London, and the
theme will be 'Maritime Aspects of the American Revolution.' The
reason of course 1 bring this up is not only the timeliness of the theme,
but the fac  that there is such a committee, that it is international, but
that the British have a Congress for hosting such an event. We do not.
There is no such thing on the North Atnerican continent, and 1
suppose the question facing us is, should there be such a vehicle' ?
Should it be something that ought to associate itself with an interna-
tional commission for maritime history, and/or»hould it involve the
broader theme of the ocean, the sea. such as we have tried to present
here this weekend? I think these are very real que»tions that were
actually Erst brought up to me by Dr.Lundeberg and Dr, Lyman
earlier in the spring, which was one of the reasons 1 think for this
whole meeting,

So here we are.and I merely ask you � in a wav � to decide whether
you think this weekend was worth it, whether you should like to see it
placed on a more formal basis, and if so how we ought to go ~bout it
and with of course the caveat and the word of caution really that there
is a built-in prejudice nowadays against any new organization � whirh
implies all sorts of new other things that might go along with it such as
funding, more publications, more journals, this kind of thing. Prolif-
eration, overorganizing and all that. Furthermore � and understand-
ably so � are we, particularly those of us up here in the North woods,
not young up-starts trying to move in on a field that has been domi-
nated in certain areas of the country and by certain professionals
since time began'? Maybe that's where it ought to»tay: on the same
basis it's on now. Maybe what we' re doing i» premature, maybe it'»
too little «nd too late, maybe it's wasted energy.
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In any case, we have two speakers who have a much longer history
of thinking about this idea and trying to do something about it over the
years than l certainly have. The first of the»e is Dr. Philip Lundeberg,
Curator of Naval History, Division of Naval Hist<>ry in the National
Museum. smithsonian Institution, with whom I had the privilege of
beinga <nuseum aid intern many years ago and who i» also a one-ti<ne
product of the North Carolina region.  This is a stacked deck for
North Carolina at this meeting, I should warn youl. So I will simply
turn over the floor to Dr. Lundeberg and sec what he has to»ay on the
subject.

Philip K, Lundeberg

Thank you, Clark. The circum»tance» in which the idea of an
association for oceanic history ha» approached the stage of »eri<ius
and deliberate consideration in North America are complex indeed.
perhaps beyond the grasp of any individual participant in this second
Seminar in Maritime and Regional Studies convened by the Univer-
sity of Maine, indications of the need for such an interdisciplin <ry and
i»ternational association abound, 1 believe � the quality and breadth
of'the sessions of this Seminar are an immediate manifestation of this

fact � «nd. with the long debilitated state ot' maritime enterprise on
this continent looming «s a massive backdrop to our discu»sio». I
would make bold to open with several observations that will doubt-
less reflect the perspective of a mu»eum-based hi»torian. In conclu-
sion, I would take a brief overview of where our maritime intere»t» lie

today, as seen in terms of the existing structure of international
scholarly and cultural organization» that currently flourish under the
aegis of UN ESCO.

During the past four decades, maritime»tudie» have been stirn<i-
lated to a notable degree by museum programs and resources both
here and overseas. The fruitful rel;<tionship between the Peabody
Museum of Salem and those researchers who h;ive sustained the

Ameri< u«Weptune so effectively <>ver the years ha» been a reflection
of the»anie happy phenomenon evident <cro»» the Atlantic in that
stimulus providedby the collections and curatorial experti»e f'ound;<t
the National Maritime Museum at  Ireenwich to the distinguished
contributions regularly appearing in Th< <Sari«er'.< .<rjir mr. I his latter
relationship has been further strengthened by the remarkable feet«re»
«nd symposia annually sponsored at the  Ireenwich institution by the
Society for Nautical Research, events which h;<vc received <ncr<.a»-
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ing support from leading British universities and. on occasion, from
the United States cultural attache in London. North American par-
ticipation in these significant scholarly and cultural events was strik-
ingly demonstrated just one year ago, when the National Maritime
Museum hosted the First International Congress of M'iritime
Museums', in joint and happy collaboration with the Marine Histori-
cal Association of Mystic Seaport, another exceptionally fruitful
center of inaritime research on this side of the Atlantic.

The Greenwich Congress of 1972, which highlighted recent de-
velopments in Northern Europe in the inter-related areas of marine
archaeology and maritime ethnology, was especially memorable,
revealing as it did, during extended discussion~ on the nature of that
museum association's membership, a strong desire i>n the part of
non-museum based maritime specialists to become affiliated v ith that
new international organization in at least an associate status. recog-
nizing that its regular membership was to be institutional rather than
that of individuals. These two forms of membership have subse-
quently been incorporated in the recently adopted constitution of the
Internatiorial Congress of Maritiine Museuins. If one adds to this
developing situation the impending colloquy of the International
Cominission of Maritime History, scheduled to be held at Greenwich
in July 1974 on the tiinely theme, "Maritime Aspects of the American
Revolution." it becomes unmistakable that a rather dynamic de-
velopment in maritime studies is currently afoot, particularly in Great
Britain and Scandinavia, owing in no small me >sure to the stimulating
influence of scholarly colloquia on themes refiecting;i substantially
hroadened definition of maritime history.

No less broadly conceived has been the perception of oceanic
studies revealed in the emerging academic progr;ims offered in sev-
eral North American universities, notably here at the University of
Maine, at Dalhousie University and at  he University of Delaware,
Generated in no small part to stimulate research that might contribute
constructively to the economic and cultural development ot the At-
lantic provinces, these programs hold the promise of redirecting
national attention to the problems and opportunitics lying on our
Eastern sea frontiers. similar rnaritirne studies centers may. I helieve.
be anticipated on our South Atlantic, Gulf and North Pacific coasts
during the coming decade, portending the emergence of some profes-
sional association representing their common interests. It is at this
juncture in the evolution of such institutions, 1 believe. that we must
seriously consider a hasic question; whether oor inuseiim anrl iiniver-
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sity programs in oceanic history � to mention two of the most <>bvious
bases of maritime research � should follow separate lines of de-
velopment, or whether, in the interest of maximum intellectual in-
teraction, such as we have enjoyed here at Orono. they should be
unified, on a deliberately international footing, in North America.
Archivists, marine archaeologists, historians of our sea services,
oceanographers, representatives ot' both management and lab<>r in
our maritime industries, as weil as museum curators and universitv

professors will, one may predict. benefit sttbstantiaily from the crea-
tion of such an interdisciplinary meeting ground. In such a develop-
ment I would foresee no serious conflict of interest with the well-

established programs of the United States Naval Institute. the Naval
Historical Foundation, the Society for the History of Discoveries. the
Nautical Research Guild or indeed of the several associations of

friends of our individual maritime museums. Rather I would antici-

pate a mutually beneficial interacl ion. similar to that evident in the
cooperative scholarly undertakings that have occurred lately al
Greenwich.

The proposal before us today envisaged an association of individu-
als rather than of institutions, one that would hold periodic schoi trly
meetings, perhaps biennially, in «ilernation with the naval history
seminar and convened at a stimul;>ting> range of locations on both
sides of the border. Further, it envisages an association with t gener;ti
secretary and an institutional base of operations, as well as a newslet-
ter that provides timely coverage ot recent and forthcoming de-
velopments in oceanic history studies on «ii iirt< rvr<rtiotral A<r>i>. I et
me ernph.<size the importance of a v orld-wide perspective. If we are
to derive maximum benefit from such an association. ils purview
must extend far beyond this continent. We ail stand very much in
need of illuminating comparisons between <>ur own tnarilime experi-
ence in North America and those of other centers ol'mari titze tct t vily
overseas. Whether from the university. niuseum, business or gov-
ernment community, we will all benefit from the br<>'<der perspecl Ives
inherent in a North American Society for Oceanic History. F' or these
reasons I would move the adoption ol' the follov ing resolution,tnd
heartily commend it to you I'or your most seriotrs consider'>lion:

Resolved. that a committee broadl> representative ot the seven>l d<sc>phnes
that study the history of the sea be app<>inted to deliherate on the desirah>ht> an<i
possible ntcthods of establishing < .'4o<>h An>erican,<ssociation ol ocean>a
historians and to report to all interested part>es no later than April 1974.
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Permit me, in conclusion, to outline briefly the existing situation in
those two pertinent segments of the structure of international organi-
zations sponsored by UNESCO, In the museum realm, unified on a
world-wide basis by the International Council of Museums  ICOM!,
we have now emerging the International Congress of Maritime
Museums. previously mentioned, which like the International As-
sociation of Museums of Arms and Military H istory. is essentially an
association of institutions, represented at its triennial conferences by
designated individuals. In the realm of professional historians. under
the aegis of the International Committee of Historical Sciences
 CISH!, we have the International Commission of Maritime History,
whose President is Professor Michel MoHat ot the Sorbonne. Like the

International Commission of Military History and the International
Commission for the History of World War II  again to cite but two of
more than a score of constituent commissions!, the International

Commission of Maritime History is essentially an association «f
individual historians, loosely associated as national delegations at
each major conference. Whereas there exists a United States Com-
mission of Military History, and indeed a comparable Canadian
Commission, there is no United States commission of mantime his-
tory. Ultimately, a North American Society for Oceanic History
should constitute an important regional associate of the International
Commission of Maritime History, combining in its membership his-
torians based both in museums and the university community. In the
realm of oceanic history, I believe we have much to lose by f«Howing
a purely national model.
f Applause!
REYNOLDS: Legally, any resolution like this one must have a
second. so I would assume that our next speaker will provide that, in
this loaded deck. Our next speaker is Dr. John Lyman who is that
unusual combination of a professional oceanographer from the Uni-
versity of North Carolina at Chapel HiH whichis down the road from
Duke if you' re wondering! and a maritime historian to h«ot, And
actuaHy, I hadn't met him until Dr. Lundeberg grabbed me over
cocktails in the Superintendent's quarters at the Naval Academy last
spring and said, "We' ve got to get organized." John walked by. we
grabbed him, and that's how it aH started. Ot course I should add that
that conference at the Naval Academy wilt apparently be repeated
every two years now, funds holding out; it also I think indicates the
very real interest that's developing in North America for these kinds
of studies, in this case naval history and affairs which of course is
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central with any kind of organization like this. So without further ado,
Dr. Lyman.

john Lyrnan

Thank you, Clark. I was glad to see Phil put this organization chart
of international science and culture oi> the blackboard because I came

up through the scientific end of the thing here  indicarirrgJ and this
reminds me that there's something that could be pointed out. The
International Council of Scientific I:nions, v hich after the creation of
UNESCO affiliated with that body. has as one of its member unions
the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. This was the
organization that a decade and a half ago conceived the International
Geophysical Year, and the International Geophysical Year in turn led
to Sputnik, and I think you all knov' what that led to in the United
States. So it's worth pointing out that these international get-
togethers aren't merely ways for people to meet old friends in foreign
countries and wrangle a vacation trip overseas. There is an interna-
tiorial infrastructure in science and culture that can accomplish things
and can be of considerable significance.

I'd like to, in seconding this resolution, talk from the point of ~ >ew
of the consumer of oceanic history, We' ve been hearing for the last
two days from the producers of history, but let's turn around for a
minute and consider who the consumers are. The first group of
consumers, of course, is the group of academic historians � one
man's research results are the next man's data. The historians are not

only ofhistory in the usual sense, but the historians of technology. the
historians of economics and the historians of science are all interesled

in one aspect or another of oceanic history, because ships are cer-
tainly splendid examples of man's skill in technology. and at the same
time, except for warships, they are usually built with some economic
purpose, Another group of consumers is the archivists from whom
we' ve heard. A third group is the museum curators, Another group are
the military and naval historians as contrasted to the academic his-
torians, and this includes such specialized groups as weapons his-
torians. The evolution of the naval sword and the naval gun are things
that are fascinating to some people. We have another group r>f con-
sumers: the students of sea power, such as those we heard from this
morning. Then there are naval architects: I needn't go any further
than to mention Chapelle and Bill Baker and Tom Gillmer as exam-
ples of naval architects who are deeply interested in the historical
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aspects of their profession. Likewise, professionrd navigators are
interested in the htstory of charting and the hi»tor~ and development
of navigation instruments and methods. We have the underwater
archeologists who are making tremendous contribution» now to
maritime history. hut in turn they depend on the research result»
obtained hy other people and are great consumers of oceanic history,
We have the yachting and cruising types who like to read about their
predecessors. We have people concerned with managing national
parks and other public recreation areas on the seashore, VIany of
these areas involve famous shipwrecks. or they are the sites of former
shipyards or shipping activity, and these people find themselves
interested in oceanic history. We have some old men like myself who
went to sea in their youth and are interested in the historical develop-
ment of what was once their profession, whether in the merchant
marine or the navy, We have persons descended from shipbuilders,
from sea captains or from ship owners who have a family or perhaps
genealogical interest in maritime history. Finally down at the bottom
of the pyramid, forming perhaps the most numerous group � the
group where 1 would put myself � are the armchair sailors. people
who simply like to read about the ocean, who collect books on the
ocean, and for whom organizations like the Naval Institute and Roger
Taylor's publishing company annually produce vast quantities of
publications. 1 might add that the prices of these, both second-hand
and new, seem to be increasing exponentially,

It i» from this widely diverse group of consumers of oceanic history
then that I would expect to draw the membership of a society of
oceanic history. As Phil mentioned. the soctety would be composed
of individuals, not of organizations, and these groups that I' ve
specified would supply the members. There are already a number of
organizations existing in North America. There used to be the
Maritime Research Society of Salem which I think was only a front
for a book-publishing operation, but it neverthele»s ha» impressed
people in Europe with the importance of an American Society.
There's the Nautical Research Guild, already mentioned, which ap-
peals primarily to shipmodelers and which has survived for a couple
of decades. There's a Steamship Historical Society of America which
has been going now I guess for three decades, but its scope is limited
to powered vessels, and we sailing types have to look elsewhere for a
complete exposition of our interests.

Then there are a number of regional groups. 'I'here's the Maritime
Research Society of San Diego, which has been instrumental in
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restoring the old bark Srar of india in San Diego. There's the San
Francisco Maritime Museum which has restored the ship Bali:lurhu in
San Francisco and which has inspired the park service of the State of
California to acquire and restore sever.al other historic ships, There' s
a Puget Sound Maritime Historical Society in Seattle, On this side
there's the Bath Maritime Museum and the associated Marine Re-
search Society of Bath. Then there's Mystic Seaport, which is a
membership organization as well as a museum. There's the Peabody
Museum Associates. There's South Street Seaport. But aiI of these
have a regional appeal, or in  he case of the Steamship Historical
Society a narrower appea1 than the whole field of oceanic history.
This is why I feel that something broader than any of these existing
organizations is called For at this time.

And I'd like to mention another reason why I think something like
this is needed on an international or continental basis, going back to
the point of view of protecting the consumer � namely, quality assur-
ance. Some of the books that I save my pennies for and buy I grumble
at a little because I say, 'Why didn t the publisher exert a little more
care and show the manuscript to a couple of people who might have
prevented the author from making I'oolish mistakes? I think this is
something that's inherent in the publishing business. The proceedings
of the meeting two years ago have the economics cited by Roger
Taylor which shows you how expensive it would be tor a publisher to
attempt to hire expertise beyond that of an author's own. But
nevertheless, the public is entitled to a fair shake in the quality control
of maritime history, oceanic history, and here I think is an area in
which a continental organization could do a lot of good. One thing that
comes to mind is the Constellation fiasco. I'm not thinking so much
about the use of forged documents to attempt to present the history of
the ship in an unusual way, as I am in the deplorable manner in which
Chapeile's bureaucracy treated him when he tried to point out what
w rs going on. I think a national or continental society would see to it
that this sort of thing would not be repeated. Another example comes
to mind. Recently on the coast somewhere south of Hatteras, a storm
unearthed a wreck of a wooden ship, Actually it was nothing but the
bottom timbers. It was gravely reported though that since the ship
was pointed at both ends it must be either a Viking ship or a Rev-
olutionary War gunboat, because no other ships within the knowl-
edge of the beholder were pointed at both ends. A little available
expertise would very soon straighten out this sort of thing. Also such
things as the National Archives turning itself into a records disposal
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service � a voice from a community of people concerned with oceanic
records could see to it that the National Archives mends its w ~ys. So
it's with great pleasure then that I second the motion.  App ause.!
REYNOLDS: Thank you, John. The floor is now open for discussion.
Procedurally, what 1 think this leads to is a voting on the resolution,
and if it passes we go forward and constitute our committee, and then
it selects its own chairman and then we worry about thing» like
secretaries and all that. I don't even have a copy of the program in
front of me. I'm so loose by now. Remark from thr audienr e.! I think
we'd be a congenial group. Let's throw it open to you. I'm not
directing anything � let's have your feedback, and please, be frank,
 Comment from audience.!
Permanently you mean; it should not concentrate permanently in one
center. Anyone care to speak to that subject", Phil,
 Comment f'rom Lundeberg.!
Maybe be in one place for a few years, and then move around. l guess
a lot of this would also depend on the kind of administrative hierarchy
you'd set up. Would you have a central repository for the paperwork,
somebody who could spend time and energy and collect the monies
and so forth, for awhile maybe in one place'? I think this is something
that has to be decided, but Orono, Maine is not necessarily the center.
 Comment hy Ropp.!
Of course, vou heard from President Neville who's been on station
now for a month; when Bill McAndrew and I invited him to speak
here, he launched into a ten-point program where he's going to turn
the New England-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec Centerinto the regional
model of the way a regional program ought to be. and I think he is the
kindof person who is very amenable to this, but he's still an unknown
quantity. But all I can say is, Ted, that I don't know, I think it took
about ten minutes to raise the money for this conference, just by
calling up the right vice presidents; it's the kind of thing that maybe
the larger and older established universities wouldn't waste their time
on, but it's the very kind of thing that someplace like Maine or
Delaware or Mystic or New Brunswick or Dalhou»ie would in fact be
ideal for, and I think r'n this racket now of looking for a gimmick where
you can put your money into something umque, l think Maine is very
receptive to it, as, for an example, just by dealing with these people.
Already one of the individuals at this meeting has offered to find the
money to pay for the publication of these proceedings: we didn't even
have to look for that, so this is a good sign. That would be my offhand
response.
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 Discussion aithin audience about hostitr it organi ations.!
So here we have the goverment museum, the government naval
academy, maybe, just for example».... Here's three expressions ol'
interest from the United States government. This i» interesting; in the
day of cutbacks, there might be money for this kind of thing which to
me is encouraging, by the way.
HOOD: ln organizing something like this with other organizations of
similar nature already being founded. is there duplication, do you»ee.
anywhere along the line. In other words, with money already going
into certain administrations running similar type organizations. are
we not possibly putting more money into one other administration for
gathering, who have perhaps already been covered under different
aegises, or what have you?
REYNOLDS: I think what we have to decide and differentiate is. first

the resoliition calls for the creation iif, we' re using the term continen-
tal, international, Canada, North America, United States. North
American Society. Now what this society would do. of course, I think
this committee. if I may speak to the resolution, would have to
undertake the Ieg work and find out exactly wh it it wants to do. l
think most apparently everyone seems to assume that we do like to
have excuses for vacations, and driving from Chapel Hill to  !rono i»
one good way, and that meetings would be associated with ir. But in
looking at the-chicken-or-the-egg. l think the organization would
come first, then perhaps its sponsor»hip of meeting» or a nev»letter.
and/or an organization that maybe would participate in international
congresses and so forth and seek funding. Or maybe implied in your
question also, do we just go on having these kind of meeting» any-
way? It's fun to put them together; 1'm about shot right now, although
I probably don't look like it. But it's terribly haphazard.;ind l've
heard a lot of good ideas as to mayhe what we should have done here
or should do the next time, if there i» a next time. But it really comes
out of two or three of our minds and little else, and we really feel 1
think that we ought to do something more permanent and share it.
That would be my response to that. Of course, duplication exists � a»
has been pointed out by both speakers � in specialization, and l know
this is the one thing about this conference.... l apologize again ro all
the speakers, in particular those who felt constrained by time lir»ita-
tions; trying to keep down to fifteen minutes was a Herculean effort
on your part, and I thank you for trying to do it. But the keynote here
has been generalization, to share specialization, specialized knowl-
edge with other laymen really, but we do have this common interest of
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the sea, and I have a feeling we' ve all learned a great deal which we
never knew before, if for no other reason than we heard judy Joye. So
I think generalization is the key, and I just don't see any duplication at
all in the general sphere. If I can respond as chairman pro tern of this
session. I don't think there is duplication. 13ut would someone speak
from the other point of view perhaps. Again the Christians and the
lions: we' ve stacked the deck, I'm afraid, because those who v eren't
interested in this aren't here.

 Baker i'alking about other groups starting out.!
REYNOLDS: And who can know what government monies might
come this way � like over the bicentennial? General Sirnrnons this
minute is I think down at Fort George in Castine seeing where the
Marine Corps failed or succeeded, I forget what he said yesterday, to
win the American Revolution � our one landing here was a fiasco in
1779, He's down there now, but the point is the bicentennial is coining
up, and this is precisely the kind of thing where I know for the State of
Maine, there's money here; we have it, for the bicentennial celebra-
tion, and we' re trying to find ways to use it, Which is the way the
government operates,
 Comment from Lundeberg,!
REYNOLDS: Yes, I imagine our foreign image � you' re saying � is
pretty weak.
 Lundeberg speaking of the l975 historical congress in San Fran-
cisco.!
REYNOLDS: I don't know, I think also some connection with con-
ventions lately; since there has been a great profusion of specialized
groups, organizations, they' ve begun to bog down some of the na-
tional meetings with joint meetings, so the law's being laid down; they
will stagger them every other year because there are so many,
ROPP: At the same time, Clark, in connection with the American
Military Institute and the Society for the History of Technology,
while it's the aim of the Council of the AHA to stagger these meetings,
one joint meeting, one other aspect that's come up is that by stagger-
ing such meetings � let's say having ajoint meeting with the AMI only
once every two or three years � this opens the way to a joint meeting
with other groups in the off years. In other words, the aim of the
Council as I understand it was not to discourage but partly to keep the
organizations playing a part, but only partly; it wa» also to encourage
fields which for some reason or another, such as this field, was to
encourage them to get organized and if they did to get a place on the
AHA program, and also to have more meetings at the regional level.
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In other words, I would think for example that this group could have a
joint meeting with the Southern Historical sometime. But the aim was
not entirely to close off proliferation of such organizations, but partly
ro encourage it. Phil conducted the negotiations,
LUNDEBERG; I think this is true, and there's another aspect to this.
I think that the AHA has somewhat consciously been encouraging the
groups to have their own organizational meetings; you might say to
stand a bit more on their own feet and not lear! heavily for their
meetings or the joint meeting with the AHA, I think there may be
somewhat of a general pattern of decentralization, with the object of
having more intimate groups that are generally interested in soaking
up the expertise such as we' ve had here and not just meeting as they
do with the American Historical A~sociation.

REYNOLDS: This of course was the whole raison d' etre of our first

meeting two years ago � the frustration that you can't get, there's no
vehicle for getting together maritime, oceanic historians with the big
AHA simply because there's no vehicle for it; so let's do our own
thing anyway in a maritime center like this one, «nd it worked then
and apparently it's worked again, and sooner or later perhaps we
ought to do something about it, and then we could, as you say. Ted, go
ro the national organizations and v ork something out. Cy Hamlin.
HAMLIN: I wonder if there's any opposition to this.
REYNOLDS: Oh, you mean here".
HAMLIN: Right now, and if there is none, I move the question. «nd
then perhaps we can pick up the specifics.
REYNOLDS: The question has been called for. If I hear no objec-
tion, we' ll vote immediately on the main proposal. Moving the ques-
rion requires a second, but I feel the concensus here is that we' re
ready to vote on the main motion, I hear no objection; we wiII vote on
the main proposal, which I think you have in front of you. Does
anyone desire a secret ballot'?  I.aughter! I don't want to intimidate
«yes or nays � we' re very, very proper this day and age. All right. all
those in favor please signify by raising their right hand.  It is done J. I
think we have a majority, but all those opposed. Someone's observed
the absurd notion of calling for abstentions, which, by definition, is a
contradiction of terms: I will not call for abstentions. I would say it' s
unanimous. except for abstentions. 'I'he proposal carries of those of
us gathered here, so I think as chairman pro tetrr let me now call for
the establishment of a committee, and I would say first of all, again if
you have no objection, that it should be constituted from those of us in
attendance here today, if only to get the dialogue going; there' s
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nothing implied as this being a steering committee. or a permanent
executive committee or anything else; it's merely to study the pro-
posal.
KIRK: I move that a steering committee consisting of Clark
Reynolds, Phil Lundeberg and John Lyman be constituted to take the
next step toward preparing an organization.
REYNOLDS: Do I hear a second?

LUNDEBERG: I second it. I think it might be desirable to have a
slightly larger committee, perhaps double that number, recognizing
the difficulty of people communicating and getting together.
KIRK: The sense behind the motion, Phil, was that a small group
� you three � probably know the composition of this whole group
much better than anyone else, You can branch out and add to your
committee if necessary, so that you will have;i more efficient type of
group.

REYNOLDS: This sounds so rigged  Laughter! that it's even more
rigged than the rig we had set up Laughtert; that's why Professor
Kirk has taken us off guard; I had my crib list here, lf I may speak to
that, and sort of surrender the chair, unofficially, I think, Neville.
you' re correct, But what I think we want to do is get a certain
commitment from maybe, say, double the number � from people
outside of our immediate mutual interest; for instance, at least one

Canadian. a token Canadian  Lau!;hter!, at least one, someone in,
say, industry, someone in archives or archeology...,
KIRK: I would be happy to amend my motion to add a second
provision that the committee be allowed to second to the committee
such individuals as they think will be necessary to facilit <te their
operations and achieve their objective,
 Motion se< onded.!
 Speaf er fioni audience talkin!! about the ''t<r! en  'anadia>i' ', Fric
Allah y.!
REYNOLDS: I'm not going to call for a caiicus of the Canadian
delegation, l Luu!;hter; comment from poor! You were waiting for the
rest to leave. Fine, well now, wait a minute, We'vc got to be legal
about this. The resolution � the motion on the II<>or now is � you' ve
amended actually your original motion.

K1RK: My amendment was seconded?
REYNOLDS: Yes. it was, Neville. by ten people, l think we have a
secretary unless you' re writing a letter to somebody�" .Are you v riting
this down'?
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 VOICE: I'm taking notes.!
Oh, taking notes, okay, thank you   Laughter!. As I think I have it, the
main motion which was... yes. Neville?
KIRK: Could I add a further ainendment?

REYNOLDS: Vitould you like to restate the whole motion, I mean
you might as well, I think we' re....
NEVILLF; The motion is that a steering committee shaH be set up to
consist of Clark Reynolds, Phil Lundeberg, John Lyman...,
REYNOLDS: Eric Allaby?

NEVILLF.: Yes, and that the committee shaH be authorized to sec-
ond to it such additional members as the committee deems necessary
to aid in helping it achieve the objective for which it has been set up.
You can appoint to your committee such individuals as you think will
help your expertise or quality which will enable you to carry out your
job.

REYNOLDS: Okay, That's the motion. l thank you again, '1'he
difliculty is, we' re not trying to stack a deck. Believe me, we do want
representation, and l know that a number of people have expressed
an interest. There is the additional problem of those who were irivu ed
to come to this meeting and didn't or wouldn't or couldn' t, and there
have been reservations expressed toward this kind of a thing
� outside of the people here � and so l think we will want to take into
consideration the possibility of inviting others froni the outside who
might have been reticent but now are being faced with the resolution
by a number of people with mutual interests wanting to go forward.
Further discussion?

 VOICE: Question,!
The question has been called for, and he;iring no objection we wiH
now vote on the motion. All those in favor signify by raising their right
hand.  Done.j AH those opposed. Thc motion carries. This means
that, if I may rule, l assume this cornrnittee will. once constituted in its
more-or-less final form, select its own chairman;ind begin its own
correspondence in hammering out proposals. I think the charge of
this group is to have in April 1974 a draft proposal of one kind or
another pointing out any conclusions we' ve arrived at, in terms of
whether to go forward or not and it so, how, and throughout bv the
way I'm sure that this committee will be more than happy to get any
kind of suggestions, recommendations, suggestions for information,
avenues of approach, other people. other groups, any thing at «H. I'm
sure we' re going to solicit this anyway, hut strike whi e the irori is hot.
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 Spealcer from the audient e.!
REYNOLDS: Yes, that point is well taken, absolutely. Bul v hat I'rn
saying is I think we' re going to have to add to it before we do that so
that any kind of resolution like this will have the additional clout of a
good cross-section of interested peop1e. Well. technically speaking.
there is no motion on the floor. Do I hear any other nev,, old or.
unfinished business?  Voice from audience to adjottrn,j
The motion to adjourn.
ROPP: Before we turn to that motion, thank you for the superb
conference.

REYNOLDS: Thank you very much  Applatcse!. Bill McAndrew,
please, sir. stand up: he is the unsung hero.  Applauset  VOICE: He' s
a co-equal Canadian?! He's a co-equal Canadian, absolutely
� nothing token about him: he's set up all the meals and has done just
about all the hard work. So it's really been great fun and a great
pleasure, believe me. We' re enthusiastic about this kind of thing, and
I hope something can come of it,
Thank you for coming. This convention is closed.
 The Worth Americ an Society for 0t eanic History tt as
subsequently � in September 1974 � incorporated as an educational,
non-profit or/animation irt the State of Maitre.. 1ts temporary head-
quarters are; 208 East Annex, University t>f Maine, Ortrnt>, Maine
04473, U.S.A. Ed,!

The Prat eettingt <>f the tirtt tnternt>ttt>ttn  CO>rgb se Ot tr/itritime rtttseutnS.
published by I-ier Majesty's Stationery Office in the fall oi 1974, i»ay be secured upon
application tn the Secretary-General, International Congress of Matititne Museums,
c/o  he Natio»al Maritime Museum, Greenwich. Londot> SEIO OVF. Is»gland.




